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Often when you think of venture capital investing, you think of
endowments and pension funds investing in hard-to-access
opportunities. Alumni Ventures is disrupting the venture capital
industry by offering a path for accredited investors to own an
actively managed, diversified venture portfolio that invests
alongside well-known VC firms. This asset class has outperformed
the S&P over many periods.1 With Green D Ventures, the idea is
simple—by investing together with other Dartmouth alumni, we all
can do better.

Green D Ventures is the Alumni Ventures VC fund for Dartmouth

SIMPLY THE FINEST
HOMES IN THE AREA

alumni and friends of the community. We are now actively raising
Fund 9.

$1B + 8,000+
capital raised

#3 MOST ACTIVE VC
FIRM IN THE WORLD
2021
PITCHBOOK

investors

MOST INNOVATIVE
COMPANIES
2022
FAST COMPANY

greendventures.com/alumni
1

Cambridge Associates, Venture Capital Benchmarks, March 31, 2019.
Important Disclosure: The Manager of Green D Ventures 9 is Alumni Ventures Group, LLC (AV), a venture capital firm. AV and
the fund are not sponsored by, affiliated with, or otherwise endorsed by the Dartmouth College. AV’s funds are very long-term
investments that involve substantial risk of loss, including loss of all capital invested. For informational purposes only; offers of
securities are made only to accredited investors pursuant to a fund’s offering documents, which describe the risks, fees and
other information that should be considered before investing. Examples of prior portfolio company investments are provided
for illustrative purposes only; there is no guarantee that the fund will invest in or achieve the same exposure to, or quality of,
companies held by any existing fund. The lead venture capital firms listed are provided for illustrative purposes only; there is no
guarantee that any fund will invest alongside of any other venture capital firm. Contact Investor Relations at Investor.Relations@
GreenDVentures.com for additional information. *For illustration purposes only. These deals are not intended to suggest any
level of investment returns; not necessarily indicative of deals invested by any one fund or investor. Many returns in investments
result in the loss of capital invested. These deals are not available to future fund investors except potentially in certain follow-on
investment options. AV offers smart, simple venture investing to accredited investors. Specifically, AV provides a path for individuals to own an actively managed diversified venture portfolio with a single investment co-investing alongside experienced
VC firms. Traditionally, with limited investment capital and contacts, individual investors have had limited access to desirable
deals alongside experienced VC firms, and even if they could access one or more such deals, it would take an inordinate amount
of time, money and negotiation to build a diversified portfolio. With AV Funds, investors can choose from a number of funds to
make a single investment to gain exposure to a diversified portfolio of investments selected by an experienced manager. AV
Funds’ simple fee mechanism permits investors to avoid constant capital calls throughout the life of the fund as found in other
private investment vehicles. All private placements of securities and other broker dealer activities are currently offered through a
partnership with Independent Brokerage Solutions LLC MEMBER: FINRA / SIPC (“IndieBrokers”), which is located at 485 Madison
Avenue 15th Floor New York, NY 10022. (212) 751-4424. AV and its affiliates are independent and unaffiliated with IndieBrokers.
Any securities transactions or related activities offered by AV associated persons are conducted in their capacities as registered
representatives of IndieBrokers. To check the background of IndieBrokers and its representatives, visit FINRA’s BrokerCheck
(https://brokercheck.finra.org) where you can also find our Form CRS (https://files.brokercheck.finra.org/crs_153563.pdf).
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TO LEARN MORE, CONTACT:
Bethany Solomon
Executive Director of Development
Dartmouth Cancer Center
Dartmouth Health / Geisel School
of Medicine
Bethany.Solomon@Dartmouth.edu
603-646-5134
geiselcampaign.dartmouth.edu

No one should have to wait to find out they have cancer
before taking action to stop it. With advances being made
at Dartmouth, we can create healthier futures. But those
advances require substantial investments. This is your
opportunity to change the future, not just for millions
of people but for you and your family. Please join us in
answering The Call to Lead.
The Precision Prevention Initiative is an initial $10 million
investment in Dartmouth’s vision for a world free of cancer.
This step will lay the groundwork for further research and
discovery, and deeper investments, over time. That promise
is now closer to being realized thanks to a $25 million lead
gift from Mrs. Dorothy Byrne to create the $50 million Byrne
Family Research Institute. The Institute will be the new
home for the Precision Prevention Initiative. We hope you
will join us on the journey.

HANOVER, NH Walk to everything
in-town location. Extensive recent
renovations. Gorgeous kitchen. 4 BR,
3 BA. Fabulous. $1,295,000

THETFORD, VT Ranch house on 2+/acres in the middle of fields, with 3 BR,
2 BA and a garage. Located close to I-91.
Beautiful lot with mature trees. $275,000

SOUND BITES
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“Ukraine is standing
up for democracy and
freedom, for the values
that we all care about.”
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6 | LETTERS Readers react.

Notebook

12 | CAMPUS News and

notes from around the
Green

—MARTA HULIEVSKA ’25

PAGE 19

19 | INTERVIEW

As Ukrainian student
Marta Hulievska ’25
copes with the situation
back home, she hopes to
make a difference.
BY SVATI KIRSTEN
NARULA ’13

The
fine art

22 | SPORTS

“My goal is to make
theater…an
actual public square of
thought and
entertainment.”

A new assistant women’s
hockey coach brings
her unique experience to
the rink.
BY DERON SNYDER

—LUKE KATLER ’15

PAGE 28

VERSHIRE, VT Long range views:
127.6+/- ac. 3 BR, 2 BA. Sugarbush.
Bordering a stream. 30 minutes from
Hanover. $995,000

Kan’ichi Asakawa, class of
1899, dedicated his life to
a better understanding of
Japanese history.

LYME, NH Uniquely private village
home on 3.5+/-ac bordering Grant
Brook. Tennis court, additional 2 car
garage. Studio/workshop space.
$885,000

LYME, NH Move right in to this
completely renovated, charming village
home. 1st floor primary bedroom suite,
gorgeous wood floors. Super convenient
location. $725,000
R T
D E AC
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BY SUE SHOCK
28 | ON THE JOB

PLAINFIELD, NH Beautiful tranquil
spot with 28 +/- ac, extensive gardens, 3
ac of open land. 2 BR, 2 BA. Immaculate!
Quiet location. Hobby barn. A great one!
$725,000

of
finding
a home.

“The concierge asked
me, ‘When are you coming back?’ I said, ‘I don’t
know. Ask Putin.’ ”
—DALE PERRY ’84

PAGE 42
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www.marthadiebold.com

Earth Tones
42

No Man’s Land

“The United States
has also committed
war crimes.”
—ALLAN A. RYAN ’66
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On The Green
Lyme, NH 03768
603-795-4816
Allen Street
Hanover, NH 03755
603-643-4200
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Wellness advocate Chelsey Luger ’10 embraces the wisdom
of her ancestors.
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CHELSEA, VT Off the grid living with
your own 34+/- ac of Vermont to farm,
raise animals, and enjoy the peace and
quiet. 3 stall barn. 2 BR 1 BA. $325,000

25 | UNDYING

EAST CORINTH, VT Antique colonial in
a picturesque village. 1.25+/-ac. 4 BR, 1 BA.
Sunroom. Porches. Huge barn. Newer heat;
updated electric. $225,000

With Ukraine under attack, Dale Perry ’84 deftly pivoted from
corporate CEO to leader of his very own aid operation.
BY C.J. HUGHES ’92

46

True Classic

Former College photographer Adrian Bouchard saw the campus
as no one else could.
BY RICHARD BABCOCK ’69

Producer Luke Katler ’15
fuels Broadway’s return
with a show critics call
a “foulmouthed political
funhouse farce.”
BY DANIELLE FURFARO

Pursuits

55 | VOICES IN THE
WILDERNESS

The Seattle Mariners’
Catie Griggs ’03, space
travel expert Ann
Kapusta ’07, drone
proponent Kenji
Sugahara ’95, and apparel
innovator Vivian Lee ’97
58 | ALUMNI BOOKS

Class Notes
62 | THE CLASSES
86 | CLUBS & GROUPS
87 | DEATHS
88 | CONTINUING ED

Legal authority Allan A.
Ryan ’66 on war crimes—
and worse
BY LISA FURLONG
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Gridiron Gold

A Putin Fan

“Diplomatic Hot Spot” [May/
June] validates the qualifications of Mark Brzezinski ’87
as U.S. ambassador to Poland
by referring to his father’s
position as national security
advisor for President Carter
and by including praise from
Daniel Fried.
Yet it was Zbigniew
Brzezinksi who admitted in a
1998 interview with Le Nouvel Observateur that he and
Carter deliberately provoked
the 1979 Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan by arming the
mujahideen beginning six
months prior to the Soviet
invasion.
No more reassuring is
praise from Fried, who denounced Putin’s 2007 Munich
speech. Putin’s admirable
speech included honorable
suggestions, including his
hope for nuclear and conventional arms reductions, his
disgust with the U.S. hyperuse of force and U.S. disdain
for international law, his view
of a unipolar world with one
hegemonic master as dangerous, and his disapproval of
foreign “aid” for the poor that
hypocritically benefits donor
nations’ corporations.
Many Americans would
agree with Putin’s ideas.
But those who applaud U.S.
invasions and hegemony felt
threatened and implemented
a 15-year anti-Putin smear
campaign, which continues
today. These policymakers
bizarrely claim the speech
foreshadows Putin’s alleged
aims of conquest. Mark
Brzezinski’s own harsh comments demonstrate that he,
too, is incapable of understanding Russia’s perspective and is not “the right man
at the right time,” despite
Fried’s claims.

“

Imagine that:
Dartmouth
beating the
University of
Chicago for the
national football
championship!”
—BOB SAUER ’66
THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2021

KRISTIN YOUNG CHRISTMAN ’90

Clifton Park, New York
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Your next
chapter is closer
than you think.
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I greatly enjoyed the article
about “Swede” Oberlander ’26
(“The Man with the Golden
Arm,” November/December
2021). I met the man I was
introduced to as Dr. Jim
Oberlander for my alumni
interview as an applicant for
Dartmouth’s Class of 1966.
At the time he was medical
director of Prudential Insurance, living in the Chicago
area. After the interview, my
father (Bill Sauer ’32) told me
about the good doctor's accomplishments with the 1925
Dartmouth football team,
including going undefeated
and beating Chicago for the
national championship. Imagine that: Dartmouth beating
the University of Chicago for
the national football championship! Not likely to be
repeated.
I was reminded of all
that about a year later when
Dartmouth's 1962 team, with
quarterback Bill King ’63,
completed its own undefeated
season. It was all quite an
introduction to Dartmouth
football.
BOB SAUER ’66

Princeton, Massachusetts

Twin Peaks

I enjoyed your article about
Ultimate star Marika Austin
’09 [“Fast and Furious,”
March/April]. Just felt it
should be noted that the
winner of the women's club
defensive player of the year
is also a Dartmouth alum—
Claire Trop ’21.
CHRIS PERSSON ’82

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Thumbs Out
and Up

Regarding “The Dead Zone”
[March/April], nice article.
It brings back a lot of great
memories. On the way to get

[Grateful Dead member] Bob
Weir, we picked up our friend
Pete, whom we knew would
love to meet the band. When
we were driving back from the
hotel to Thompson Arena, we
passed a young guy hitchhiking and Weir said, “Let’s pick
him up.” Of course, we obliged
and had a fun ride back, talking about concerts and music
and whatever else.
As we neared the arena,
we knew we couldn’t drive
in with Pete and the hitchhiker, so we dropped them off.
Apparently, Pete then told the
hitchhiker who had been in
the van. The kid came charging up the middle of the street
after the van. He never caught
us, but I’m sure he had a good
story to tell his buddies.

Nothing compares.

FOURSEASONSSIR.COM

THE HINCKLEY HOUSE
The Hinckley House (1822) is one of the seven Ridge Homes gracing the center of the town.
The estate has approximately 2.7 acres of land and has expansive front and back lawns.
ORFORD, NH | PRICE UPON REQUEST | MLS# 4873440
PIERCE MCLAUGHRY GROUP | C: 603.359.8622 | C: 201.401.4934

WHITE MOUNTAIN PANORAMIC VIEWS
Gated six bedroom, six bath estate with resort-like elements
for recreation or entertaining. Vermont and New Hampshire
mountain views. Private pond with chef’s barbeque cabana.
DANVILLE, VT | $2,300,000
CHERYL KERR | C: 802.535.9676

PHIL GIBBS ’81

Eastford, Connecticut

Quick Thinking
Regarding “Big Picture:
Olympic Flashback”
[January/February], an
almost non-story: Some
friends took me to Sunapee
[New Hampshire] for what
turned out to be my last ski
adventure beyond the golf
course. I was walking across
the area where real skiers
finish out their runs when my
path and that of “Chick” Igaya
’57 were about to intersect, he
at speed. In some split-second
magic of instinct, I jumped
and he lay over very low and
went right under me. Not a
touch, and he was back up.

MODERN CONTEMPORARY AT VELVET ROCKS
Enjoy in all seasons. The private backyard and custom
waterfall makes this the perfect place to entertain.
Close to DHMC and Dartmouth College. Move-in-ready.
HANOVER, NH | $1,250,000 | MLS# 4911283
LINDA MAYO | C: 802.345.5202

LAKEFRONT CUSTOM BUILT LOG HOME

WILMINGTON, VT | $1,100,000 | MLS# 4911500
PATRICE SCHNEIDER | C: 802.375.3610

Under Contract

Under Contract

PEACEFUL QUAIL HOLLOW COMMUNITY CONDO

Enjoy the best of all seasons that Vermont has to offer at this
Bright and cheerful three bedroom end unit. This 55+
stunning lakefront custom built Moosehead Log Home located community offers access to all of the regional amenities.
less than 10-miles to The Hermitage Club and Mount Snow.
LEBANON, NH | $465,000 | MLS# 4908046
PIERCE MCLAUGHRY GROUP
Evan Pierce | C: 201.401.4934 | Leah McLaughry | C: 603.359.8622

Under Contract

GEORGE HAND ’60

Boston

Winter Grit

I read with interest Rand
Richards Cooper’s article about biathlete Susan
Dunklee ’08 [“On Target,” January/February] and the story
about the unstoppable threedecade Dartmouth head ski
coach Cami Thompson Graves

HISTORIC, FEDERAL-STYLE VERMONT PROPERTY

FULL OF CHARACTER AND PRIVACY

PRIVATE LAKEFRONT HOME ON GOOSE POND

Locally known as Stone Soup, and is set against a
conservation protected backdrop. Actively being
shown and accepting backup offers.

Located in close proximity to conserved land and access
to local trails and downtown Hanover, this is a beautiful,
modern and stylish property with a bright bonus room.

Bungalow-style three bedroom house with a large deck,
screened porch, wonderful waterfront and dock.

STRAFFORD, VT | $989,000 | MLS# 4907918
KATE CASSIDY | C: 802.299.6509

HANOVER, NH | $910,000 | MLS# 4909575
SUSAN ZAK | C: 802.359.3641

CANAAN, NH | $750,000 | MLS# 4908128
PIERCE MCLAUGHRY GROUP
Evan Pierce | C: 201.401.4934 | Leah McLaughry | C: 603.359.8622

HANOVER O: 603.643.6070 | ST. JOHNSBURY O: 802.751.7582 | MOUNT SNOW O: 802.464.1200 | FourSeasonsSIR.com
23 Offices Throughout Vermont, New Hampshire & New York. | Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

Go all in
to end
cancer.

LETTERS

TM

Benefiting:

[“Behind the Podium” January/February]
by Jim Collins ’84, which reinforced my
pride that Dartmouth has held its place
at the top of Olympic sport for more than
100 years. The issue highlighted Dunklee,
Thompson, speed skater Jack Shea ’34,
and other Dartmouth Olympians.
But let’s not forget my own favorite
iconic downhill skier ever, the late Diana
Golden ’84, a one-legged phenom who
won four gold medals at the 1986 World
Disabled Championships. As she said,
“A pet peeve of mine is that the public
refuses to view what we do as athletic.
We’re competitive. I like to win.”
Brothers Joe Walsh ’84 and Rob
Walsh ’88 are not far behind in my admiration: Representing the United States
in the “high partially sighted” category,
they racked up bronze and gold, respectively, at the fourth Winter Paralympic
Games in Innsbruck, Austria.
Dartmouth has been the true grit of
American winter sports for a century,
producing so many dedicated cold-sport
athletes—none of whom were ever
“disabled.”

YOU KNOW DARTMOUTH.
NOW DISCOVER TUCK.
“To take a complete time-out from work, to go sit in a
class with smart people and smart professors and do
something for yourself—that’s enriching, especially
when you get to return to Dartmouth to do it.”
— Michael Kolis ’87, Tuck Leadership and Strategic Impact participant

PETER J. DORSEN ’66

Eagan, Minnesota

Join us in Hanover: July 8-9, 2022
Come back and make a difference! The Prouty is a family-friendly
fundraising event combining cycling, walking, rowing, golfing, and
more to raise funds for ground-breaking research and meaningful
patient support services at Dartmouth Cancer Center.

Register today at: TheProuty.org
info@TheProuty.org | 603-646-5500

Out of This World

John White ’61 [“Continuing Education,”
November/December 2021] cites a lot
of “authorities” in support of his bizarre
ideas about UFOs and aliens, but do the
DAM editors really think that this is a
good testimonial for the College? His
ideas display a vanity—that aliens would
be interested in contacting us—and an
arrogance—that Homo sapiens could be
capable of communicating with them—
that almost beggars belief. This is not
good advertising for a Dartmouth (or
even a Yale) education.
JOHN V. BALDWIN ’71

Cernobbio, Como, Italy

WRITE TO US
Thinking about buying property in Hanover or the Upper Valley?
Please allow me to assist you

William H. “Star” Johnson, Broker (Class of '70)
Representing Buyers and Sellers

Big Green Real Estate
5 Olde Nugget Alley, Ste. 5
Hanover, NH 03755

Phone: 603-643-3942
Cell: 603-381-8603
www.biggreenre.com

Big Green Real Estate is not affiliated with nor officially sanctioned by Dartmouth College

DAM welcomes letters. The editor reserves
the right to determine their suitability and
edit them for accuracy and length. Letters
must be limited to 200 words and refer to
material published in the magazine.
Write:
Letters, Dartmouth Alumni Magazine,
7 Lebanon Street, Suite 107,
Hanover, NH 03755
Email:
DAMLetters@dartmouth.edu
Online:
dartmouthalumnimagazine.com

Advanced Management Program

Leadership and Strategic Impact

For experienced executives seeking to develop an enterprise-wide
mindset and visionary approach to leadership

For high-potential executives seeking to cultivate their strategic
leadership style and maximize their organizational effectiveness

AMP.TUCK.DARTMOUTH.EDU

LSI.TUCK.DARTMOUTH.EDU

July to 2, 202

0DUPCFSUP ].BZUP 

Tuck Executive Education | exec.tuck.dartmouth.eduBMVNOJ | 603-646-2839 | tuck.exec.ed@dartmouth.edu
We hope you or a colleague will join us. Dartmouth alumni and their referrals enjoy a 10% discount. Group discounts are also available.
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1973.

Our grandparents went
to Cape Cod and all we
got was this super great
beach house that’s
still in the family in

UPFRONT

▲

Bronco on
the Green

2022.

NFL star Russell Wilson delivers
Commencement address.
The Super Bowl winner was a surprise
selection to speak at the June 12 ceremony, which was scheduled to return
to the Green this year. The Denver
Broncos quarterback never tossed a
pigskin for the Big Green, but his father,
the late Harrison Wilson III ’77, played
football and baseball at the College, and
his three uncles (Benjamin ’73, John ’80,
and Richard ’85) also knew their way
around campus. Commencement
featured eight honorary degree recipients, including three alumni: business executive Charles Haldeman ’70,
diplomat Kul Chandra Gautam ’72, and
physics professor Fiona Harrison ’85.

It’s not easy to leave a lasting legacy. It requires thinking well beyond portfolio strategy to consider longer-term needs, like
transferring wealth and minimizing tax implications. The John Banks Wealth Management Group carefully creates forwardthinking financial plans that protect the things most important to you and your family. LIFE WELL PLANNED.

JOHN BANKS, CFP®, D’90
Managing Director
Financial Advisor

Raymond James does not provide tax or legal services. Please discuss these matters with the appropriate professional. Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns
the certification marks CFP®. © 2022 Raymond James & Associates, Inc., member New York Stock Exchange/SIPC. 22-BRNBJ-0005 TA 4/22

WEST2EAST EMPIRE

T 585.485.6341 // john.banks@raymondjames.com
johnbankswealthmanagement.com
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“Every
human has
a creative
center.”

notes from around the gree n

67

GREEK LIFE

LOOK WHO’S TALKING
> MARY LOU ALESKIE | Director of the Hopkins Center for the Arts

▲

Percentage of eligible
students who join a fraternity
or sorority
ANNIVERSARIES

50

Years since the founding of
the Black Alumni of Dartmouth
Association, which held a
campus reunion in May
H E AT WAV E

Occom’s Legacy

Repatriation ceremony acknowledges a broken promise.
Under a tent in front of the Mohegan Church in Uncasville, Connecticut, President Phil Hanlon ’77 handed a
small gray box to Mohegan Tribal Council Chairman James
Gessner Jr. Later in the solemn proceedings of April 27, members of the tribe honored Hanlon by wrapping him in a ceremonial blanket. They also gave the College a purple and white
wampum belt to signify the bond of friendship and the end of
conflict between the Mohegans and Dartmouth.
The small box had great significance: It contained a sample
of the large, archived collection of the papers of 18th-century
Mohegan tribal member Samson Occom. The College was
returning his letters, sermons, journals, even a page of recipes
for Indigenous herbal remedies to the tribe.
Occom (1723-92) was a preacher and scholar. His former
teacher, the Rev. Eleazar Wheelock, planned to create a school
in Connecticut to educate Native American youths, and Occom traveled to England, Scotland, and Wales and raised the
equivalent of about $2.4 million today for the school. When he
returned to the States, he discovered that Wheelock instead
founded Dartmouth for the sons of white settlers. Occom never
saw the reverend again. Following Occom’s death, a variety of
sources sent his papers and other materials to the College.
Hanlon read a letter Occom wrote to Wheelock in 1771
that expressed Occom’s disappointment when he learned of
the broken promise. “The anguish in the letter is palpable,”
Hanlon said. “Indeed, Dartmouth did little to actualize its
founding commitment to Native students for the next two
centuries.” By 1970 only 20 Native American students had
graduated from the College. Since then, more than 1,200 Native American students have earned degrees.
Sarah Harris ’00, vice chair of the Mohegan Tribal Council
and the first Mohegan woman to attend Dartmouth, proposed
the repatriation last fall. “Dartmouth has never truly fully
embraced the history of its founding and Samson Occom’s
role,” Harris says. “For us, the return of the Occom papers is
Occom’s spirit coming home.” —Farah Lindsey-Almadani ’25

>
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Temperature on campus
May 14

VISITING VOICES

“Is progress
inevitable? Of
course not.”
—STEVEN PINKER, AUTHOR AND HARVARD
PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY,
AT AN ETHICS INSTITUTE LECTURE IN APRIL

QUOTE/UNQUOTE

What’s your favorite part of the Hop
redo?
That’s like asking somebody to pick a favorite child. What I like most are the parts
of the building that are flexible, accessible,
and open to use by students and anyone else
who feels the impulse to be creative. What
I’m excited about is a new student commons, a seminar room, and some acoustic
treatments that will allow us to triple our
capacity.

S U SA N AC K E R M A N ’ 8 0
RELIGION

What are some of the under-the-hood
details?
Acoustics are a big one. Acoustics are important not just for the new spaces to function in a way that’s useful and adaptable.
If done well, they create a certain amount
of acoustic isolation that allows for more
things to happen at the same time.

C A R O LY N D E V E R
ENGLISH

What’s in store for the woodworking,
ceramics, and jewelry studios?
They’re staying where they are. Those
are such a vital part of our community, so we’re looking for
spaces for them to operate
during construction.

“I think I have the connections necessary to
work with both students and town residents,
which I hope to represent equally.”
—Miles Brown ’23, a government major who is running for a seat in the
New Hampshire State House

What will your programming look like
during construction?
Right now we’re having lots of conversations with people all over campus. This is
a great opportunity for us to do projects
together, in new spaces. A lot of what we
do at the Hop will continue. We also hope
that we will get pieces of the building back
a little earlier than 2025. We’re taking it
as it comes.
What’s the Hop’s annual operating budget—and will it increase?
Typically in pre-Covid days it was anywhere from $7 million to $10 million. The
last three years we have been operating
on a bit of a diminished budget. I imagine
that post-construction it will go back to
that level, and we’ll look to add a few other
programs that have not been consistently
funded.
What’s most challenging about your job?
You have a lot of folks whom you’re trying to
serve at the same time, and sometimes not
all of their objectives align. We’re hoping
that we’ll have fewer conflicts and more
participation. Having to disappoint anybody is really the hardest part of the job.
—Julia Robitaille ’23

A B E T T E R PAT H

The Pine Park Association plans to spend three years making
improvements to the park. They hope to control invasive plant
species, create a trail that is wheelchair accessible, and get rid
of the remaining vestiges of the Hanover Country Club.
i llu st rat i on by AN DY F R I ED M A N

JOHN SHERMAN

MAKING AMENDS

N E W FA C U LT Y B O O K S

ph oto g ra ph b y RO B ST RO N G ’ 0 4

Women and the Religion of Ancient
Israel

Yale University Press (April 2022), 576 PP., $50

This comprehensive exploration of the role of
religion in the lives of ancient Israelite women
finds them guarding temple entrances, creating household shrines, making pilgrimages,
and observing rituals. Drawing on texts and
archeological finds, Ackerman offers a picture of the women’s religious experiences
as distinct from those of their male counterparts. “Landmark work,” writes one reviewer.

Chains of Love and Beauty: The Diary
of Michael Field
Princeton University Press (April 2022), 280 PP., $35

Dever makes the case that the monumental,
29-volume diary jointly written by Katharine
Bradley and her niece, Edith Cooper—who
were partners and lovers for decades—is
a great unknown novel of the 19th century.
While the pair published poetry under the
pseudonym “Michael Field,” their double diary brims with their negotiations about their
desires, frustrations, and art.
S H AU L M AG I D
JEWISH STUDIES

Meir Kahane: The Public Life and
Political Thought of an American
Jewish Radical
Princeton University Press (October 2021), 296 PP., $35

Magid takes an in-depth look at the extremist
New York rabbi and founder of the Jewish
Defense League who militantly opposed
Jewish assimilation. Kahane later went on
to start an ultranationalist and racist political party in Israel that was rooted in the
idea of Jewish racial supremacy. Magid’s
serious analysis of Kahane’s thinking and
what shaped his life does not flinch from
the hypocritical contradiction of his decrying anti-Semitism while preaching hatred of
Blacks and Arabs.
MARK A. MCPEEK
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Coexistence in Ecology: A Mechanistic
Perspective
Princeton University Press (February 2022), 468 PP., $45

McPeek explores how species come to coexist. He writes about a model food web,
starting with an ecosystem devoid of life,
and then systematically introduces one new
species at a time. With each newcomer, he
examines what it requires to survive and how
it affects and interacts with other species,
offering fresh insights on how to study the
natural histories of species.
CHARLES WHEELAN ’88
ECONOMICS AND EDUCATION

Write For Your Life: A Guide to
Clear and Purposeful Writing (and
Presentations)
W.W. Norton (May 2022), 208 PP., $28.95

Wheelan uses his wit, personal anecdotes, and
examples of both excellent and awful prose to
help anyone put thoughts into written words.
J U LY/A U G U S T 2 0 2 2
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NEW FINDINGS AND RESEARCH
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1/8 the cost.

A Good Virus

%

Plant virus activates immune system to
destroy tumors.
Cowpea mosaic virus, a plant virus
that causes blistering and mosaiclike patterns on leaves, has become
a biotech star. Researchers, including Dartmouth microbiology and immunology prof Steven Fiering, have
determined how the virus might
fight cancer. While the virus is noninfectious in mammals, it activates
pathogen recognition receptors and
primes antitumor immunity. Injected
into a tumor, nanoparticles of the
virus trigger the immune system
to kill the cancer, even metastatic
cancer, and to launch a systemic
immune response to any future
recurrence. The study appeared in
Molecular Pharmaceutics.

ASK THE EXPERT

Film Festivals Return

Artificial Expertise

JEFFREY RUOFF | ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FILM AND MEDIA STUDIES

An algorithm as sommelier?

Film festival organizers scrambled when Covid struck, but now they’re back. “Despite whatever has been tried online during the pandemic, the live dimension of film festivals remains
essential,” says Ruoff, a film historian and documentary filmmaker. “It’s like the feeling at a rock
concert. You can’t really duplicate that experience online.” Film festivals also give filmmakers
a chance to showcase new projects and can serve as a springboard for new talent. Here are five
of the best around the country, according to Ruoff. 		
—Maud McCole ’23

QUOTE/UNQUOTE

“The question…for me is not necessarily whether
or not there are more Black students than legacy
students, but is the size of the Black population
coming into Dartmouth where it needs to be?”
—Karim Marshall ’03, president of the Black Alumni of Dartmouth Association
14 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

a wellness expo, and the
largest music festival of
its kind in the world. The
film festival has a great
reputation for featuring
indie artists and attracting
younger audiences.
TRI BECA
Tribeca, another New York
City film festival, was cofounded by Robert DeNiro
in 2002 as part of an effort
to economically develop
lower Manhattan after the
devastation of 9/11. Held
each June, Tribeca emphasizes new voices in film,
and diversity in particular.
Samantha Knowles ’12,
made the 2012 film Why
Do You Have Black Dolls?
as her senior thesis in the
College’s film department, and its premiere
at Tribeca in 2013 was an
important springboard for
her successful career as a
filmmaker.

50

Computers have long asked humans
to prove that they aren’t robots, so
it was only a matter of time before
machines learned to compose
surprisingly sophisticated wine
and beer product commentary—
without tasting a drop. Computer
science researchers, including prof
Daniel Rockmore and Tuck doctoral
research fellow Keith Carlson, fed
hundreds of thousands of published
wine and beer reviews into their
algorithm. The code quickly tossed
off critical remarks such as “Pretty
dark for a rosé, and full-bodied, with
cherry, raspberry, vanilla, and spice
flavors. It’s dry with good acidity.”
The research, published in International Journal of Research in Marketing in February, suggests that the
computer-generated content could
assist humans with their marketing
efforts.

75

ANNIVERSARIES

ANNIVERSARIES

Years since Leverone Field
House was dedicated

Years since the founding of the
Dartmouth Aires

Second home ownership
for 1/8 the cost
ISTOCK (2)

TELLU R ID E
Sundance Film Festival
Spaulding Auditorium six
Telluride has a chill atin 1981 in Park City, Utah,
avant-premieres from Telmosphere. Exceptionally,
to highlight indepenluride’s latest lineup be						
the festival, held during
dent media and film.
fore their general release
Labor Day weekend
Sundance has become
in theaters or through
in the tiny Colorado
a trendsetter for the
streaming services.
town surrounded by
industry, now attended
spectacular mountains,
by Hollywood A-listers.
N EW YO RK
does not announce its
It attracts film folks who
The New York Film Fesprogram ahead of time.
want to go skiing and extival (NYFF) is regarded
You attend on a wing and
perience the joy of Utah
as the high temple of
a prayer, with the idea
in winter. Unlike Telluride,
film. Founded in 1963 and
that you don’t know what
Sundance awards prizes
running for more than
they’re going to show,
to the best documentwo weeks starting Sepbut they’ve always gotten
tary and feature films.
tember 30, NYFF features
the goods in the past.
It’s also an important
experimental as well as
Filmmakers want their
marketplace for industry
more mainstream features
movies to premiere at
buyers and sellers. It runs
and lots of foreign films.
Telluride, partly because
annually in January.
There’s no competition,
many voting members of
no awards, no marketthe academy attend the
SO UT H BY
ing—it’s more about
festival. Bill Pence, who
SO UT H WEST
showcasing film art for
cofounded the festival in
This nine-day event in
audiences to appreciate,
1974, became director of
March in Austin, Texas,
discuss, and argue about.
film at the Hopkins Cenknown as “SXSW” or
ter in 1983, bringing his
simply as “South,” is
SUNDANC E
connections and worldmore than just a film
Looking to get distance
class expertise. Every
festival. It also boasts a
from Hollywood, Robert
fall, Hop Film screens in
technology conference,
Redford created the

pacaso.com

CAMPUS
G RAND FAÇAD E

A new plaza and north
façade will transform the
front view of the Hopkins
Center and accommodate
outdoor performances and
other public gatherings.

C E N T E R STAGE

Plans call for a new,
multiuse recital hall with
premium acoustics, 130
seats, and a wide view of
the Green and Baker
Library tower.

W ELCOME CENT ER

An open, central lobby
space dubbed “the Forum”
will provide a grand
opening—and room to
roam—for visitors.

Hopkins Center unveils an
$88-million expansion.
The long-awaited design and details
arrived in April, with construction
set to begin later this year. They call
for the addition of 15,000 square feet
and a transformation of much of the
arts center. Makeover highlights
include turning Alumni Hall into a
“performance lab” with seating and
16 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

updated sound, lighting, and projection technologies. The roof will also,
literally, be raised. Other features include a new futuristic recital hall and
a theater rehearsal lab. The Top of
the Hop and Spaulding Auditorium
also will receive makeovers.
“The Hop has long been a center
for creative expression on the Dartmouth campus,” says Craig Dykers,
a founding partner of Snøhetta, the
Oslo, Norway-based architects behind the design. “As the prototype for

an entire generation of academic and
civic art centers, the Hop will be reimagined once more as the College’s
cultural hub, a place of experimentation, art, and community.”
The redesign aims to foster more
“opportunities for artistic creation,”
notes Mary Lou Aleskie, director of
the center. With a reopening slated
for 2025, she has plenty of time to
plan a celebration—and help raise
the nearly $38 million still needed
to meet the price tag.

COURTESY SNØHETTA & METHANOIA

Revival
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“Standing Up for Democracy”
As Ukrainian student Marta Hulievska ’25 copes with the situation back home,
she hopes to make a difference here in America.
by S V A T I K I R S T E N N A R U L A ’ 1 3

O

ne of five Ukrainian students enrolled at the College, Marta Hulievska grew up in Zaporizhzhia,
Ukraine, and traveled to the United States
for the first time last fall to begin her freshman year. Now she’s navigating her studies while worrying for her family’s safety
and joining other Ukrainian students to
advocate for greater U.S. support of their
country. DAM checked in with her on campus in early May.
What is your hometown like?

It’s a city of about 800,000 people in eastern
Ukraine. It’s near Donetsk and Luhansk,
areas that Russia occupied in 2014. My
father was a lawyer for the local refugee
center, and I volunteered there, and my
grandmas were working as doctors for
refugees. So we have been in touch with this
war stuff since 2014, but I never thought my
family would become refugees.
Is your family still there?

My father had to stay because men are
not allowed to relocate. My mom, my

“I think having a
home to return to
is a very big
question right now.”
grandmother, and my two siblings went to
Lviv, in western Ukraine, on March 3. Lviv
has admitted a lot of refugees from eastern
Ukraine, and we have relatives there, but
there are now two families living together
in a two-bedroom apartment.
How often do you speak to your family?

ST U DE N T
O F WA R
Hulievska, photographed in her
Zaporizhzhia
neighborhood
last year, is one
of 1,700 Ukrainians attending
college in the
United States.

I try to speak to them every day. Usually
when I call my dad, he’s in complete
darkness because everyone has to turn
J U L Y / A U G U S T 2 0 2 2 19
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Inspiring
Design

Interior Design

off the lights after 4 p.m. If you turn on
the lights, the Russian troops might see
where the lights are and assume that this
is a civilian area and bomb that. My city is
not occupied, but the whole region around
it, all the small towns and bigger towns,
they’re all under Russian occupation. We

Custom Fabrication
Renovations
Contact us for an
appointment to visit our
dedicated Bath & Kitchen
showroom for a level of
selection and expertise
unrivaled in Northern
New England.

Hanover, NH
603-643-3727
gilberteinteriors.com

“Ukraine is standing
up for the values
we all care about.”
fear that the next step might be escalation
of the conflict in my city.
Before the invasion in late February, did your
family have a sense that it was coming?

It was pretty surprising. I remember that
the news about a possible invasion—
from U.S. intelligence saying Russia was
gathering troops—started in December.
Of course it was getting me nervous, and
I was kind of scared to ask my parents
about it, but I did. They were saying that
[Russian President Vladimir] Putin was
not going to invade. I don’t know if they
actually believed that or they just wanted
me to believe that, but this was kind of the
consensus among the Ukrainians here at
Dartmouth too. No one was expecting it to
happen. That was a huge shock.
How are you handling your academics during
spring term?

Are you buying, selling, or renting a home in
Boston? Keep it in the Dartmouth family.
Samantha Berdinka
samantha.berdinka@compass.com
617.893.6404
Scan the QR code to learn more and to view
Samantha’s recent transactions.

compass.com

Let Sam Berdinka ‘01 guide you home.

Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources
deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, condition, sale, or withdrawal without notice. No statement is made as to the accuracy of any description. All measurements and square
footages are approximate. This is not intended to solicit property already listed. Nothing herein shall be construed as legal, accounting or other professional advice outside the realm of real estate brokerage
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I tried to take a term without classes, an off
term, but it would interfere with my visa.
I’m taking three courses now. Honestly, it’s
complicated because a lot of time goes to activism with the Ukrainian Student Association—it’s a lot of meetings. My mental state
has been….I just went to class and I felt like
I was absent. Sometimes you’re just sitting
there, and you start thinking about what’s
going on in Ukraine and everything seems
senseless. I attend classes, but I wouldn’t
say that I’m 100-percent committed as I
want to be.
Are you also in touch with Ukrainian students
at other schools?

Ukrainians are a very tight-knit community.
I’m part of an organization called Ukraine
Global Scholars, which helps Ukrainians
from low-income backgrounds enter

boarding schools and universities in the
United States. There are around 150 of us,
and we are in constant contact. In May we
traveled to D.C. for a reunion sponsored by
the Ukraine embassy.
You’re the president of the Ukrainian Student
Association at Dartmouth?

We started it in December. Since then we
have done rallies, fundraisers, and vigils, including our current fundraiser for families
of Dartmouth students affected by the war.
We are trying to get $25,000, or $5,000 to
each family. My parents, for example, lost
all sources of income and they are unable
to work. No one knows how long it is going
to stay like that. Another student is the sole
provider for her family, and she has her
little sister coming to the United States
and needs to support her.
What kind of support has Dartmouth offered
to you and the other students in this situation?

Primarily, we are getting support through
two Ukrainian professors, [chair of the
Russian department] Victoria Somoff and
[associate professor of German] Yuliya
Komska. I think most of the support
we have gotten is because the professors
were negotiating for us. They’ve been a
huge help.
Do you have any idea when you might see your
family or home?

I think having a home to return to is a
very big question right now. They started
shelling my city, and in some of the cities
of Ukraine, all the buildings have been
destroyed. I was supposed to go back for
summer, but it might be unsafe. My best
guess is that I might get back for winter,
but I still don’t know.

Winding Brook Lane - Hartford, VT
Minutes from the center of Quechee and a
short drive to Woodstock, 92 Winding Brook
Lane presents an extraordinary and
strategically located parcel of nearly 70
acres in the Green Mountains. The acreage
is comprised of fields, forests, ancient apple
trees, a pond and a year-round running
brook. As a direct abutter to the Quechee
Lakes Landowner’s Association Parcel 5, the
property provides access to miles of
recreational trails, as well as nearby access
to both the Appalachian Trail and VAST
snowmobile trail systems.
Two points of access and
power are in place.
Rick Higgerson
Rick.Higgerson@sothebysrealty.com
HiggersonTeam.com
Williamson-Group.com
24 Elm St. | Woodstock, VT 05091
C: 802.402.4440 | O: 802.457.2000

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

…Beautiful Rugs
For
Beautiful Places…

Is there anything else you'd like Dartmouth
alumni to know?

I think it is very important to just not stop
caring and not forget about Ukraine. What
Ukraine is doing now is standing up for
democracy and freedom, for the values that
we all care about, for the freedom to just
live on our own land. Contacting your representatives works a lot—that’s something
we ask all Americans to do. The other thing
we emphasize is that if people are comfortable, they should donate to the Ukrainian
army, a defensive army. It might feel better to donate to refugees, but if we donate
to the army, it makes for fewer refugees in
the end. 			

Design Assistance,
In Stock, and Custom Order Availability
Visit us:
www.innerasiarugsandcarpets.com
Contact us:
info@innerasiarugs.com
Tel. 603.667.7721
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Skaters’ Edge
A new assistant women’s hockey coach brings her
pioneering experience to the rink.
by D E R O N S N Y D E R

N

ina Rodgers was looking for a
job reference last year when she
called a former assistant coach
from her playing days at Boston University.
Unbeknownst to Rodgers, Liz Keady Norton
was on the verge of leaving BU to become the
head women’s hockey coach at Dartmouth.
“I said I’d love to be a reference,” replied
Keady Norton, who was hired in May, “but
what about working for me at Dartmouth?”
Rodgers accepted Keady Norton’s offer.
“I’d go anywhere to learn from Liz,” she says.
With her hire as a Dartmouth assistant
coach, Rodgers is believed to be the first
Black woman to coach an NCAA Division
I women’s hockey program. It’s her first
full-time coaching job after spending most
of her life in uniform. She began thinking
about coaching during college, when she’d
return home to Minnetonka, Minnesota,
each summer and work with her former
travel team, OS Hockey.
“When I graduated and went back, I
became more than a puck pusher, more of
a coach,” she says. “That’s when it kind of
became real.”
Coaching teen girls on youth teams in
hockey-crazed Minnesota is real. For Rodgers, coaching women in the Ivy League is
unbelievable. She’s all in with the attempt
to restore Dartmouth’s former glory. The
Big Green program started in 1978—six
years after women were first admitted—
and ascended to hockey royalty in the early
2000s. Dartmouth reached four of the first
five women’s “Frozen Four” tournaments
and captured three ECAC titles.
The last winning record came in 201213, but the team improved to 9-19-1 last season, Keady Norton’s first behind the bench.
As a coach, Rodgers, 25, exhibited some of
her best attributes: passion, energy, and hard
work. “I love Nina,” forward Lauren Messier
’25 says. “She’s one of the best skill coaches
I’ve ever had, no question.”
“She’s a good coach and role model
who teaches us how to accept constructive
criticism and apply it,” forward Currie
Putrah ’23 says. “We can connect with her
22 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

in the sense she was a player and knows
what we go through.”
That work began around age 5, when
Rodgers started playing because her older
sister played. But Rodgers never stopped.
She eventually quit all the other sports she
played: basketball, soccer, softball, flag football, and lacrosse. “Hockey is the sport I fell
in love with and the one I was going to keep
playing,” she says.
Besides playing on University of Minnesota teams that won Frozen Four championships in 2015 and 2016 before she
transferred to Boston University, Rodgers
won two silver medals with Team USA at
the U-18 World Championships. She also

“I want to be a catalyst for change.”
skated in the National Women’s Hockey
League for three seasons.
Rodgers has stood out at every level,
and not just due to her ability.
“I’ve always been looked at differently
as a woman of color in hockey,” she says.
“I’m not tired of it because I’m very honored
to be a pioneer, but I get frustrated that it’s
me sometimes. I don’t think I’m necessarily
the best person to talk about pushing
the game to be more inclusive and more
welcoming, but here I am, doing my best
to speak on my truth and my experience.”
Her boss has no doubt that Rodgers has
what it takes. “I don’t think there’s a better
person out there for the job,” says Keady
Norton. “I actually believe she will change
the game. She’ll inspire many more people
than we’ll ever know.”
Rodgers accepts the assignment and
responsibility. “I want to be a catalyst for
change,” she says. “I understand that I can
be an inspiration for little girls of color—and
all little girls—to show that we’re valued and
have a place in the game.”

ICE CEILING
Rodgers hopes for
a new normal in
hockey—one that’s
more inclusive.

DERON SNYDER is an award-winning jour-

nalist. He lives in Washington, D.C.
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Turning talented students
into strong leaders

U N DY I N G

Kalā Harman ’23
Hometown: Keaau, Hawaii

1

Well Defined
Asakawa memorized the
entire English-Japanese
dictionary before attending Waseda University in
Tokyo, where he earned
a degree before coming to Dartmouth. He
memorized two pages
a day and tore them out
until only the covers remained. As a sophomore,
he was credited by a
professor “as possessing
the largest vocabulary
of English words” of
anyone in his class.

Hokupa`a Co-Chair and
Emerging Leader Award recipient
Women’s Club Soccer
Kappa Delta Sister

Kalāmanamana Harman developed
new conﬁdence sharing her Native
Hawaiian heritage. In her senior
year, she will study cultural
anthropology in New Zealand.

2

by S U E S H O C K

Never a Weakling
Dartmouth President
William Jewett Tucker
brought Asakawa to the
College and helped him
attend tuition-free. But
the incoming student
still had to earn money
to make the trip. Later
he wrote to his friends
back home about fortitude: “Stop complaining.
Do not be a weakling
who is controlled by
circumstances. Ever
since antiquity, great
men have come out of
adverse circumstances.”

he first student from Japan to graduate from Dartmouth and
the first Japanese professor to work at a major American
university, Asakawa (1873-1948) dedicated his life to his
scholarship. He graduated with honors in German before teaching
for 36 years at Yale, where his research shed light on the history of
feudalism in Japan and Europe. During one trip to Japan in 1906-07,
he acquired 21,520 volumes of Japanese books and materials for Yale
and 45,000 volumes for the U.S. Library of Congress. The collections
served as a foundation for Japanese research at both institutions.
“Almost all that we in the West know of early Japanese feudalism is
the result of his work and there is not a scholar in the field who does
not stand in his debt,” wrote one reviewer.

Hanover Homecoming
Asakawa served as an
instructor at Dartmouth from 1902 to
1906. In 1905 he married New Haven, Connecticut, dressmaker
Miriam Dingwall,
whom he had met when
he was a grad student
at Yale.

Scholar and
Gentleman
Kan’ichi Asakawa, class of 1899, dedicated his life to a
better understanding of Japanese history.

Share your strength
and support our students
with your gift at
dartgo.org/newstrengths
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4

Regrets
He worked at Yale for
30 years before he made
full professor. A letter
to Dartmouth President Ernest Hopkins,
class of 1901, from Yale
president James Angell
acknowledged that
Asakawa “has been very
shabbily treated here….
In recent years we have
dealt more decently by
him, but in earlier years
the record was really
quite wretched.”

5

Seeker of Truth
In his spare time, the
professor wrote long essays about logic, beauty,
and truth. “Ideals, conscience, and intuition—
by using these three,
one may be absolutely
truthful, kindly and just,
and finally be as close to
the imperative of truth
as is humanly possible,”
he once wrote in a letter.

6

Honored and
Remembered
Since 1992 the Dartmouth Club of Japan has
presented its Kan’ichi
Asakawa Award on nine
occasions to individuals
who have made “extraordinary contributions”
to improving U.S.-Japanese understanding.
Every summer, Dartmouth students studying
abroad in Japan visit
Asakawa’s high school
and grave in his hometown of Nihonmatsu.
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If you or someone you know is looking to make a move,

Big Green Agents

Samantha Berdinka
’01
Boston, MA
Compass
617.893.6404
HB 4046
PSYC

Julie Harding
NYC (Manhattan), NY

’87

Private Client Team/Compass

917.699.2900
PSYC

HB 924

Julie Grace Burke
Greenwich, CT
Compass
203.253.0648
ENGL
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Behind
The
Scenes

may have to wait years to recoup their
investment and start making a profit, if
they get it back at all. Katler is a bundler
of those contributions, meaning that, like
his investors, he might not ever make any
money off the projects. “Obviously, it’s a
high-risk, high-reward investment, and
some people are down for that,” he says.
POTUS features several well-known
actresses, including Rachel Dratch ’88 and
Vanessa Williams. “I get to play a character
who is mousy and buttoned up, and then
I get to go cuckoo,” says Dratch, a former

Producer Luke Katler ’15
fuels Broadway’s return
with a show critics call
a “foulmouthed political
funhouse farce.”

“My dream is to make theater cool again.”

by D A N I E L L E F U R FA R O

L

uke Katler is a natural when it comes
to raising money for a theatrical
production—even if little cash ends
up in his own pocket.
In the seven years since he graduated,
the 29-year-old has coproduced or produced several notable, multimillion-dollar
shows on and off Broadway. His latest is
POTUS: Or, Behind Every Great Dumbass
Are Seven Women Trying to Keep Him
Alive, which opened in April at the Shubert Theater on Broadway. The raunchy
comedy chronicles the aftermath of a U.S.
president’s public relations mess and how
people in power have a tendency to make
jerks of themselves.
Katler also coproduced Slave Play,
which opened on Broadway in 2019 and
got more Tony nods than any show in
history. That play, which explores sexual
relationships between masters and slaves,
didn’t win any of the dozen awards it was
up for, but the nominations led to a second
Broadway run last year.
“It’s quite a frustrating reality that I
have yet to make money as a producer, but
I am gladly paying my dues for the time
being,” says Katler, who majored in history
and Italian. He’s working to position
himself as a major player in the theater
scene in hopes of changing it from the
inside. “I’m championing projects that I
love and that are calling cards for my tastes
and ability to raise money.”
It’s Katler’s job as a coproducer to
seek out potential investors and pitch the
projects. Investors who put up the cash—
with a minimum buy-in of $25,000—
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STAGE C RA F T
As a student, Katler
directed and performed
with the College’s
only Shakespeare
theater group, The
Rude Mechanicals.
p h otog rap h by LAURA BA R ISON Z I

Saturday Night Live cast member (who has
nabbed a Tony nomination as best featured
actress in a play for her role). “It’s very fun,
and I’m happy to be a part of it.” Entertainment Weekly called the play, written by
Selina Fillinger, “a foulmouthed political
funhouse farce.”
Katler is also tackling a new off-Broadway project. He and business partner Max
Hunter ’13 plan to launch a theater venue
in Brooklyn’s hip Williamsburg neighborhood, and they are asking investors to support both the space and its maiden play—a
revival of American Psycho The Musical.
Katler will be the lead producer of American Psycho, and Hunter will direct. They
are designing the venue to match the vibe
of the show. “We want to build an immersive space that replicates the spaces where
Wall Street douchebags of the 1980s would
hang out,” says Katler, who thinks the 2016
Broadway production didn’t accurately
capture the hipness of the story. “I was just
in London, and I was inspired by how you
would hang out in the venue and get a drink
and talk about the show. We’re trying to
replicate that idea of a community space.”
After American Psycho finishes its
run, Katler and Hunter plan to rent out the
venue to other production teams. That will
create more revenue streams for the initial
investors to earn a larger profit and help
raise its status as a venue for immersive,
experimental arts. “My dream and
professional goal is to make theater cool
again so it can be an actual public square
of thought and entertainment,” Katler says.
His first professional lead producer gig

was for a show called Off Broadway, which
takes a scathing look at theater culture. It
was slated to be a typical staged production
with a 2021 launch date, but because of
the pandemic, the production team had
the actors perform from their homes and
Zoomed the show to audiences. The new
setup didn’t change how much work Katler
had to do. He hustled to organize every
aspect of the show—he vetted and hired
lighting and costume designers, arranged
filming locations, and helped raise money.
For all that chaotic, exhausting work, he
made $1,000.
And he loved it. “I think of the
coproducer role as a means to an end
in terms of my professional stature
and ultimately becoming the principal
decision-maker on a project,” says Katler,
who supplements his income by tutoring
and teaching Italian. “What is exciting to
me is building a team and making a show
happen.” He also hopes that American
Psycho will be his first financial hit. “That
is our big project, and I’m hoping it will be
a big moneymaker,” he says.
Those around Katler say he’s got the
energy, skill, and intuition to make huge
waves in the theater industry. “He is the
perfect person to push Broadway in a
more progressive direction,” says Robert
Koreman ’92, Katler’s high school art
history teacher. “He was always interested
in the arts and was always a performer. He
has an intense intelligence about the craft
and the messages behind it.”
Katler started directing and performing while he was at Dartmouth, both with
the Rude Mechanicals Shakespeare troupe
and in main-stage productions. For his
senior thesis, he translated, adapted, produced, and directed the Italian play Accidental Death of an Anarchist. “It was a show
about abusive police structures,” he says.
“It was the right moment for it.”
Katler’s work as an undergrad was one
reason Hunter chose to partner with him on
the Brooklyn venue and American Psycho
production. “The story really demands a
serious conversation on the themes of toxic
masculinity and consumer culture,” Hunter
says. “The scale of this needed someone
who understands the larger commercial
industry, and Luke is an expert at that.”
DANIELLE FURFARO is a freelance writer and
a former reporter at The New York Post.
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dream.

Wherever you dream of living,
we can guide you there.

DARTMOUTH CREATES LEADERS
“ THERE’S
HISTORY WE
ASPIRE TO
AND HISTORY
THAT REALLY
WAS.”

“ TRUST IS EARNED
BY THE WORK
YOU DO,
NOT THE WORDS
YOU SAY.”
Austin Beutner ’82 P’19,’25
Former Superintendent, Los Angeles Unified School District
Cofounder, Evercore Partners
Founder, Vision To Learn
The Call to Lead supporter

Annette Gordon-Reed ’81
Author, historian, legal scholar
The Call to Lead supporter

Now is our time to build trust and work together.
Now is our time to answer The Call to Lead.

Now is our time to question conventional wisdom.
Now is our time to answer The Call to Lead.

dartgo.org/beutner | #DartmouthLeads
calltolead.dartmouth.edu | #dartmouthleads

21-066 VP ADV DAM Ad Campaign Leadership AustinBeutner_FNL.indd 1
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“SOMETIMES
YOU NEED TO
PUSH YOURSELF
AND TAKE
CHANCES.”

“BECOME A LEADER
THAT MAKES ROOM
FOR THE IDEA.
GREAT IDEAS
CAN COME FROM
ANYWHERE.”

Geoff Ralston ’82

Shonda Rhimes ’91 H’14
Television producer, screenwriter, author

President, Y Combinator
Entrepreneur

The Call to Lead supporter

Visit ColdwellBanker.com and use the
new Move Meter to compare the cost
of living where you are now to wherever
your dreams lead you.

The Call to Lead supporter

Now is the time to create with courage.
Now is our time to answer The Call to Lead.

Now is our time to embrace challenge and create our legacy.
Now is our time to answer The Call to Lead.

dartgo.org/rhimes | #DartmouthLeads

dartgo.org/ralston | #DartmouthLeads

21-106 VP ADV Campaign Leadership alumni mag ad ShondaRhimes (Jan/Feb issue).indd 2
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“ROOT FOR YOURSELF.
AND ROOT FOR THOSE
AROUND YOU TOO.
BECAUSE SUCCESS
ISN’T A ZERO SUM
GAME.”

John Rich ’80 H’07
Physician, MacArthur Fellow, public health visionary
The Call to Lead supporter

Actor, screenwriter, producer, and author
The Call to Lead supporter

Now is our time to lift up one another.
Now is our time to answer The Call to Lead.

Now is our time to have difficult conversations.
Now is our time to answer The Call to Lead.

dartgo.org/rich | #DartmouthLeads

dartgo.org/kaling | #DartmouthLeads

22-004 VP ADV DAM Ad Leadership Series MarchApril 2022.indd 2
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“WE ARE FINALLY
TALKING ABOUT
RACISM AS
A PROBLEM
WORTH SOLVING.”

Mindy Kaling ’01

Hanover Office | 603.643.6406

9/28/18 2:16 PM

1/19/22 2:45 PM
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Leadership is an act, not an idea. For more than 250 years, Dartmouth has
prepared leaders to ask the hard questions, solve the hard problems, and
take on the world’s great challenges. Every day, in every field, Dartmouth
alumni answer The Call to Lead. dartgo.org/leadership-in-action

3/14/22 10:14 AM

“ OPPORTUNITY
ISN’T ENOUGH.
YOU HAVE TO
WALK THROUGH
THE DOOR.”
Robert Higgins ’81
Transplant surgeon, hospital president, team-builder
The Call to Lead Supporter

Now is our time to work together.
Now is our time to answer The Call to Lead.

dartgo.org/higgins | #DartmouthLeads

E ARTH
T ONE S
WELLNESS ADVOCATE

CHELSEY LUGER ’10
EMBRACES THE WISDOM
OF HER ANCESTORS.
B Y K AT E S I B E R ’ 0 2
PHOTOGRAPHS BY THOSH COLLINS
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helsey Luger’s path to wellness has been
anything but a straight line. It started with
her earliest memories. In the summers of
her childhood, Luger visited her father on
the Standing Rock Indian Reservation in
her home state of North Dakota. A rancher
and business owner, he had drifted from his
Catholic upbringing in his 20s and started to
attend the ceremonies of his Lakota heritage.
He took his three daughters along, and at sweat lodges and Sun
Dances, little Chelsey, his youngest, came alive. She loved the smell
of the ceremonial fires burning and the aroma of sacred medicines
such as sweetgrass and sage. She soaked in the rhythms of the
traditional songs. Before and after ceremonies, she delighted in
the jokes, the laughter, and the flavors of ancestral foods such as
buffalo stew, blue corn mush, wild rice and wasna, dried meat
ground with chokecherries.
During the school year, she often visited her grandparents
on the Turtle Mountain Reservation and tagged along with her
mom, the assistant director for American Indian student services
at the University of North Dakota, to picnics and powwows with
Native folks from across the region. Her mom’s colleagues became
aunties and uncles to her. Luger always knew that her parents
(who divorced before she was born) were proud of who they were,
and so was she.
By contrast, in the largely white schools she attended in Grand
Forks, racism, both overt and implied, filtered through the culture.
Her friends’ parents made comments about the reservation as if
it were a scary place. Classmates spit remarks that were barbed
with stereotypes about Native people. In a North Dakota studies
class, one eighth-grade teacher denigrated the Sun Dance as a
grotesque relic of the past. Luger, then 14, quaked with rage and
frustration. “I raised my hand and I said, ‘Well, we actually still do
that. It’s not just history. And it’s not gross,’ ” she says. “My voice
was shaking, and I was on the verge of tears. That’s all I could say.”
Today, she would add that the ceremony is sacred and serves
as a facilitated prayer for the whole community—and that it has
been one of the most meaningful parts of her life. Even at a young
age, Luger knew the power of ceremony, community, and culture.
But it would take decades for her to fully embody this wisdom in
her own unique way and to learn how to powerfully articulate it
for others.
NOW, IN PARTNERSHIP WITH HER HUSBAND, THOSH
Collins, Luger is an Indigenous wellness activist, educator, and
social media ambassador. Together they founded Well for Culture,
an initiative dedicated to educating and inspiring Indigenous
individuals and communities to reclaim their health for the benefit
of themselves and others. “Wellness was so deeply ingrained in
our cultural lifeways that we didn’t need a word for wellness,” she
says. “It just was life.”
Since Well for Culture’s founding in 2014, with input from
elders and others, Luger and Collins have fine-tuned an integrated
model for physical, mental, spiritual, and emotional health that
they call the Seven Circles of Wellness, which include food, sleep,
movement, ceremony, sacred space, land, and community. They
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“THEY ARE FILLING A HOLE IN
THE GREATER WELLNESS CULTURE
THAT NEEDED TO BE FILLED.”

WI D E REACH
Chelsey and her
husband focus
their wellness
programs on
Indigenous followers, but they
draw readers
and participants
from around the
world.

travel the country offering presentations at health
conferences, universities, schools, corporations,
and tribal governments. Luger has also consulted
and formed social media partnerships with companies such as Nike, Adidas, and REI. Working
out of their home on a sun-bleached street in suburban Phoenix, the couple produces videos and
content for their Instagram feeds, which have a
combined 100,000 followers, and design their
online trainings and presentations.
Luger and Collins prioritize the wellness of
Native people in their work, and the majority
of their followers are Indigenous, both from the
United States and Canada as well as other parts
of the world. (Their Well for Culture website
has attracted readers from more than two
dozen countries.) They recognize their message
also resonates with a non-Native audience,
especially people who don’t feel represented by
the mainstream wellness industry. Their online
community includes people of all ages, from
children to elders, and from numerous walks of
life and racial identities, from Black wellness
advocates to white suburban moms. Because
of that, Luger and Collins see themselves as
emissaries for their culture. “This helps people
understand Native people in a much more
comprehensive way than pretty much anything
they could come across in a history textbook in
school or pop culture or Hollywood,” says Luger.
“It can help eradicate stereotypes.”

E A RT H GY M
Luger practices
archery on the
Salt River
Reservation in
Arizona’s Maricopa County.

This October, their message is poised to reach more people than
ever when the couple’s first book, The Seven Circles of Wellness:
Indigenous Philosophies for Living Well, is published by HarperOne,
an imprint of HarperCollins. The title includes historical accounts,
wisdom from Indigenous thinkers and scholars, and their personal
stories, photographs, and anecdotes. But what’s most important
to them is to authentically embody and model the circles of wellness in their own lives, not as paragons but as real people and
real parents navigating the challenges of contemporary life. The
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process of attaining wellness, Luger says, is not linear. The balance
is always in flux, and the journey never ends.
A SELF-DESCRIBED NERD AND A TOMBOY AS A HIGH
school student, Luger was passionate about politics and social
justice. She read newspapers every day and watched documentaries in her free time. Outspoken even as a youngster, she fought for
the removal of the Indian mascot that represented University of
North Dakota sports teams and always wondered why the people

“WELLNESS WAS SO DEEPLY
INGRAINED IN OUR CULTURAL
LIFEWAYS THAT WE DIDN’T
NEED A WORD FOR WELLNESS.
IT JUST WAS LIFE.”

at Standing Rock faced more poverty than the people an hour up
the road in Bismarck. She began to discern some answers when
she attended a talk by Howard Zinn, the author of A People’s History of the United States and read The Autobiography of Malcolm
X as a teenager. But it wasn’t until she got to Dartmouth, she says,
that she really learned to think critically and began to understand
her heritage in illuminating new ways. Freshman fall, she had no
intention of taking Native American studies courses, but on the
recommendation of older Native students, she signed up for “The
Invasion of America,” a class on Native American history up to
1800 with professor Colin Calloway.
“Man, did that class change my life,” says Luger. “I was so
hooked.” One day, she walked into class and Professor Calloway
announced that they would talk about where she was from, North
Dakota, which encompasses the geographic center point of the
continent. He encouraged students to conceive of North America
from the inside out rather than the colonial view of east and west.
“Just hearing new narratives like that—or narratives that had been
covered up for so long—was so fascinating to me,” she says. “I didn’t
realize how hungry I was to know more, to know more about our
history, our government, our politics. Why is reservation life the
way it is today?”
Luger decided to double-major in history and Native American studies with a concentration on comparative histories of
Indigenous people globally. Native American studies professor N.
Bruce Duthu ’80 remembers her from the first Native American
law and literature class he taught. He was struck by the way she
embodied grace and humility like an elder, even in her early 20s.
“She had an unusually insightful way of understanding the story
behind the story, which not everyone seems to be able to tap into,”
he says. “Her ability to connect dots and understand the bigger
picture was pretty extraordinary.”
Matriculating at Dartmouth also came with challenges. Even
before she applied, Luger knew that the school had been among
the first colleges to retire the Indian mascot back in the 1970s.
But she was shocked to learn, upon arrival, that some students
still embraced the mascot by wearing it on T-shirts or even tattooing it on their bodies. When she spoke out about the issue and
why the mascot was demeaning and disrespectful, she largely felt
her friends and dormmates understood, even if a small group of
students continued to champion the image.
On a personal level, Luger experienced many firsts at Dartmouth and learned new ideas about managing her own health.
She went to the gym for the first time. She attended her first yoga
class. She took her first hike. “Dartmouth was the first place where
I experimented with healthy eating and taught myself how to do
that,” says Luger. “I was totally a ‘FoCo’ person, like grilled cheese
and fries. But every so often, slowly but surely, I would go to Collis
with a friend—and I would get so nervous to make a salad! It wasn’t
something I grew up with, not my habitat. I would copy people
and see what they were doing.” One Collis visit at a time, she was
opening up to new ways of approaching health.
AFTER COLLEGE, LUGER MOVED TO NEW YORK CITY
to work as a trial preparation assistant for the Manhattan district
attorney’s office. She then earned her master’s in broadcast
journalism at Columbia University. One morning, she woke up in
her two-story walk-up in the Bronx feeling sluggish and lonely after
an evening at a party. On the nightstand sat a braid of sweetgrass and
a portrait of her grandparents when they were young, reminders
of home. She remembers looking over and thinking, “What am I
doing with my life? Who am I? Who should I be?”
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The work-hard-party-hard scene was starting to feel a little
empty, and she longed for something deeper. After eight years
away, she wanted to work in Indian Country again, to stop ignoring her passion for her community and her heritage, and to honor
her own health and wellness in a more committed way. It was a
turning point.
Not long after that, in 2013, Luger met Collins, a professional
photographer from the Phoenix area. They had followed each other
on Instagram for a couple of years, and one spring day they met in
New York City for a photo shoot for the Native Wellness Institute,
an organization devoted to supporting Indigenous health through
trainings and programs. They clicked, bonding over their shared
passions for health and community, and kept in touch from opposite ends of the country, volleying emails back and forth with
ideas about Indigenous wellness. Each brought knowledge of
their own rich and varied heritages: Luger is Anishinaabe and an
enrolled member of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa. She
is also Lakota from the Standing Rock and Cheyenne River Sioux
tribe. Collins grew up on the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian
Community and has Onk Akimel O’odham, Wa-zha-zhi (Osage),
and Seneca-Cayuga (Haudenosaunee) heritage. Later that year,
Well for Culture was officially born. They became a couple and
Luger moved to Phoenix. Although they started Well for Culture as
a labor of love, within a year, a groundswell of interest in speaking
engagements, workshops, and social media partnerships provided
them with full-time livelihoods.
“We founded Well for Culture with a purpose of helping to
reclaim total health for Native peoples and their communities,”
Collins says in their podcast. “The challenges that we face today,
such as diabetes, cancer, heart disease, depression, suicidal behavior, and domestic violence, all these are symptoms of a people
that have been traumatized by the loss of their ancestral land,
their food systems, social systems, the loss of their languages
and spiritual worldviews.” Well for Culture’s mission is about
uplifting ancestral knowledge and seamlessly incorporating it
into contemporary lifestyles as a form of self and community
empowerment. “We believe we should be well for our culture,”
says Luger.
The feedback from followers heartens them. “You two are an
inspiration,” wrote one commenter on Luger’s Instagram feed.
“What a beautiful example. Spoke volumes to me!” said another on
a video about warming up for a workout. “You two are the goals,”
wrote another. In January, Outside magazine featured the duo
in its pages. “The story she was in got a lot of great traffic,” says
Kelsey Lindsey, a senior editor for health and culture at Outside.
“In normative wellness culture, people are often selling a lifestyle
and the products that come with it. Chelsey and Thosh are there
to help you find your own wellness—what wellness means to
you. They are filling a hole in the greater wellness culture that
needed to be filled.”
LUGER AND COLLINS AIM TO MODEL THE LIFESTYLE THEY
espouse. On their website and on their social media channels, they
post recipes, workouts, and inspiration. You’ll see Luger breathing, stretching, and moving in the fresh air in front of saguaro
cactuses, dancing with the soaring monoliths of Monument Valley
as backdrop, and lifting and chasing the couple’s two young kids,
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Alo, 4, and Westyn, 1, through desert landscapes. Collins shares
how to prepare cactus buds gathered from the land, weighttrain, and practice hunting skills with his bow. This spring, he
harvested a javelina with Alo on his back. Together, the couple
model what they call Earth Gym-style exercises, lifting chunks
of sandstone and performing pull-ups off boulders. They have
offered workshops on their approach to integrated wellness all
around Native Country.
“The things they talk about in Well for Culture, these are also
changes Chelsey had to incorporate into her own life,” says Marina
Andreazi ’10, Luger’s close friend. “Wellness is something a lot
of people talk about, but it’s much harder to live it. Seeing that
example is what pulls and draws people to her, seeing that this is
something she and Thosh make real and live by truly. That’s what
inspires people the most.”
Luger is quick to point out that their approach is also fundamentally about something deeper than the outward trappings
of a healthful lifestyle; it’s more than the wild rice and ancestral
corn that she and Collins keep in their kitchen cabinets. The root
of all of it is history. “Where we are as Indigenous people has
everything to do with the history of colonialism,” she says. “You
have to understand history to understand why we need wellness
today.” And, she says, you have to reclaim the knowledge of the
time before colonization to know that wellness has always been
an integral part of who Native people are.
This is where her degree has come in handy. “My history and
Native American studies degrees from Dartmouth are the basis of
my work in wellness today,” she says. During the long hours when
she took the lead writing The Seven Circles of Wellness—often
with a baby in her lap or sleeping nearby—she nosed through historical accounts, drawing upon her training in historical analysis
and connecting disparate dots between past and STATE O F
present. One of the central values she identified MI ND
among her own, Collins’, and other Indigenous “I don’t have
heritages was the importance of relationship. That rules to follow,”
says Luger. “I
could be interpreted in many ways: relationship have guidelines
to one’s own culture, family, the land upon which and tools. Life is
returning
one lives, and oneself, but also the relationship about
to balance.”
between different aspects of wellness, such as
sleep and movement, your living space and the way you show
up in community, even the relationship between how you treat
yourself and others, and the way you feel. As Luger says: Wellness
is more about balance than box-checking.
One of the most rewarding aspects of her work is when Native
people tell her they feel included—and motivated. This is what
Luger focuses on in her own life.
“I don’t have rules to follow,” she says. “I have guidelines
and tools. That mentality is very different from what the general
wellness mindset tends to be, like follow this plan or follow this
rule. It’s having a skillset and having an understanding that look,
nobody ever reaches this point of perfection. Life is about returning to balance.” 				
KATE SIBER is a freelance journalist and correspondent for Outside

magazine and based in Durango, Colorado. She has written two
bestselling children’s books, National Parks of the U.S.A. and 50
Adventures in the 50 States.

NO MAN’S LAND
WITH UKRAINE UNDER ATTACK,

DALE PERRY ’84
DEFTLY PIVOTED FROM CORPORATE CEO

TO LEADER OF HIS
VERY OWN AID OPERATION.

BY C.J. HUGHES ’92
I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y J E F F R E Y S M I T H
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In late February, five days after Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s troops invaded Ukraine, a half-dozen
eight-ton trucks rolled up to the international border at
Krościenko, Poland. They carried precious cargo: badly
needed aid supplies for a newly invaded country and
its citizens. The Polish drivers, many who chose not to
provide their names, started to unload the goods into
another set of trucks from Ukraine that had been waiting.
Once filled, this second set of trucks prepared to
roll across a no man’s land and cross back into Ukraine.
But border guards stopped them. Bad news. Just hours
before, a new regulation had come down from on high:
To enter Ukraine any driver now needed a passport in
addition to a driver’s license. Suddenly, the crew didn’t
have all the paperwork it needed to deliver its supplies
and aid to soldiers and people in need.
“It was a nerve-wracking start,” says Dale Perry, who
had hatched this complicated international convoy idea.
“We were not sure what was safe and what was not.” As
president of a Kyiv-based firm, Energy Resources of
Ukraine, Perry knows how to coordinate massive shipments of
liquefied natural gas to various points around the globe. Now he
was attempting something seemingly out of a John Le Carré plot.
When the war first erupted, Perry had been traveling.
A frustrated outsider looking in, Perry knew of the many refugees
streaming out of Ukraine, but he became focused on the people
remaining behind. Why not leverage his wealth, philanthropic
bent, and influence to help his adopted country?
Back in no man’s land, the passport requirement presented a
twist. Perry hadn’t been planning to drive any of the trucks—but
he had a license and a passport. So the business exec jumped into
a rig and steered toward Ukraine. During the next several hours,
amid throngs of fleeing refugees and under the watchful eyes
of heavily armed soldiers, Perry steered his way through three
separate runs. When all was finished, the third set of vehicles
set off to make deliveries to soldiers at the front lines and other
Ukrainians in need.
“The guards called me the crazy American,” says Perry. Undeterred, he and his business partner, Yaroslav Mudryy, spent
the next eight weeks overseeing the delivery of $3 million in aid
to Ukraine. When soldiers sent back photos of smiling children
next to boxes of diapers, baby formula, and baby food, Perry and
Mudryy embraced. “We had the strongest and closest of hugs and
actually started to cry, because at this point we knew people were
eating,” says Perry.

AFTER GROWING UP IN RURAL COEUR D’ALENE, IDAHO,

Perry took his first flight when he was 17, to look at colleges. He
decided on Dartmouth, where his interest in global affairs blossomed. He became a dual Russian and engineering major. His study
abroad in Leningrad in 1982, during the Cold War, sparked a strong
pro-West, anti-Soviet bent. He served in the U.S Navy from 1984
to 1989 as an officer on fast-attack nuclear-powered submarines.
Later the CIA came knocking, but Perry wasn’t interested in the
subterfuges of undercover life.
Perry’s career has mostly focused on private-sector turnarounds
of state-owned power plants in former Soviet states to lessen their
dependence on Moscow energy sources, including in Kazakhstan,
where he moved in 1997 and lived on and off until 2008. In 2014,
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WHEN SOLDIERS SENT BACK PHOTOS OF
SMILING CHILDREN, SAYS PERRY,
“WE ACTUALLY STARTED TO CRY, BECAUSE

AT THIS POINT WE KNEW
PEOPLE WERE EATING.”
Perry founded his company, a 30-employee enterprise that focuses on reducing Ukraine’s reliance on Russian oil by importing gas from places
such as Texas. He lives in Seattle when he’s not
overseas.
When Russia invaded Ukraine on February
24, Perry was laying over in a hotel in Amsterdam,
en route to Poland, where he was to welcome a
tanker full of gas from the United States. Shocked
that Russia had followed through on a longtime
threat and certain that Ukraine would lay down
its arms in a few days’ time, Perry initially thought
about getting his employees out.
Half of them decided to stay put.
“For a while I was kind of mad that they didn’t
want to leave,” he admits. “But [if something similar happened here] would I leave Seattle? And go
to where, Canada? And do what?”
So he focused more on relief than rescue. On
February 26, he huddled with Willem Coppoolse, a
Dutch coworker, in his Amsterdam hotel’s restaurant and sketched out a plan that resulted in the
truck convoy to the border. They booked a flight
to Krakow, near the Ukrainian border, for the next
morning. Perry purchased a sweater from a nearby
consignment shop and thick socks from a dollar
store, because he had only summer clothes and
business suits in his luggage. He left those bags
at the front desk.
“The concierge asked me, ‘When are you coming back?’ ” Perry recalls. “I said, ‘I don’t know.
Ask Putin.’ ”
In Krakow the pair met up with Mudryy’s wife,
who had driven out of Ukraine as the invasion began
with $1 million in cash her husband had withdrawn from a company account. They assumed
that guards along the way would demand bribes.
Perry began searching for a medical supply company, knowing that aspirin, sterilization supplies,
and first-aid kits were a top priority for doctors.
Mudryy never had to bribe anyone, but his
stacks of bills proved critical. The medical supplier whom Perry’s team found, near Krościenko,
refused to sell on credit. He had been burned in

similar deals during the Covid pandemic. After Perry reached
into his backpack and plunked a big wad of cash down on a desk,
negotiations got under way.
During the next couple of months, the convoys continued. In
the $2.8-million operation, 150 trucks shuttled 750 tons of supplies—including 26,000 first-aid kits on the first trip alone. They
also delivered tents, sleeping bags, boots, and 30 combined tons of
flour, salt, oil, and yeast—to help fortify Ukraine’s holdouts. Much
of the funding came from Energy Resources.
Perry also raised about $835,000 by harnessing a nonprofit
he established in 2019 as a gift to his three daughters to support
racial and environmental causes. Under the original plan, Perry
was to chip in $1 million a year to their Foundation for Equity and
Justice. After the invasion began, Perry broadened the charity’s
purpose to also raise funds for the convoys. His daughter Rachel
posted video dispatches of her father’s derring-do abroad on
the Givebutter fundraising platform inspiring viewers to write
checks.

IN ROLLING OUT SO MUCH AID QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY,
Perry’s efforts demonstrated that a largely self-funded, social
media-fueled, grassroots enterprise can do more in the short
term for humanitarian causes than most established aid groups,

according to people who have witnessed large-scale overseas aid
operations. Perry and his crew saw no signs of workers from the
United Nations, Americares, or other nongovernmental entities
as they pushed their pallets into the chaotic war zone.
“Dale was early, and he was fast, and that is a really hard thing
to do at the scale he was doing it,” says Elizabeth Cullen Dunn,
director of the Indiana University Center for Refugee Studies. She
has studied humanitarian aid for more than a decade and was in
Poland for much of the spring. “I’ve never seen anything like it.”
Perry realizes his approach might rub some folks the wrong
way. “ ‘Okay, the cowboy is here. He’s got his own source of money,
and he can do what he wants,’ ” he says of the attitude he occasionally encountered in the field.
By late April Perry had wound down his relief efforts. Because
of complicated U.S. tax rules, long-term charities such as Perry’s
can spend donations as they come in only in case of an emergency
and only on a short-term basis. In mid-May, he dashed into Kyiv
and met with some of his staff at his company offices, but he doesn’t
anticipate another return anytime soon.
“For years, I have had the refrain in my mind, ‘Ask not for whom
the bell tolls,’ ” he says of the “we’re all in this together” belief
guiding his philanthropy. “It often sounds quaint, but it’s true.”
C.J. HUGHES is a member of the DAM editorial board and a frequent

contributor.
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TRUE CLASSIC

FORMER COLLEGE PHOTOGRAPHER ADRIAN BOUCHARD
SAW THE CAMPUS IN A WHOLE NEW LIGHT.
B Y

H

R I C H A R D

e understood the art in waiting. A lifelong
hunter and fisherman, Adrian Bouchard, the
esteemed and beloved Dartmouth photographer, knew the value of being in the right
place at the right moment. He would lug his heavy camera
equipment around the campus or up Mount Washington,
then set up and watch for the light to fall perfectly on his
subject. “You wait for what you are waiting for,” says his
daughter, Lisa Lacasse, also a photographer, describing a
lesson learned from her father. “You don’t waste your shot.”
As the College’s official photographer from 1939 to
1976, “Bouch,” as he was known, captured more than
10,000 images of campus, students, and the Dartmouth
community, many of the photographs defining a vision
of the school as both rugged and graceful. They remain
Dartmouth classics. “Adrian was branding before anyone
knew what branding was,” says Nancy Wasserman ’77,
who worked with him as a student assistant.
That combination of strength and grace also defined
the man. Bouch grew up in a French-speaking community in northern New Hampshire and hardly knew
English until he entered the public high school. He was
working in a paper mill and serving as a hunting guide
when the founder of Dartmouth’s ski school recruited
him to teach skiing. According to his daughter, an alum
gave Bouch a Brownie camera at about the time the
College was looking for someone to take pictures of
students. A job and an artist were born.
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B A B C O C K
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With his equipment and his corncob pipe, he became
a fixture around campus, except for the three-and-a-half
years he spent with the Army in the Pacific during World
War II. He spoke little about his art—“It was just the magic
of the morning,” he once told his daughter—but he honed
an eye for composition. “He’d case something out, so he’d
know where to be,” recalls Wasserman. “He could get spontaneous shots as well, but his classic shots are with great
framing using the buildings, using the trees, whatever.”
Through the years he gained a huge circle of friends,
from students to campus workers to professors to President John Sloan Dickey, class of 1929, who accompanied him often on hunting and fishing trips. “He
could talk to anyone about anything,” says Lacasse. LEGACY OF
“There was no social class.” The later years of his LIGHT 
Bouchard found
era encompassed enormous changes in the country filtered sunlight
and the school, but he tuned his subjects to reflect behind Rollins
to create
the increasing diversity of the student body and the Chapel
this sublime scene
admission of women. “Change is good, change is in the 1950s.
wonderful, you’ll learn something from it,” Lacasse
recalls her father saying.
Bouch died in 1983 at 72, but his legacy is literally
undying: a trove of period images of Dartmouth that are
timeless in their beauty—and lasting reminders of the
value of waiting for the moment.
RICHARD BABCOCK is a novelist and the former editor of

Chicago magazine.
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AN EYE FOR
THE GAME
An athlete and
outdoorsman,
Bouchard was an
ideal fit for
Dartmouth. Some
of his memorable
photographs
include baseball
practice in 1938
(top), football
coach Earl Blaik
(above), and the
quiet calm before
a game at Memorial
Field (right).
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SCENE SETTER
For more than 40
years Bouchard cast
his eye across the
campus to capture the
essence of Dartmouth.
Clockwise from above:
A climber ascends
Bartlett Tower in 1946,
paddlers on the
Connecticut in the
1950s, a frozen moment
for diners at the
Hanover Inn’s rear
terrace during a
Winter Carnival, a
dash across a flooded
Green, and the 1939
baccalaureate at
Rollins Chapel.
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VIEW FINDER
Bouchard created
the most evocative
visual imagery of
Dartmouth at midcentury. Clockwise
from above right:
the Hopkins Center
courtyard, Baker
tower in mid-winter,
Webster Hall, Roger
Brown ’45 takes a
breather during a
freshman trip, skiers
at Tuckerman’s
Ravine at Mount
Washington in 1938.
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pursuits

voices in the wilderness

CATIE GRIGGS ’03, TU’09

|

ANN KAPUSTA ’07

|

KENJI SUGAHARA ’95

|

VIVIAN LEE ’97

SPOTLIGHT
C AT I E G R I G G S ’ 0 3 , T U ’ 0 9

Big League

BEN VANHOUTEN|SEATTLE MARINERS

Mariners exec wants to take
you out to the ballgame.
AS THE SEATTLE MARINERS
president of business operations,
Griggs handles off-the-field logistics,
from television contracts and marketing to fan experience. She’s one of the
highest-ranking female team executives
in Major League Baseball. “I want Mariners games to be the most fan-friendly
experience in baseball and professional
sports,” she says. “I think that there’s an
incredible opportunity to be forward
leaning and try new things, particularly
in a market like Seattle.”
One new thing: a more accessible,
discounted value menu in the ballpark.
Three bucks can get you a hot dog, popcorn, nachos, or a refillable soda. “If it
helps create an experience where fans
feel appreciated and welcome, they’ll
come back more often,” she says.
A government major, Griggs, 40,
met her husband, Justin Griggs ’02,
Tu’09, while they were undergrads.
They now have two children and live
in Medina, Washington. “We’re here to
be an asset to our community,” she says.
“We’re here to bring people together.”
—Charlie Pike ’22

<<<< Griggs does her
field research—she
knows the preferred
food and drink choices
in every seating area.
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Lee’s garment designs
were inspired by traditional
Korean clothing.
>>>>

PURSUITS
KENJI SUGAHARA ’95

Flight Control
Drone proponent seeks friendlier skies.

Astronomy major expands the universe of
accessible design.
KAPUSTA PRETTY MUCH GREW UP IN A METAL SHOP.
Her father and grandfather were both toolmakers, inventors, and entrepreneurs, and she knew her way around a
lathe and other machinery early on. “It was baked in,” she
says. “I learned how to program the machines and was
playing with CAD software in my teens.”
Raised in rural western Pennsylvania, an area free of
light pollution, Kapusta walked the cornfields at night and
was captivated by the expanse of the cosmos above. Her
engineering brain kicked in, and she began to contemplate
how to measure the distances to stars and determine their
ages. She majored in astronomy and made two trips to
the famed Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona to
research binary stars..
Kapusta helped Lockheed develop a telescope that observes solar weather phenomena, then headed to NASA—
where astronaut colleagues selected her for a lifetime
achievement award. She now runs Mission Operations,
a consultancy that works to make space travel and exploration more inclusive. Last year, during her stint as
executive director of the Space Frontier Foundation, she
organized a zero-gravity flight for 12 disabled passengers
who performed experiments in the weightless cabin. “It’s
seriously impressive to see Ann juggle so many important
balls at the same time,” says Cady Coleman, a former astronaut with more than 180 days in space who coached
the experimenters.
“There are four new space stations being developed,
and we have a unique opportunity to incorporate accessible design now, which is much easier than trying to
retrofit,” Kapusta says. “We’ve learned so much in 60 years
of space exploration. Let’s make sure that we don’t bring
the inequities we’ve created here on Earth with us to the
stars.”
—Chris Quirk
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VIVIAN LEE ’97

Support Team

Sugahara keeps his
eyes on the skies.
>>>>

Entrepreneur launches innovative clothing line.

illu st rat ion by R O B E RT N E U BECK ER

KINFLYTE

To the Stars

SAMUEL CROSSLEY

A N N K A P U S TA ’ 0 7

AS A PILOT OF DRONE-OPERATED CAMERAS,
A-Cam Aerials co-founder Sugahara captures footage of
moving cars and other scenery for major TV commercials.
At the same time, the Portland, Oregon, resident realizes
that not everybody enjoys the buzzing aircraft. Annoyed
neighbors have shot at drones—and their operators.
So, Sugahara, who is also a lawyer, has worked to modernize laws that regulate the burgeoning industry. An early
success came in 2017, when Oregon lawmakers cracked down
on drones carrying weapons. He recently helped persuade
the Federal Aviation Administration to require that drones
be equipped with digital ID tags. Tens of thousands of drone
operators pushed back, citing privacy concerns, but starting
this fall all American-made drones will incorporate the ID
technology, for which Sugahara holds a patent.
In other efforts, he pushes to give drone owners more
freedom. A proposal to relax the federal rule that users be
able to see their drones at all times could open up new uses
for the aircraft, such as inspecting power lines, scouting for
forest fires, and seeking lost hikers. “Drones offer tremendous economic benefits,” says Sugahara, who founded Drone
Service Providers Alliance, a trade group, in 2020.
Sugahara fell into the role of drone evangelist almost
by accident. As executive director of the Oregon Bicycle
Racing Association, he began using drones in 2013 to video
cyclists. “It was a great way to show off the sport,” he says.
Captivated by the potential of shooting action from above,
the Connecticut native—a sociology major who earned his
law degree at the University of Oregon—went “full-time
drone,” he says. His clients include BMW, Adidas, and Under Armour. “When you have Kenji on your team, you know
you have the best of everything,” says Rachel Bradford, who
produces TV ads with him. “He knows how to make things
safe and legal.” 			
—C.J. Hughes ’92

A TECH AND MARKETING EXECUTIVE, LEE SUFFERED
chronic pain in her back, neck, and shoulders from long commutes,
working at a desk, and nursing her children. Desperate to ease the
discomfort and improve her posture, she wondered if undergarments
might provide better support. When she couldn’t find anything that
did the trick and was also aesthetically pleasing, Lee turned to her inner entrepreneur. In 2018 she founded Kinflyte, a direct-to-consumer
line of luxurious women’s bras, tops, and bottoms. Within months it
became her full-time enterprise.
“It’s exciting to do something I believe in,” Lee says. A Korean
American, she turned to Korean aesthetics and a sci-fi movie to make
her brand stand out. The futuristic buildings in Blade Runner (1982)
reminded her of the jacket commonly found in hanbok, or traditional
Korean clothing. Inspired, Lee incorporated compression panels
and a material that grips the shoulders into Kinflyte posture bras.
The product forces consumers to lift their shoulders and sit upright.

Based in Rancho Palos Verdes, California, Kinflyte practices
sustainability by using polyester from plastic single-use water bottles
in its EcoJersey line. Another point of pride for Lee is that Kinflyte’s
manufacturer in China uses precise, computerized cutting machines
to reduce fabric waste. Reviews in publications ranging from Real
Simple to even Wired have been enthusiastic, and the company has
enjoyed rapid growth, despite the pandemic hitting shortly after
Kinflyte began to ship products. “I had to do everything from a distance, so that was a challenge,” Lee says.
Liana Delucca Johnson, a former senior designer for The North
Face who specialized in women’s fit and equipment ergonomics,
and who has her own line of ergonomically designed outdoor gear,
advises Lee. “When you are a woman-run startup, you want each
other to succeed,” Johnson says, “and you want to see more of these
amazing products out in the world.” 			
— Farah Lindsey-Almadani ’25
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Godine at 50: A Retrospective
of Five Decades in the Life of an
Independent Publisher
David R. Godine

Curse of the
Zombies
THIS HAUNTING DEBUT COLLECTION OF A
dozen linked short stories centers on a family that
lives on a Native reservation in Maine. With a title
that repurposes the classic zombie movie Night of
the Living Dead, readers might expect a far more
lighthearted book than Talty’s effort turns out to
be. For all its deadpan comedy and immersion in
American pop culture, it is the dark and tragic story
of a community plagued by poverty, posttraumatic
stress, mental illness, addiction, racism, and history
itself. Talty, a citizen of the Penobscot Indian Nation
Night of the Living Rez
who grew up there, creates characters who push
TIN HOUSE BOOKS
back with familial and cultural ties that bind, fray,
296 PP. $16.95
and sometimes sever. Their mordant humor is of
the saving kind, as necessary as it is often inadequate.
We first meet the protagonist and narrator, David, as a young man
walking back to the reservation after failing to score a gram of pot on a
snowy winter night. In this terrific opening story, “Burn,” he stumbles
upon his friend and fellow methadone-clinic patient Fellis, whose braid
of hair is stuck to the ice after he dozed off, drunk, on the ground. The only
way for David to free his pal is to slice off his treasured hair—funny at
first, then not so much. “Look,” David asks, “you want me to cut my braid
off too?” The following story, “In a Jar,” backtracks a decade or more to
David as a small boy, discovering a curse left at his family’s new house
on the rez. “It was a glass jar filled with hair and corn and teeth,” he tells
us. “The teeth were white with a tint of yellow at the root. The hair was
gray and thin and loose. Wild.”
Wild is right. What follows in Talty’s precociously confident, elegantly
sculpted stories is a cascade of losses—of dreams, minds, lives. David’s
long-suffering mom suffers from seizures but is devoted to a part-time
medicine man named Frick, whose Native healing arts keep failing to
ward off curses of all kinds. David’s sister, Paige, loses her children and
then her sanity. Their grandmother succumbs to Alzheimer’s. As the
grim trajectories of all these characters spiral downward on this book’s
ingeniously broken, strategically withholding timeline, zombies of one
kind or another are always on their way.
—Kevin Nance
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Cooper Hill • East Dover, VT

Breck Hill • Lyme, NH

The Tiffany Ayer Mansion,
a Boston, MA crown jewel,
is the only home in existence
completely designed by
Louis Comfort Tiffany.
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Art Making on the Land
Cold Hollow Sculpture Park

The sculptor describes the creation of a new sculpture, Body
Politic, while telling the story of
his sculpture park and his journey
as an artist. He includes several
hundred images of his 70 large
outdoor works that stand in his
park.
TED SCHEU ’76

Night-Night Body
Beaver’s Pond Press

Poet and teacher Scheu writes
sweet couplets that describe kids
around the world getting ready
for bed and saying goodnight
to their heart, lungs, arms, and
more. Watercolor illustrations
by pediatrician Peter Gergely
’76 accompany the rhymes.

Highlander Farm • Norwich, VT

Maple Tree Farm • Londonderry, VT

Three Church Street • Woodstock, VT

Hidden Ridge Farm • Pomfret, VT

ABBYE E. MEYER ’02

From Wallflowers to
Bulletproof Families: The
Power of Disability in Young
Adult Narratives
University Press of Mississippi

Representations of people with
disability in literature often are
weak, two-dimensional, and
sometimes harmful. Meyer
argues that young-adult
narratives about disability often
successfully challenge cliches
and create complex, nuanced
characters who empower
disability-rights movements.

Additional titles and excerpts can be found
on the DAM website.

BRECK HILL: 18.84± Acres • $1,790,000
Chris Lang | 802-274-4048 | clang@landvest.com
COOPER HILL: 40.16± Acres • $3,900,000
Dia Jenks | 802-238-1549 | djenks@landvest.com
DAN BEJAR
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The publisher reflects on nearly
300 of the most memorable
books his small, high-quality
press produced during the past
half-century. Godine writes that
his life as a publisher began in
a small workshop at the thennewly opened Hopkins Center,
where his mentor, professor
Ray Nash, introduced him to
the techniques of engraving,
lithography, and printing type—
and instilled in him a lifelong
passion for making beautiful
books.

THE TIFFANY AYER MANSION: 395 Commonwealth Ave.
15,000 Sq. ft • $17,000,000
Greta Gustafson | 617-686-6258 | ggustafson@landvest.com
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Story Jenks | 802-238-1332 | sjenks@landvest.com

MAPLE TREE FARM: 92.21± Acres • $4,500,000
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Story Jenks | 802-238-1332 | sjenks@landvest.com
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AWARD-WINNING SENIOR
LIVING, BY DESIGN.

the classes

The Village at White
River Junction’s residents
already appreciate
how remarkable their
community is.

62

clubs & groups 86

deaths 87

That’s because the community was
purposefully designed from the
ground up to be a Village within a
village. Amenity spaces, strategically
placed on all five floors of the
building, are named to reflect local
history and celebrate downtown’s
culture. Stunning views with
expansive windows and walkable
proximity to main street’s arts and
culture foster a vital connection to the
surrounding neighborhood.
These reasons help explain why
The Design for Aging Review
recently honored The Village with its
prestigious 2021 Merit and Special
Recognition Award. We’re proud
to have been recognized — and
are even more proud to be the
community so many remarkable
people call home.

FROM THE ARCHIVES

Water Duel

EXPERIENCE A COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS BETTER LIVING, BY DESIGN.
VISIT THEVILLAGEATWRJ.COM OR CALL US AT (802) 295-7500.
101 Currier Street | White River Junction, VT 05001

1-22

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE LIBRARY

www.TheVillageAtWRJ.com

In yet another photo by
Adrian Bouchard (see
page 46), members of the
class of 1928 get rowdy
on the Connecticut
River during their 10th
reunion.
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The Classes
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News is scarce during the pandemic,
thus the ability to gather news has
been dramatically reduced. Weather,
in the part of the world where I reside, has been a
mixture of the very warm (80 degrees one day) to
the very cold. Spring is sort of here with belowaverage temperatures—is it finally going to stay
with us?
I just spoke with Jon Mendes, who told me his
fondest memories of the Connecticut River are
canoeing. He went on to canoe after Dartmouth.
In 1979 he canoed down the Mississippi River.
Then in 1980 Jon canoed the Yukon River.
His favorite president of Dartmouth is Phil
Hanlon because he makes you feel welcomed.
Jon is active walking in Central Park every day
the weather permits. I plan to join him.
On a call with Stu Finch he reported that his
favorite president was Ernest Martin Hopkins,
who perpetuated liberal arts. The Hopkins Center was developed to honor his focus on artistry.
Stu’s favorite memory of the Connecticut
River was of a friend who had a car at Dartmouth.
They would drive to one of tributaries (wonderful
places to study), and he mentioned the beautiful covered bridges. The only time Stu actually
canoed was when the College invited students
from a women’s college to campus. He canoed to
make an impression—his first and last!
Stu continues to be active where he lives. He
holds a jewelry repair clinic every Friday from
10 a.m. to 12 p.m., and then Friday afternoons he
attends a poker club of seven participants (for
seven-card stud), where the stakes are pennies.
He says the most he has won is 36 cents!
—Joanna Caproni, 370 East 76 St., Apt. A 406, New
York, NY 10021; caproni@aol.com
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Disappointments? I’ve had several in
my 101 years of life. It was in January
1946, 76 years ago, at Camp Stoneman in Pittsburg, California, in the Bay Area.
Earlier in the day our troop ship, MS President Monroe, had finally docked in San Francisco
Bay. Four thousand gleeful soldiers had boarded
the ship in Leyte Gulf in the central Philippines.
World War II had ended on August 15, 1945.
Scuttlebutt was that our ship might be one of
the last to “bring the boys home”! I had been
counting the days as the ship neared the Golden
Gate. What an emotional and precious moment
it would be to hear Mary’s voice again! It had
been two long years of separation. Those were
exciting years—going from Australia up through
the various islands; from Leyte, our outfit went
south to the island of Mindanao, where we were
when the war ended. Just the mere thought of
being with Mary again gave me the strength and
spirit to overcome those days and nights. In retrospect, I think I was the only Nisei linguist on
the ship. I heard later that more than 600 Nisei
linguists, the majority of them from relocation
centers, were awarded battlefield commissions
to second lieutenant in Manila. They became an
62
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important and vital cog in the Army of Occupation and the democratization of Japan. Why and
because? Well, those linguists had no home to
return to. Their families were still behind barbedwire fences back in the States. Many linguists
would become career military, some would marry
native-born Japanese gals and would retire as
officers. Through the years I met many linguists
and their war brides and welcomed them heartily.
During WW II Japan was our worst enemy. Today
Japan is our staunchest ally in the Pacific—no
doubt about it!
“Sorry, soldier, I know where you are calling from. There is no listed telephone number
at that address on 27th Street in Los Angeles.”
I thanked the phone operator as my heart sank.
Oh, what a big disappointment! (Note: A home
telephone was impossible to get during wartime
and shortly thereafter.) Suddenly, I reconciled
myself, knowing that I would see my Mary in four
days in person! Then I thought of my best friend
of 18 days, good Sam of New Jersey. Thanks for
the memories!
—George Shimizu, 2140 Sepulveda Ave., Milpitas, CA 95035; (408) 930-2488; marymariko@
comcast.net
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Green Key weekend will once again
bring festivities to the Dartmouth
campus in May. And this June class
reunions will return to campus. The joy of seeing
friends in Hanover, especially after the isolation
of Covid, will be good for the soul. I imagine that
these class gatherings will be even more festive
than usual. I know the class of 1945 has remarkable reunion memories, having heard of them
from my dad. If you have some special memories, I
would love to share them with the rest of the class.
I hope you have seen the plans for the spectacular addition to the Hopkins Center for the Arts.
The new design honors the original 1962 architecture by Wallace K. Harrison, the architect of
New York City’s Lincoln Center, maintaining the
building’s overarching frame, distinctive arches,
and other important spaces, including the Top
of the Hop, the lobby outside of Moore Theater,
and Spaulding Auditorium, each of which will
be renewed. It is being designed by the architectural firm Snohetta, based in Oslo, Norway, and
New York City, because of the firm’s experience
in honoring historic architecture and seamlessly
merging it with forward-looking design. If you
have the chance you should go to https://hop.
dartmouth.edu/projects-ideas/hop-reimagined
to be inspired by a fabulous new home for the
performing arts at Dartmouth. Earle “Bud” Street
checked in again with me and shared that the
daughter of John S. Wheeler ’44, Joyce Wheeler,
shares meals with him every day where Bud lives
in Hyannis, Massachusetts. I heard that Sidney
“Sid” French peacefully passed away in February
at his home in Naples, Florida. He came to Dartmouth from Grand Rapids, Michigan. As so many
of the ’45s did, he served in WW II. He worked
for Merrill Lynch for his entire 40-plus-year career. He was predeceased by his wife, Barbara
“Twink” VanWinkle French, and is survived by
children, grandchildren, and nine great-grandchildren. Sid enjoyed squash and golf and valued

his friendships throughout his life. Our heartfelt
condolences to his family. Have a lovely summer
wherever you may be spending it. Please send
me your news.
—Martha Johnson Beattie ’76, 6 North Balch St.,
Hanover, NH 03755; (603) 667-7611; mbeattie76@
gmail.com
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We are or were all members of the
Dartmouth community of Hanover,
New Hampshire. But for a time, the
address was known as Hanover, Vermont. In 1776
11 towns met in Hanover to voice their grievances
against the royal governors at Exeter. All 11 towns
voted to secede from New Hampshire and join
the new Republic of Vermont. And so it was that
Dartmouth became a Vermont college and town of
Hanover was called Dresden. It wasn’t until 1780
that President George Washington changed it all
back. At that time Dartmouth had 40 students,
three of whom were Native American students.
During the last 10 years of the 18th century, Dartmouth graduated 362 students, Harvard 394, and
Princeton 240. A notable landmark in the same
decade was the establishment of what was the
fourth medical school in the United States.
This will be my last writing for DAM, so if
anyone would like to continue, let me know. Hope
to see you in September.
We are saddened to hear of the death of Dr.
Hardy Hendren this past winter. He lived in Duxbury, Massachusetts.
—Joe Hayes, P.O. Box 57, Rye Beach, NH 03871;
(603) 964-6503; jhayes697@yahoo.com
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Under the heading of “When insults
had class,” John Price was kind enough
to pass along to me “these glorious
insults from an era before the English language
got boiled down to four-letter words.” I thought
they were more fun than talking about living in
retirement homes.
“He had delusions of adequacy,” said Walter
Kerr.
“He had all the virtues I dislike and none
of the vices I admire,” said Winston Churchill.
“He has never been known to use a word that
might send a reader to the dictionary,” said William Faulkner about Ernest Hemingway.
“Thank you for sending me a copy of your
book; I’ll waste no time reading it,” said Moses
Hadas.
“He has no enemies, but is intentionally disliked by his friends,” said Oscar Wilde.
“I am enclosing two tickets to the first night
of my new play: bring a friend if you have one,”
said George Bernard Shaw to Winston Churchill.
“Cannot possibly attend the first night, will attend
second if there is one,” said Winston Churchill
in response.
“I feel so miserable without you; it’s almost
like having you here,” said Stephen Bishop.
“He is a self-made man and worships his
creator,” said John Bright.
“Some cause happiness whenever they go,
others whenever they leave,” said Oscar Wilde.
“He used statistics as a drunken man uses a
lamppost for support rather than illumination,”
said Andrew Lang.

“He has Van Gogh’s ear for music,” said Billy
Wilder.
“I’ve had a perfectly wonderful evening, but
I’m afraid this wasn’t it,” said Groucho Marx.
Please send me any information you might
have that you think will be fun or of interest to
the class.
—Dave Kurr, 603 Mountain Ave., Apt. 331, New
Providence, NJ 07974; (781) 801-6716; djkurr@
verizon.net
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In March Joel Berson and I had the
pleasure of listening to Coach Buddy
Teevens ’79 tell the Dartmouth Club
of Sarasota, Florida, about his innovative tackling
dummy program, which has minimized injuries
during practice. His ideas are being widely adopted by other teams and even the NFL is observing.
How lucky Dartmouth is to have Buddy as coach
of the Ivy League co-champions!
The only other class news is that the Rev.
Edward Harding MacBurney died on March 17 in
Moline, Illinois, where he lived. Ed received his
bachelor of sacred theology from Berkeley Divinity School in 1952 and then spent 20 years as a
priest at St. Thomas Church in Hanover. “Seeking
a stretch,” he became bishop of the Episcopal
Diocese of Quincy, Illinois (which included Davenport, Iowa, and Moline) until his retirement.
Ed is survived by son James and daughter Page.
With space to fill, I’ll tell you about my book,
which I published in June after 27 years of collecting information and about 11 years of writing:
America’s Most Influential Journalist: The Life,
Times and Legacy of Thomas Nast. As you may
recall, Nast created the Republican elephant and
the modern Santa Claus and Uncle Sam, popularized the Democratic donkey, brought down New
York’s “Boss Tweed” and his ring of thieves, and
influenced five presidential elections.
The 832-page book contains 1,000 Nast cartoons, illustrations, sketches, and paintings—800
of them from Harper’s Weekly and the balance
from other, rare publications—as well as 100
cartoons by other artists on related topics. Each
has its content and context explained and its
characters identified. A manually prepared index (it took me a year) includes topics and people
portrayed in the cartoons of more than a 30-year
period, making it a unique pictorial reference
book. People can buy it at my ThomasNast.com
website (featuring about 150 Nast cartoons on
the Civil War, Lincoln, Tweed, Christmas, and
Shakespeare, among other topics) as well as at
Amazon.com.
—John Adler, 75 Silo Circle, Riverside, CT 06878;
(203) 622-9069; (203) 344-1583, fax
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There is a change for the mini this fall:
It was October 29 and is now Friday,
September 30, to Sunday, October 2,
with a game against Penn October 1. This and
those minis that follow can be a “meaningful mini
for many” (do you like that alliteration?) as our
next major reunion, the 75th, is not until 2025.
So get your ducks in a row and come on up! Prez
Bob Kirby (and Brownlee) are booked for a tour to
northwest Australia for a full solar eclipse April
20, 2023. (There will also be a full solar eclipse

April 8, 2024, crossing Mexico and the United
States from Texas to Maine. They plan to be in
Seaside Mazatlian, Mexico, with 20 friends.
Anyone considering joining them, contact Bob.)
Tommy (spouse of Chuck Solberg) says she has 27
grandchildren and 28 great-grandchildren! Wow,
can anyone break that record? I expect “Carp”
and Terri would give her a run for the money!
Joe Medlicott writes of his “classic downsized
move,” emptying Piedmont House to sell, along
with his car—vast relief. His Osher memory class
is going well. Stephanie “Toots” Reininger is taking a virtual Osher course on “How to deal with
difficult people,” of which Joe says he is not one.
He closes with, “Happy spring.” Nob Hovde in his
new digs–Wentworth Senior Living, 346 Pleasant
St., Portsmouth, NH 03801—would welcome an
email from any and all at nobhovde@gmail.com.
You can’t keep a good (drummer) man down: Lee
“Sak” Sarokin just finished writing and producing
(at 93) his 13th play and drums in a newly formed
13-piece band (with a lady singer yet) featuring
Ricardo Rodriguez. Sak says, “A new piano player
just moved in and we plan to swing!” My doctor,
who is retiring back to Hawaii, remembers well
our own Dr. Cal Sia, who enjoyed a very outstanding reputation on the islands and beyond. Victoria
Hicks (daughter of roommate and best pal Ort
’49), our contact in the John Sloan Dickey Center
for International Understanding, keeps us abreast
of 1950-sponsored events and lectures, such as
the recent April Hanover Inn event featuring ambassador Bisa Williams, acting deputy assistant
secretary of state for western hemisphere affairs.
Once again I end this column with the demise
of three classmates: Robert B. Shnayerson, Richard
W. Griffith Jr., and John H. Weber.
—Tom “Smiley” Ruggles, 8-5 Concord Greene, Concord, MA 01742; (978) 369-5879; smileytmr@
aol.com
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John Sloan Dickey’s strong focus on
international affairs and his introduction of the “Great Issues” course made
foreign policy a part of every student’s experience.
Small wonder that 42 of our classmates were attracted to the new international relations major, a
government major, or the International Relations
Club. What is remarkable is how many ’51s went
on to careers that had a positive impact on United
States relations with the rest of the world.
John Hoskins, for example, played major roles
in the U.S. Agency for International Development and the UN Food and Agriculture Organization, serving in Africa and Southeast Asia.
John summed up his experience: “It was a good
life, one that focused more on public than private
interests. That is what I got from Dartmouth.”
Paul Wenger represented USAID in more
than 35 underdeveloped countries. Other lifers
in fostering international cooperation included
Dick Barnes, Bob Kidd, Dave Phillips, and Fortunato
Quesada, a career diplomat in his native Peru
who served as acting minister of foreign affairs.
Dick’s work was with NASA, where he became
director of international relations in Paris. Bob
focused primarily on food aid in Africa. Dave
served mostly in Latin America, where he fostered international exchange programs as a U.S.

Information Agency officer.
Berl Bernhard was a senior advisor to two U.S.
secretaries of state, Edmund Muskie and Dean
Rusk, as well as to U.S. Under Secretary Averell
Harriman. He later served as a member of the
board of advisors for Dartmouth’s Rockefeller
Center for the Social Sciences. Two ’51s served
as ambassadors: Al Moses in Romania and Mike
Iovenko as part of the U.S. delegation at the United
Nations. Al was also President Clinton’s special
emissary to Cyprus, mediating the protracted
dispute there between Turkey and Greece.
I’ve just scratched the surface and am out of
space. More to come next time, when I’ll describe
the contributions of Frank Johnson, Chuck Storer,
Dick Pugh, and others.
In current news, we report with sadness the
deaths of Dick Dunn, Harvey Goldstock, Bud Lang,
Tyke Miller, and Al Schmidt.
—Pete Henderson, 450 Davis St., Evanston, IL
60201; (847) 905-0635; pandjhenderson@gmail.
com
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It seems appropriate to begin this issue’s news to the class with a report
from Ken Roman. This message speaks
for itself and requires little further comment.
Ken writes, “On April 23, John Rosenwald and
I trekked to Choate Rosemary Hall, where our
classmate Charles “Doc” Dey served as the first
headmaster of the combined school. He chose the
school for a memorial service for himself and his
wife, Phoebe—they died within months of each
other in 2020. It was a fitting site for a man who
dedicated his life to service: in the Peace Corps,
as founder of A Better Chance (to help Black
children from the South succeed in college), as
founder of two programs for Alan Reich’s National
Organization on Disability (to help poor Black
inner-city youngsters with disabilities get jobs
and another to help injured veterans get jobs),
and in education (associate dean at Dartmouth
as well as Choate Rosemary Hall for 18 years). His
four children—Penny, Robin, Andrew, Tom—organized a joyous, moving service that captured
his devotion to the public good and family. Rosie
and I were fortunate to count him as a friend.
He made us all stand a little taller.” Ken is quite
correct, and we were fortunate to have Doc as
classmate, as well. This is the type of bonding
that our class has enjoyed for more than 70 years,
and we hope it will continue. Please try to join us
for our reunion on September 18-20 in Hanover.
Our reunion chairman, Gene Cesari, and our class
president, Frank Logan, continue to work with the
College to make this experience a memorable one
for all. You have, by now, received all the official
material from the College and additional information from our class newsletter. If you have
any further questions or thoughts, the contact
is below here. In other news, unfortunately, we
are saddened to report the passing of classmates

Louis R. Malizia, Ardie Epranian, Charles M. Liddle,
William L. Kurtz, David Litsey, and the Rev. Edward
C. Coolidge. Remembrances for them are in the

online edition of this publication.
—William Montgomery, 11 Berrill Farms Lane, Hanover, NH 03755; (603) 643-0261; wmontgod52@
aol.com
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Dave Halloran, erstwhile editor of ’53

Out, and I have pooled resources
in our quest for news of our classmates and we have come up with a treasure trove
this month. Your scribe will be running in the
New York City Marathon, for which he is training by climbing Bartlett Tower surreptitiously.
An anonymous source in Hanover has told us
on the sly that our veep, Donna Reilly, longtime
docent at the Hood, is first in line for consideration as its chief executive. Lots of luck, Donna.
Dick Cahn will be running for governor of New
York State. His expertise in constitutional law
and experience as a trustee of Adelphi University makes him uniquely qualified for the position. Jet pilot Dave Halloran has scheduled a
launch of his glider this coming fall on the back
of a Space X missile. He will attempt to fly from
Cape Canaveral to Bloomington, Indiana, and
land at Indiana University Memorial Stadium
at half time of the Indiana vs. Michigan football
game, and by so doing insert himself into the
Guinness Book of Records for powerless flight.
It is comforting to know that ambassador Peter
Bridges has been recalled to duty by the U.S.
State Department to mediate between Russia
and Ukraine. It will be a difficult job, but we
know that Peter can handle it. I can report that
Ron Lazar and Dick Fleming, the yin and yang of
our class funds, will be taking on an additional
task as co-comptrollers of the College. Ron
brings in the money; Dick oversees it going out.
Watch that endowment grow. Finally, there is a
rumor that the periodicals room in Baker will be
renamed the John Kennedy Reading Room. It will
house exclusively all of the books that our class
has donated to the library through the years.
Should you be thinking that this column was
written on April Fool’s Day, you are correct, but
frankly, it is the only news we have. Please send
us your latest doings or risk another. Thanks! On
the serious side we must report the deaths of
our dear classmates and offer our condolences
to their families. They are Sherwood Salitsky,
Sidney Woodrow, H. Elton Clarke, Harold Presson,
Warren Fisher, Richard Blum, Fran L’Esperasnce,
Edwin Grant, Wayne Hansen, Michael Zarin, John
Horne Jr., and Phil Beekman.
—Mark H. Smoller, 401 Lake Shore Road, Putnam

Valley, NY 10579; (603) 845-5066; dartmark@
gmail.com
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President Shelly Woolf announces a
class mini-reunion for September 30
to October 2. Save the date—it will be
our 90th birthday party. We will plan great programs, lively cocktail parties, wonderful meals,
and the joy of being together again in a place we
love. Thanks to the efforts of Dick Page, we will be
privileged to have Susan Wright as our keynote
speaker on Saturday night. Susan served in numerous leadership positions on campus and, as
President James Wright’s wife, was Dartmouth’s
much-beloved first lady from 1998 to 2009.
The current list of attendees is as follows:
Bob Adnopoz and Jean, Jerry Barton and Peggy,
Sue Bastian, Don Berlin and Barbara, Brad Borden
and Mimi, Jay Chandler and Fleur, Kit Dean and
son Bill, Jerry Goldstein, Dick Gorsey and Ellen, Rick
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Hartman, Mort Haefitz and Roz, Betty Heston, Herb
Hillman, Tony Kane and Jackie Roberts, Pete Kenyon and Jillian, Dave Levine and Janet, Ann Low,
Rose Murane, Dan Neiditz and Arlene, Dick Page
and Jane, Sara Page, Mike Papetones and Elin, Dave
Ransom and Louise, Art Rauch and Lynn, Wayne
Weil and Shelia, Shel Woolf and Elisabeth and
Tricia (his daughter), and Gary Zwart and Cynthia.

There are eight rooms left in the ’54 room
block at the Hanover Inn and it is my hope that
they will be taken by other classmates or widows
who would like to join us. All who want to come
but aren’t listed above should call Shel at (508)
728-5757 to get more details and sign up.
We note the passing of classmates Neil Sibley,
Dick Barker, John Wolfer, David Mandelbaum, John
Donahue, John Felter, and Brad Borden.
—Wayne Weil, 246 Ridge Road, Rutherford, NJ

07070; (201) 933-4102; wayne@dartmouth
graphics.com
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April with its richness is here even
though the world and national scene
seem possibly more discordant than
they did two months ago. We also feel the sad impact of our diminished numbers as listed below.
The Vermont Country Store catalog reminds us
that springtime is slow to arrive in Vermont so
one watches closely for signs it is near, such as
plumes of steam rising from the sugarhouses.
(Remember how it was not until May the trees
would burst green in Hanover?) “It is a time
when our spirit is renewed, our troubles seem
smaller and our faith that goodness will prevail
is restored.” Signs—budding, blooming trees and
flowers—are evident now in Delaware as is the arrival of the migrating birds plus nesting activity.
Anglers crowd the heavily stocked trout streams
here. (Pete Henderson: Were you able to get in your
annual salmon fishing trip?) Baseball is back too,
with the Mets in first place. Think that will last?
April 23 was a highlight day as Boston area
classmates gathered for the annual spring luncheon hosted by Jack Doyle and Betty Brady. Dick
Mount regaled the group telling of his cross-country quest to play a set of tennis in the capital city
of every state to raise money for youth tennis. He
told also of hiking 26 mountains in New England,
A to Z, as a fundraiser. Dick donated 150 racquets
to youth tennis plus some equipment. Attendees
were M.J. and Bruce Alexander, Karen and Mike
Gorton, Iris and Bob Fanger, Marilyn and Jack
Doyle, and Stan Bergman.
Dick Aberle continues to do well recovering
from back surgery at his retirement village in
Coatesville, Pennsylvania. It has been a concerning, caregiving six months now for John
Levitas, whose wife, June, is in a care facility
due to strokes.
Bill Cassell proudly reports that daughter
Samantha ran the Boston marathon in 3:27.
Sadly, we report the passing of Neal M. Allen,
John D. Bassette Jr., Louis Bierly II, Weston Bruner, Elias “Mike” Ellovich, Scott Gerrish, Frederick
Hawkins, Thomas Hughson, James Magavern, and
Alvan R. Schwartz, M.D.
—Ken Lundstrom, 1912 Marsh Road, IL Apt. 132,

Wilmington, DE 19810; (919) 641-5219; ken
lundstrom@yahoo.com
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Ladies and gentlemen of 1956, as I
am struggling with “Ode to the White
River Junction Super 8” at Bob Mackay’s request, Arlene and Egil Stigum have stepped
into the breach with their awesome paean to the
moon: “The Moon is about the unspoken laws/the
promises we made and forgot on the conscious
level/surface and create a contrast to present
actions/life templates, formats/ Remembering
what we forgot/Our child knows all the time/
Promises are with the child. Let the windswept/
the valleys roar/the mountains seep/the ignats
lore/The wolves of green vest wore no more/
from the sandy sides to the crusty floor/all that
was is no more/Seaman high at desert’s shore/
where castles stand at waiting’s door/Move no
further or soon the pass/the long last moment
of yesters past.”
The Sagamores want all to be aware of a
classic Homecoming October 28-30—Harvard
game, dinners, beverages, and horse-drawn tour
of the Green! See you in “The Woods”! And the
70th reunion is right around the corner; Hanover
Inn room guaranteed for all. More info comes on
these events! And of particular interest is the
Dartmouth class of 1956 website (google it) with
Jim Wright’s speech to the class, class directory,
memorials and obituaries, photos, and more!
Closing is a part of Joel Ash’s poignant “Dartmouth Night,” written 24 years ago: “Homecoming Weekend we attend/when alumni descend
to unbend/sea of green attire/to see the bonfire/when friendship and spirit transcend./The
freshmen that circle the fire/enthused with the
flames licking higher/those bright recollections/
of sparks and reflections/such beauty will always
inspire./The friendships that warm the fall air/
the parties, the fun, the fanfare/sweet memories of/renewal and love,/Dartmouth Night the
alumni can share.” Joel carried this column for
10 years, and now, “So long, for in the Dartmouth
fellowship there is no parting,” said John Sloan
Dickey. The Old Pine will never “die” (diversity,
inclusion, equity—in proper sequential order!),
so don’t be deeply hurt and offended, as the woke
say—just show up!
—J.W. Crowley, 15612 SE 42nd Place, Bellevue,
WA 98006; (425) 746-1824; crowleyjack58@
gmail.com
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Steve Katz submitted a 1951 photo

of his grandfather with President
Truman celebrating the 40th anniversary of the Katz Drug Co. and suggested we
discuss our classmates’ roots. Responses were
immediate and wonderful, such as Al Rollins’
story of his ancestors helping Daniel Webster
win a criminal case back in the Massachusetts
Bay Colony, Cal Perry working on genealogy for
35 years to create a family pyramid going back
to the 1600s, and Joel Mitchell’s family arriving
on the Mayflower. Great stuff for a future Class
Notes column, but not now with Putin’s cruel
war on Ukraine.
Art Koff responded that his grandparents
immigrated from Ukraine in the late 1800s and
settled in upstate New York. Bert O’Neill’s grandfather left Finland to avoid the Russian czar’s
draft, immigrated to Minnesota, and worked in

iron mines for five years to obtain U.S. citizenship. Herb Roskind provided a moving portrait that
traced his family back four generations from a
cemetery outside Kyiv to his life today at Arizona
State University. Gary Gilson reported his ancestry
from Bessarabia, a sliver of a country alternatively part of Moldova, Ukraine, and Russia. Bruce
Bernstein’s grandparents, a family of blacksmiths
in Lithuania, came to America and founded the
North American Iron and Steel Co. Mike Lasser’s
grandparents immigrated from a small village
outside Kyiv, and Mike wondered if his family
was related to Herb’s, which prompted Jay Greene
to reply, “We’re all cousins, baby.”
Indeed we are. And our hearts are with those
freedom fighters in Ukraine. The hope is that a
ceasefire will have been negotiated by the time
you read this, and the atrocities of war will have
stopped. “But, not likely,” says Chris Wren, former
New York Times bureau chief in Moscow. “Putin
is a nasty piece of work.”
Nasty, yes, but there must be hope. Bob
Slaughter wrote he was “amazed at the widely
multicultural backgrounds of our relatively small
class.” That’s our treasure, and perhaps that is
our hope for humanity as well: to recognize the
importance of diversity while understanding we
are just one family. All cousins, baby.
—John W. Cusick, 105 Island Plantation Terrace, Vero
Beach, FL 32963; (772) 231-1248; johnwcusick@
aol.com
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The secretary’s mailbox has been
empty and begging for incoming
mail! Three of us—Bill Allyn, Gersh
Abraham, and Skip Coggin—have dealt with Covid
breakthrough infections successfully. I suspect
there are others and realize being vaccinated has
helped mitigate the severity of these infections.
Maybe those others can share their stories, good
or bad! Rob Goodell has done yeoman’s work in the
grim world of obituaries and has largely caught
up. By the time this Dartmouth Alumni Magazine
reaches you the following will have been sent
to the class by email in a special edition of The
Sound & Fury and will also be in the DAM archives: Leslie Tenn-Lyn, Eugene Laff, David Bathrick,
John Germani, Jay Clark, John Coulter, Thomas Chomentowski, Thomas Green, Donald Thomas, Arden
Bucholz, James Meeker, Robert Rudolph, Robert Pendergast, John Mehl, Gerald Polin, Richard Schaedle,
Richard Ballinger, Joel Farrell, Charles Bradford,
William Pringle, Oluf Sundeen, Theodore Striker,
George Hammel, Arthur Nissman, David Dingman,
Philip Weisenheimer, Stuart Clark, Peter Heegaard,
Joseph Blake, Donald Aitken, Lowell Dana, Laurence
Scoville, Phillip Stoddard, Glower Jones, and William
Tindal. The living remain thirsty for class news,

so please send me tidbits, etc.! Some of the living
migrate north for the summer and we will have
done so when this issue is published.
—John Trimble, 99 Mooncussers Lane, Chatham,
MA 02633; jtrim99@comcast.net
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We begin with a heartfelt thanks and
a hearty well done to Bob Werbel as he
retires from his position as the editor
of our class newsletter. Bob has applied his love
of Dartmouth, his outgoing personality, and his

enthusiastic energy to those newsletters, which
helped us get through the pandemic. Sam Werner
will be the new editor, and I am sure that with his
Ph.D. in physics he will be able to use the newsletter to help us better understand the universe.
John Ferries shared some of the details of a
meeting with Harvey Galper in the Washington,
D.C., area. Harvey is a classmate who makes us
proud. He is a contributing citizen to this world
and, in John’s words, “He has had an amazing
career that included achieving the rare trifecta—successes in academia, in government, and
in the private sector. In academia he received a
Ph.D. in economics from Yale and taught on the
faculty of Dartmouth, Georgetown Law School,
and UC Berkeley. In government he worked for
the Federal Reserve and the U.S. Treasury, where
he was a senior tax policy advisor. In the private
sector he worked in senior positions for KMPG
and Deloitte and was a senior fellow for the prestigious Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center. Harvey provided financial and tax policy advice to
developing regions such as Egypt, Kazakhstan,
Trinidad, Puerto Rico, and Ukraine. In Ukraine
Harvey and his wife, Alice, concurrently worked
on projects for different Ukrainian organizations.
And for the last nine years, ending in December
’21, Harvey was a pro bono visiting fellow at the
Urban Institute. In that role the most recent major project he directed was for Kenya. Working
with people from a Kenyan analytical institute,
they revealed that the financial system being run
by the national government made it more difficult
for local Kenyan counties to provide necessary
services for their people.”
Harvey is a great example of the contributions that our classmates have made across a
spectrum of endeavors. Please let me know of
your next interaction with a classmate.
—Charlie MacVean, 3528 Liggett Drive, San Diego,
CA 92106-2153; (619) 508-4401; crmacvean@
msn.com
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Join us for our traditional, class-wide
85th birthday celebration in historic
Charleston, South Carolina, for three
nights April 12-15, 2023, and warm southern
breezes, camaraderie, sunset dinner cruise, and
a visit to one of America’s most beautiful gardens.
See schedule and register interest at 1960.Dartmouth.org. Roger Hanlon has agreed to become our
next class representative to the Alumni Council.
The Alumni Council is the liaison between the
alumni and the College. It meets twice a year in
Hanover. Roger played on both the football and
baseball teams while at Dartmouth, including the
Ivy League football champion team in 1958. He
was also a member of Beta Theta Pi and Sphinx,
president of the Newman Club, and member of
Green Key. Gary Vandeweghe: “Our failure to have
our class 80th birthday party in Paris still rankles.
It is unforgivable to miss a great opportunity. San
Jose, California, is a great place to live, and Pebble
Beach is just over an hour away. I am still working, as I love practicing law, and correspond with
Dave Farnsworth and Walt Sosnowski, though missing our teammates Chuck Kaufman, Bryant Barnes,
and Bob Fairbank. R.I.P., guys, you earned it. We
have four teenage granddaughters so maybe, just

maybe….” Bob Brown was one of a raiding party
from Phi Psi that burned a big “D” in the end zone
of Palmer Stadium at Princeton the night before
the game our sophomore year. “To our amazement, at game time there was no trace of our
handiwork; the ‘D’ had been cut out and resodded!
I am sad to report the death of my wife, Nan, last
February after 11 years of Alzheimer’s disease.
Nan was my high school sweetheart and Carnival
date our first two years. Even more grievous was
the death of my late-life soulmate of the past four
years, Dora Jane Taylor Galloway, of a cerebral
hemorrhage in October. Tallahassee, Florida,
now has too many memories of death for me,
so I moved to West Palm Beach to be near my
younger son and granddaughter and establish a
new life. Wish me luck.”
—Sid Goldman, 78575 Avenida Ultimo, La Quinta,
CA 92253; (305) 849-0475; sidgoldman@gmail.
com
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The January/February issue of DAM
contained a two-page spread on artist
Bruce Beasley, whose work consists
of large sculptures, usually of metal, stone, or
acrylic. Bruce credits his interest in becoming
a sculptor to an introductory art class he took
during his freshman year at Dartmouth. However,
since the College at that time did not have an established fine arts major, Bruce transferred to the
University of California at Berkeley and graduated in 1962. Bruce and his abstract sculptures
are now well-known and exhibited throughout
the world. At age 82, Bruce is still actively working a full week, creating new sculptures at his
Oakland, California, foundry.
Mike Kirst, one of this country’s foremost
experts in primary and secondary school public
education, has been both an educator at Stanford
University (now a professor emeritus) and a consultant and administrator in the field of education
(completing five terms as the superintendent
of education for the state of California before
retiring). As a result of his outstanding service
within and input to the field of education during
a period of approximately 50 years, a series of
audio recordings and a biography of his lifetime
of contributions is currently being recorded and
written about Mike. It is anticipated that publication of the book will occur by the end of 2022.
Finally, the ’61 class officers and executive
committee members, led by class president Maynard Wheeler, have been discussing what qualities the College should be seeking from a new
president. Don O’Neill and Vic Rich are the class
of ’61 designated alumni liaisons to the search
committee, which is composed primarily of
alumni trustees and faculty members, along with
an outside professional consulting firm. There
have been two listening and discussion sessions
with a few committee members talking about the
intended search process, how and to what limited
extent (due to confidentiality issues) the alumni
classes would be kept up to date on the selection process, and the general qualities that a new
president should possess. The search committee
expects that the process will be completed prior
to President Hanlon’s announced resignation
date of June 30, 2023.
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—Victor S. Rich, 94 Dove Hill Drive, Manhasset, NY
11030; (516) 446-3977; richwind13@gmail.com
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“We are the stuff of the institution, and what we are it will be. Our
business here is learning, and that
is up to each of us.” With these stirring words,
President John Sloan Dickey welcomed us into
the Dartmouth fellowship, the vast horizons of
academia, and manhood. For Dan Tompkins, an
earnest, bookish National Honor Society member from Upper Montclair, New Jersey, President
Dickey’s imperative had an “incantatory effect,”
sparking a lifelong intellectual journey driven
by insatiable curiosity, unquenchable thirst for
knowledge, and the thrill of learning for learning’s sake. With his Ph.D. in classics from Yale
in hand, Dan launched a legendary academic
career teaching the classics at Dartmouth, Wesleyan, and Swarthmore. He arrived at Temple
University in 1976 as the sole member of the
Greek and Roman classics department, charged
with building it into what now comprises 10 fulltime faculty. He has written on Moses Finley,
Thucydides, Homer, the ancient city, Wallace
Stevens, just war theory, and various topics in
higher education, winning the American Philological Association Award for teaching in 1980
and Temple’s Great Teacher Award in 2010. Dan
retired from teaching in 2010.
A major contributor to class unity, Dan
launched the class website (1962.dartmouth.
org). Together with Sandy Apgar, Gary Spiess, John
Walters, and the late John Clark, Dan formed the
committee overseeing the Class of 1962 Faculty
Fellowship, annually providing funding for research sabbaticals for promising tenure-track
junior faculty. Inspired by the “Great Issues”
series Dan doubles as class omnium gatherum,
fathering the class Great Issues listserv, our antidote for Alzheimer’s, where classmates engage
in lively debates on a broad range of issues.
After losing Jeanne, his wife of 21 years, to
cancer in 2019, Ross Burkhardt returned from Las
Cruces, New Mexico, in May to his hometown of
Central Valley, New York, to be close to his sisters
and a new romantic partner!
I regret to report the deaths of Ellis E. Kern
of West Palm Beach, Florida, on April 1; Bruce
A. Feldman of Potomac, Maryland, on April 21;
and Ted Beal’s beloved wife of 57 years, Kathy,
on April 12 at Bethesda, Maryland.
—David L. Smith, RR4 Box 225B4, Galveston, TX
77554; (775) 870-2354; david@davidlsmith.com
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Nearly 100 classmates, wives, and
guests experienced Mount Everest
via Zoom, first in 1923 with George
Leigh Mallory and Andrew “Sandy” Irvine, an
ill-fated trip for the two, and again in 1986, when
Tom Holzel and others attempted to discover
what happened to the famous climbers only to
be snowed out and having to return. “What’s
important is the climb itself, even more than
getting to the top,” observed Tom. Among classmates were Dick Kline, Jim Linksz, Denis Eagle,
John Lo, Joe Ruwitch, Tim Ratner, Richard Morgan,
Bill Gerchick, Skip Mattoon, John Morris, Jonathan
Bates, Frank Ruch, Greg Moore, Ed Wirth, and Victor
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Poleshuck. You can see the entire presentation on

the Dartmouth ’63 website.
Recently retired Rochester, New York, attorney Steve Jacobstein has plenty to keep him
occupied: Steve and Kay have “seven kids with 14
grandkids ranging in age from 26 years to three
months, scattered all over the country.” Among
Steve’s children, Adam studied at Dartmouth,
Stephanie at Cornell, Mark at Harvard, and Maggie at McGill. Two “grandkids” are grown and two
are in college at Bates and Tufts. If family is not
enough, Steve plans on reading, attending classes
and “hanging with friends.”
Steve Frank hosted Bruce Coffey, Steve Rosen,
Doug Cooper, Vinny Di Figlia, Howard Culver, Kim
Morris, Charlie Parton, Steve Lister, and Bill Courtney

at the Indian Ridge Country Club golf mini-reunion in Palm Desert, California, March 23. Mike
and Jeanne Prince and Bob Silverman and Barbara
Berlin welcomed Peter Israelson, Bill and Carol
Hindle, Roy Benson, and Ed and Charlene Mazer at
the annual Ponte Vedra, Florida, mini, April 1-4.
Rooms set aside for ’63s may still be available at
Courtyard by Marriott Hanover Lebanon for the
October 28-29 Harvard mini-reunion. Our 60th
reunion is scheduled for June 12-15, 2023, reports chair Bill Subin. Bruce Baggaley was praised
in friends of Dartmouth rowing newsletter for
providing tips to the women’s rowing team at a
Sarasota, Florida, competition.
I regret to report the passing of Lenny Waldbaum, James J. Bell, and Dick Harrow. Obituaries
by Tige Harris will appear in the magazine online
edition.
—Harry Zlokower, 190 Amity St., Brooklyn, NY
11201; (917) 541-8162; harry@zlokower.com
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Our executive committee has determined that we, as a class, have
an emergent issue: Funding aid for
Ukrainian refugees. Watching the televised news
has given us all an appreciation for the needs of
these people. Last March our classmates Larry
Laster and Phil Schaefer joined Dan Dimancescu
to energize an effort to fund supplies, food, and
related life-support equipment for refugees arriving in Romania. Larry is on the ground living
there in Piatra Neamt (west of Odessa across
neighboring Moldova) with his wife, Maria, and
her son, Andi. They are working closely with local leaders to determine the most effective way
to meet the needs of the refugee families. We all
appreciate that there are many charities working
toward similar ends. What Larry has stressed is
that however well-intentioned these agencies
are, their administrative costs are excessively
high relative to the needs of the people. Dan has
devised a method to streamline the funds transfer with almost no overhead. Those wishing to
contribute can use the Internet via the link www.
alianta.org/donate. It is as simple as that. Funds
go via PayPal directly to the Rotary Club in Piatra
Neamt. Larry, Maria, and Andi disperse the funds
by buying only the supplies, food, etc., that are
in immediate need according to local officials.
Classmates have been urged to contribute; the
decision is solely up to you. To date more than
$20,000 has been transferred to Romania; much,
much more is needed. In other news we note the

passing of our classmates Art Ward, M.D., and
Bob Burton. Their obituary notices will appear
as usual online on the DAM website. On April
21 co-secretary Rob Goodman and yours truly
hosted a Zoom meeting to reunite for a casual
exchange of comings and goings among the 27
classmates joining us. Topics covered included
Les Buch’s bicycle trips to his doctor over Brooklyn and Manhattan streets and an East River
bridge, Duncan Hughes’ move out of a home he
and his family occupied for more than 30 years,
travels of other classmates around their respective regions, and much news of other retirement
activities. All classmates spoke and we judged the
trial balloon successful. Watch for more sessions
in the future. In February Bob Cahners wowed
us over Zoom with his story of success on the
field of sport (hammer throw world champion)
as well as the dance floor. He has kept himself in
supreme physical condition—a model for us all to
emulate. Lastly, we had a letter from Hop Potter
about his travels and golfing with Lee Chilcote
in South Carolina, similarly from Hauser Weiler,
M.D. In addition, Amin El Wary sent us his pointof-view from Amman, Jordan, on issues in the
Middle East. Stay safe everyone; Covid-19 is still
lurking. Also see our more detailed postings on
our Facebook class of 1964 website, which includes a recording of the 90-minute April Zoom
sessions. Best regards.
—Ray Neff, 3685 Fairway Dr., Norton Shores, MI
49441-7016; (616) 551-8595; rkneff@gmail.com;
Robert C. Goodman Jr., Kaufman & Canoles, P.C.,
2101 Parks Ave., Suite 700, Virginia Beach, VA
23451; (757) 624-3238; rcgoodman@kaufcan.com
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At our monthly class breakfasts in Hanover, Florida, and Lake George, New
York, I’ve noticed that the conversations often turn to “Reading any good books?” I
asked some participants for their suggestions.
Ken McGruther was first to respond. “As a lover
of history I recommend two trilogies of World
War II: Pacific Crucible, The Conquering Tide,
Twilight of the Gods by Ian Toll (Pacific) and An
Army at Dawn, Day of Battle, Guns at Last Light
by Rick Atkinson (Europe). Ken added in his favorite novels, which are (in order) Gone with the
Wind, The Virginian, All Quiet on the Western
Front, and The Caine Mutiny. Dave Bush was next,
coming up with another World War II choice
in Last Stand of the Tin Can Sailors by James
Hornfischer. Dave also recommends anything
by Bill Bryson, C.J. Box, or Michael Connelly (I
would second all these choices). Mike Woodbury
suggests any Dale Brown novel about Russian
aggression, written three to 10 years ago, saying,
“Very scary how accurate they appear now to
current events—almost like Putin read them!”
Jim Griffiths reports, “In the past two years
I’ve read all the historical fiction by Erik Larson
and some by Ken Follett, as well as mystery fiction by Michael Connelly and M.C. Beaton. Incidentally, two of these authors were recommended
by fellow ’65s at our monthly breakfasts.” Mark
Sheingorn highly recommends White Freedom by
Tyler Stovall, tracing the complex relationship
between freedom and race. Mike Zare chipped
in from Florida with Caste by Isabel Wilkerson,

noting, “Probably not permissible in my home
state schools.” Bob McConnaughey came up with
Go with Me by Castle Freeman Jr., Station Eleven
by Emily St. John Mandel, Klara and the Sun by
Kazuo Ishiguro, Where the Rivers Flow North
by Howard Frank Mosher, and A River Runs
Through It by Norman Maclean, class of 1924.
Finally, I would be remiss if I didn’t mention Steve
Horvath. His home library may require an entire
future column; my skimpy word allowance from
DAM just doesn’t allow it here.
We have lost Ted Bracken and Tom Simone. See
www.biggreen65.com for further details.
—Bob Murphy, 7 Willow Spring Lane, Hanover, NH
03755, (603) 643-5589; murph65nh@comcast.net
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Class of ’66ers continue to share
the one or two things they are most
thankful for. Space restrictions require condensed versions here. Please see our
class newsletter on our ’66 website for full and
additional responses.
“Looking back now,” writes Dr. Tom Brady,
founder and chairman emeritus of pioneering
plastics packaging design company Plastic Technologies in Holland, Ohio, “I am increasingly
thankful for growing up with parents, family, and
friends and having educational, business, and
social opportunities that probably fewer than 5
percent of the people on this planet had or will
ever have.
“I like to say that I was lucky to be in the
right place at the right time with the right training and that is indeed very true. My mission for
this last chapter in My Journey (the name of my
fourth book) is to do all that I can to help educate,
train, and prepare others in my sphere of influence, including family, friends, and the children
in our under-served communities to be able to
take advantage when they find themselves in the
right place at the right time.”
Mike Bromley, now living in Boise, Idaho, after
running his own civil law practice in Colorado
Springs, Colorado, for 30 years, reports, “I am
most thankful for good health and the ability to
enjoy it. Part of that is having friends and family;
most especially my wonderful wife of 52 years,
Rebecca, two terrific kids we enjoy spending time
with, their spouses, and our 15-year-old granddaughter, who is well grounded for a fulfilling
future.”
“I am most thankful to have been blessed
with a long and rewarding life including family
and friends,” writes Lee Beyer from New Hope,
Pennsylvania. Lee built his Dartmouth engineering degree and experience with early College
time-sharing into a career in information technology. “I am also thankful,” he adds, “to be able to
give back by raising funds for Philadelphia’s Fox
Chase Cancer Center on its board of associates.
Speaking of thankful, when I was diagnosed with
cancer Fox Chase Cancer Center immediately
addressed it, and I am now cancer free.”
Dr. Bruce Berger estimates he participated
in more than a quarter of a million patient visits during his 43-year dermatology practice in
Princeton, New Jersey. Now Bruce and Barbara
(married 54 years) spend six months in Naples,
Florida, each year. “We are blessed,” Bruce re-

ports, “with good health and a wonderful family
and friends. As we all get older we have more time
to review the wonderful four years we spent in
Hanover. Life seemed so much simpler in the
1960s.”
Our sympathies to the families and friends
of Tom Wilson, a farmer, and Richard Kornblum,
an expert on manufacturing systems, who have
both passed away.
—Larry Geiger, 93 Greenridge Ave., White Plains,
NY 10605; (914) 860-4945; lgeiger@aol.com
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Responses to the last question (using “university” in reference to the
College) has consumed two issues.
Ted Walkley wrote, “I have watched the College
change a lot since we graduated. I chose Dartmouth because it was a college not a large university and because of its focus on undergraduate
education. Where else could you have full professors, outstanding teachers lecturing to freshman and sophomores? As the College evolves
and changes, I hope it never loses its focus on
the education of undergraduate students.” Al Hine
believes “Dartmouth is both a great liberal arts
college and a great national research university.
The intimate and seamless involvement of undergraduates with graduate-level research allows
Dartmouth to be both a college and a university.
But for those of us familiar with the Dartmouth
College case and the institution’s strong traditions, it will be and should be forever known as
a college.” Don Wehrung has spent most of his life
inside universities and says that he “knows firsthand that organizations in the higher education
industry are always trying to improve or maintain
their reputation among the competitors. To some,
‘university’ communicates a greater degree of excellence than does ‘college.’ But rather than play
the ‘university’ card, why not play the ‘teaching’
card and brag about its accomplishment on the
dimension that makes Dartmouth College truly
unique in worldwide higher education?” Bob Davidson says he believes that “ ‘Dartmouth College’
appropriately reflects Dartmouth’s attractive
combination of a strong focus on undergraduate liberal arts with the resources of a research
university.” Dean Ericson says, “I am basically okay
with ‘university,’ although as a ’67 it will always be
‘Dartmouth College.’ ” Mark Ubelhart says, “I like
‘College.’ ” Bill Yaggy observed that, “Dartmouth
has in fact been at least a small university even
since our day, as it had the three professional
schools and some graduate programs in science
in addition to the liberal arts college. But referring to it as a university is one thing, actually
changing the name of the institution would still
raise a lot of hackles.” Roy Benson says, “Each
of the last several presidents has expanded the
graduate programs, not because of need for more
degrees but in search of the research dollars! So
now we are either a small university or a large
college, but if we lose the lifelong connection
of Dartmouth to college, the end of the world is
near.” Owen Leach observes that, “It’s complicated.
As a resident of Princeton, New Jersey, where
the university has neither a medical school nor a
business school, I think Dartmouth is a university, but I support not telling anyone.” Finally, Bruce

Pacht says, “Just as Harvard College and Harvard

University have come to coexist, we will evolve
to when ‘Dartmouth College’ and ‘Dartmouth
University’ may define two different entities, but
that won’t slow the sales of tchotchkes.” All are
reminded that our 55th Reunion is September
22-23, and we look forward to a huge turnout:
Contact Bruce Pacht (brucepacht67@gmail.com)
and tell him you’re coming!
—Larry Langford, P.O. Box 71, Buckland, MA 01339;
1967damnotes@gmail.com
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Here are some classmates in whose
company we exult and of whom we
may all be proud. These are the 2022
class of 1968 Give a Rouse Award honorees: Peter
Buck, Tom Couser, Peter Hofman, Richard Lappin,
Henry Masur, and Hank Paulson. Their awards will
be presented at a class dinner on Saturday, May
14, at the Hilton Garden Inn in Lebanon, New
Hampshire. Read about their initiatives, dedication, and generosity at the class website and in
The Transmission. Earlier that same day at our
class committee meeting in Hanover we’ll congratulate outgoing Alumni Council representative Tom Stonecipher on three years of exemplary
service and welcome Woody Lee to the position.
I was delighted to receive correspondence
from several classmates about their current status and recent activities. Chuck Adams, the only
American expatriate ever confirmed as an ambassador (to Finland, during the second Obama
administration), still resides in Geneva, where he
works as a partner in the law form of Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe as co-head of international
arbitration. He remains politically engaged with
the United States as coordinator of fundraising
with Americans abroad for the Democratic National Committee. He’s glad to note Dartmouth’s
globalization of the student body and needs-blind
financial support for overseas students. Garrett
Bayrd, who came to us as a National Merit scholar
and was very active in the DOC for four years,
retired last year. He checked in after returning
from an annual Bahamas fishing trip with Kappa
Sigma and in-law brother Joe Colgan, with whom
he shares a busy outdoors lifestyle. John Isaacson continues to work in leadership transitions
as chair of Isaacson, Miller. He mentions that
he stays busy because so many members of our
generation are leaving their professions. Perhaps
you attended John’s recent online seminar about
the considerations involved in selecting the College’s next president. Clifford Groen wrote to send
compliments on that webinar series. Also, Preston
Prudente shared a brief CV: Navy officer candidate
school, then service onboard the USS Long Beach
off Vietnam, then M.B.A. from Michigan and 28
years with Andersen Consulting. He’s serving
his community of Issaquah, Washington, as a
part-time school bus driver.
The Hawaii mini-reunion of March 12-19
attracted 12 members: Scott Reeves with wife
Ginny, Jim Lawrie and Bev, Rich Olin and Dianne
Martin, John Pfeiffer and Bev, Gary Horlick and
Kathryn, Larry Smith and Mary Pritchard, Peter
Diamond and Leila, and Dan Tom stayed throughout. Bob Ross joined for the Honolulu segment,
Gerry Hills and Martha accompanied on Hawaii
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Island, and Tom Stonecipher and John Russell
visited on Kona.
Class president David Peck and Diane met
his former roommate Dick Jones and Martha for
lunch in Maryland recently. Dick volunteers in
resettlement work with Afghan refugees and in
Veterans Administration as liaison for former
servicepersons.
Roy Landy, who went on to earn his M.A. from
Princeton and J.D. from Hofstra, has passed away.
We send condolences to friends and family.
—Jack Hopke, 157 Joy St., River Ridge, LA 70123;
(504) 388-2645; jackhopke@yahoo.com
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Since our last column we have compiled a veritable plethora (thank you,
Howard Cosell) of heretofore littleknown facts and insights about classmates who
have not received the attention they deserve.
Randy Dominic has appeared as a Redcoat defending King George as well as a Union soldier with
the legendary 20th Maine at Gettysburg. He also
tracked and shot a rogue Cape buffalo. Larry Wiseman covered the 1972 Superbowl riot, trekked
with Bill Moyers, and drank bad moonshine while
filming a documentary on old-time fiddle music.
Frank Wille was No. 1 in the draft lottery and flew
more than 200 combat missions in Vietnam. No
wonder his favorite song is “Amazing Grace”!
Dick Walden is a fanatical golfer who plays almost
every round with pre-1934 hickory shafted clubs
that he restores himself. Bob Throndsen has retired as an award-winning broadcast journalist,
having covered presidential elections, L.A. riots,
the former Soviet Union, and thousands of stories
during 40 years. Attorney Vaughn Taylor represented the biggest spy in Army history. Look it
up. Also, as seasoned mariners, Vaughn and Linda
rescued three commercial fishermen stranded 50
miles off Cape Henry, Virginia. Bob Sturges not
only granted Donald Trump his first N.J. casino
license, he also ended up owning a piece of the
Miami Heat. George Stauffer was awarded a Guggenheim fellowship and a Fulbright. His lifetime
in music and the arts is legendary. Tom Solheim
has been a world-class athlete in the sport of
curling since his mid-30s, and he is an international evangelist for the sport. John Singler is an
expert on the languages of Liberia, and he has a
celebrated collection of Liberian quilts, a unique
form of African art. Kelly Simpson received word
that he passed the bar in a 1972 phone call from
Bob Woodward, then hard at work on Watergate.
Pete Schenck spent more than a year of his law
career in Sarajevo working on the prosecution
of corruption and war crimes investigation and
helping build a new criminal justice system. Rick
Saunders, an eye surgeon, restored the sight of
more children than we can count. He also became a pilot with a commercial license and a
multi-engine rating—and this was before medical
school. Another distinguished surgeon, David
Rutlen, has run a half dozen Boston marathons
in the past 10 years, and he’s done it wearing
Luna sandals. You may not have invested time
with your copy of our 50th reunion book, but
you really will enjoy reading the stories of our
lives, including yours. Every man and woman
attending our reunions asks how there were so
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many classmates we didn’t know. It’s not too late.
Read the class newsletter and consult the class
website for times and places where we will gather
next. In our class of 1969 Dartmouth fellowship,
there is no parting. Send news.
—John “Tex” Talmadge, 3519 Brookline Lane,
Farmers Branch, TX 75234; (214) 673-9250
johntalmadgemd@gmail.com
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Can you believe it? Are we finally
having a real, in-person gathering on
campus to celebrate our “Fifty-ish”?
I don’t know about the rest of you, but was
our graduation really 52 years ago?
Damn! We’ve become those old guys. Simon
& Garfunkel’s “Old Friends” is playing in my head.
As Dartmouth celebrates 50 years of coeducation, I invited Janis Nelson and Louise Weeks
Thorndike, two of our senior year exchange students to look back on what it was like to be trailblazers, circa 1969-70.
Janis writes: “I was a theater student from
Barnard (then the women’s arm of all-male Columbia), excited to do a year at the Hop. Barnard
had no real theater program, so Dartmouth’s was
a great opportunity.
“Dartmouth changed my life by giving me
the opportunity to perform in memorable plays,
allowing me to study film with Joe Losey, and
exposing me to marvelous teachers.
“I also became a sequential Dartmouth
spouse, marrying first Tom Nelson ’67 and then
(after a brief marriage and divorce) my classmate Jim Ruxin. Jim and I have three children
(Julia, Lehigh ’14; Elizabeth, Tulane’17; and David, UVA’17).
“I also made lifelong friends at Dartmouth:
John Lugar, Wayne Scherzer ’72, and Wendy
Samuel ‘71. My son, David, is named for the late
David Carroll ’72.
“I spent my earliest post-college years in
theater and film production and was admitted to
the Directors Guild as a unit production manager
and assistant director.
“I earned my law degree from UCLA in 1986
and spent 30-plus years as an entertainment attorney, retiring as general counsel of the Sundance Institute two years ago.
“My husband, Jim, and I live in Los Angeles.
He’s a retired film editor, teaches that at USC, and
leads local film discussion groups.”
Here’s what Louise Weeks Thorndike
shared: “My motivations for applying were quite
self-centered and hardly laudable. I wanted to
escape the stifling experience at my all-women
college, Mount Holyoke, and spend the year with
my Dartmouth boyfriend.
“Although I was salutatorian of my high
school class, I was a mediocre B student at Holyoke. I’m sure I got into Dartmouth because I’m a
legacy and applied to go the whole year.
“My main impressions were how intellectually stimulating it was to be around men as
opposed to women, who mainly talked about
their diets, the men’s schools to which they got
rides, and which term papers they were behind
in writing.
“I was an art history major, and no student
ever asked questions. Nor did the professors.

They lectured, we mutely listened and scribbled
notes as fast as we could.
“Dartmouth was so fun. If we escaped, it was
to see plays and museums in Boston or go skiing
for a weekend.”
Sadly, Louise started having neurological symptoms last October. She was diagnosed
with brain cancer and died on February 28 at
her daughter’s house in Silver Spring, Maryland.
—Stu Zuckerman, P.O. Box 85, Bridgehampton, NY
11932; (917) 559-0063; stuartz@gmail.com
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It appears that our 50-plus-one reunion will occur in person (remember
our virtual reunion in 2021)! Bob and
Lisa Lider, Tom and Judy Oxman, and their team
have planned a program of friends, festivities,
and food including talks, classes and tours, and
plenty of get-together time. Visit the class website, dartmouth71.org, for details.
On April 3 the following ’71 classmates
joined Team Zrike and participated in the Boston
MS Walk: Michael Maynard, Malcolm Jones, John
Hanley, and Bob Lider with Lisa. This was followed by brunch together. Steve Zrike reports his
team raised more than $38,000 this year, coming
in second place in terms of fundraising. Steve’s
classmates historically contribute more than 60
percent of all the funds raised by his team.
Classmate travel in 2023? Hoping that international travel will return to normal, Willis Newton, Doug Boyink, Malcolm Jones, and Dick Wenzel
will be assessing interest in future trips after the
reunion. Please reach out to them with any bucket
list trips you may have. In the meantime, a few
hardy classmates are enjoying traveling on the
Mississippi River together this spring.
The Nantucket, Massachusetts, mini is back
after a two-year hiatus due to Covid. Classmates
Michael Maynard, Alice Reno Malone, and Frank
Anton have planned a class of 1971 mini-reunion
on Nantucket September 23-25. By that time,
crowds have thinned, the weather on the island
is cool and clear, and all the shops and restaurants
are still open for business. Plans include fishing,
tennis, golf, dining, croquet, touring, cruising,
and just hanging out with classmates. For details,
contact Michael, Alice, or Frank or check out
dartmouth71.org.
Peter Pratt was inducted into Dartmouth’s
Stephen F. Mandel Society on April 6. The College describes his contribution as follows: “A son
of small-town New Hampshire, Peter Pratt was
born with granite in his muscles and his brains.
As a proud member of the class of 1971 and fervent supporter of financial aid, he has ceaselessly
led and encouraged his Dartmouth brethren, their
spouses, and the female transfer students who
joined their class to ‘do more and better.’ Under
Peter’s leadership, the ’71 accomplishments include endowing a scholarship to honor President
John Sloan Dickey and Professor John Rassias,
who had a special impact on Peter. He also lends
his substantial talents to the Dartmouth Club
of D.C. as well as the Dartmouth College Fund.
Peter’s wife, Marsha, is a wholehearted partner
in his efforts for Dartmouth, and together the
two endowed the Pratt Family Scholarship. That
gift is even more special with Peter following in

the footsteps of his father, who gave to the Dartmouth Parents and Grandparents Fund for more
than 30 years. With great gratitude, Dartmouth
welcomes Peter Pratt into the Stephen F. Mandel
’52 Society, which recognizes alumni volunteers
who provide visionary leadership to Dartmouth
through the Dartmouth College Fund.”
—Alice Reno Malone, 834 Colridge Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22903; tammyarm@aol.com
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Dear ’72s, when you read this, we will
have celebrated our 50th reunion. I
will report on that in the September/
October column.
As I write this, I am back in Naples, Florida.
I flew up to Vermont a couple of weeks ago to
drive to N.Y.C., where I participated in my 45th
reunion from Fordham Law. I spent almost a
week in N.Y.C. On April 19 we drove in a snow
blizzard from Montpelier to Burlington, Vermont, and waited on our plane for hours as the
planes were getting de-iced and trying to take
off. We finally made it. We missed our connecting flight in Charlotte, North Carolina, but we
got back to Naples and no snow. I was reminded
about a conversation I overheard on my way to
Thayer Hall one night in early April after we
returned from our first spring break. Marty Cain,
from the Baltimore area, was telling someone in
a loud voice that he was leaving Hanover and not
returning until there was no snow on the ground.
He had experienced enough snow and he didn’t
need to be trudging through snow in April, when
it was supposed to be spring. There’s a saying in
Vermont that the first day of spring is not necessarily the first spring day. I think Marty probably
left but I can’t verify that.
On March 16, Gary and Gin Shanley hosted
a group of us at their Naples home for drinks
and then dinner at their lovely beach club on
Pelican Bay. Joining the group were Bob King
and spouse, Elizabeth Donovan, Dave and Fran
Friend, Gary “Dico” and Laura Dicovitsky, and Barb
and I. We shared many stories of our times in
Hanover, discussed the draft situation, and, of
course, talked about families and careers. With
my aging eyes, I thought everyone looked good
and were in good spirits. Dico further relayed
that he attended an event in Florida put on by
Bruce Ling ’73 at which fellow ’72s Vic Stibolt
and Dave Hetzel were in attendance.
I have heard from Dick White, who has put
together a substantial work of genealogy of the
White and Wallace families, reaching back to
the Mayflower. A relatively simple document,
“The Mayflower Compact,” laid a foundation
of self-governance with collective concern and
individual responsibility that has served as a
guiding light for our civilization for hundreds
of years. I asked Dick if he could bring me a copy
of his work.
Jack Manning reported that Wayne Young has
made great progress recovering from complicated back surgery and announced a streamed
Dartmouth baseball game that was the earliest
game ever played in Hanover. I guess our snowball fights didn’t qualify as baseball games. Let’s
give a rouse for Wayne, who represents the best
of our vaunted student-athlete tradition.

Hello
Summer
#perksofmembership

(Roof Terrace on 22nd floor of the Club)
For information on membership
and all our other offerings,
visit www.dartmouthclub.com
or call 212.986.3232.
50 Vanderbilt Avenue,
New York, NY 10017
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I want to share something that Dean Brewster wrote to Greg “Yads” Yadley on March 8,
prompted by Yads’ outreach concerning Dean
Brewster’s potential participation in a discussion
of coeducation at Dartmouth during our reunion.
Dean Brewster wrote: “Nearly 52 years ago on
November 18, 1970, my son, Abraham, was born at
Dartmouth. I was sitting in my study at 23 Choate
Road by myself pondering my new responsibilities when there was a knock on my front door. I
was half expecting to hear news of some serious
problem on campus but, instead, there stood Greg
Yadley with a group of first-year students who
had heard about the birth of Abe and reported
that they had teamed together to buy Abe a $25
U.S. Treasury Series E Bond to be used, as needed,
for Abe’s education. I could never cash that bond
and it still sits on my desk as a reminder of one
of the key events, which all of us share, for our
love of Dartmouth. This expression of affection
by Dartmouth students was a major confirmation for me that I was in the right place.” Dean
Brewster didn’t report that Greg led the group
in singing “Men of Dartmouth,” but I wouldn’t
be surprised if that were the case.
That is the stuff of which Dartmouth men
were made 50 years ago!
Lest the old traditions fail.
—Sheldon Prentice, 2311 Tradition Way, #102,
Naples, FL 34105; shelprentice72@gmail.com
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War or pandemic, neither good.
Baltimore resident Al Friehofer,
who spent 20 years as a businessman
before turning to teaching, retired. Last summer
Al rowed 400 miles from Lake George to Keuka
Lake (plus an 8-mile portage) in his Adirondack
guide boat to promote environmental stewardship on the two lakes and raise awareness of New
York State waterways. More on his adventure is
available in the Finger Lake Times and his blog at
lakertolaker.blogspot.com “What I have realized
through the years is how enjoyable it is to see our
waterways at 4 miles per hour under your own
power and meeting people along the way.”
Our 50th reunion will be history by this time
next year, so start planning to attend. Take a cue
from Wayne Whippen: “I am looking forward to
coming to the 50th in 2023 and catching up with
everyone. That is right in the middle of my blue
marlin season in Madeira, Portugal, where we
live about six months of the year, but I may have
to delay that for such a worthy occasion.” Wayne
is a two-time International Master Angler, winning a multiple-day, multiple-hour event fishing for sailfish and white marlin with a trophy
figure based on The Old Man and the Sea. See
www.powerandmotoryacht.com/sportfishing/
international-masters-angling-tournament.
In late April the class enjoyed a virtual
screening of Early Daughters of Dartmouth: Blazing the Trail to Coeducation, 1969-1972, spotlighting adoptees Ann Tarbox Birchall and Cindy
Saranec Livermore, followed by a panel moderated
by president Rick Routhier and composed of astronomer Suzan Edwards, law professor Kate Stith,
and commercial banker Donna Ferretti Tihalas
sharing their journeys to Dartmouth and paths
after graduation. Bill Nisen was instrumental in
70
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handling technology and is working on making
a recording available. More than 80 classmates
attended. Chat comments included: “I reviewed
plays and movies for The Daily Dartmouth. I remember mentioning Meryl Streep’s performance
in one of the three Frost competition plays I reviewed in spring ’72. I could see how serious she
was but actually thought to myself she didn’t have
the look to make it big,” recounted Scott Johnson.
“I remember often vitriolic discussions in spring
1972 on where the first classes would be housed.
There was a campus committee to determine how
dorm space would be allocated (by room, floor,
building) and how individuals displaced would be
handled for new room allocations,” recalled Bruce
Curran. Kudos to all, especially Suzan, Kate, and
Donna! The movie can be watched free with password “Eleazar” at https://vimeo.com/366773751.
The class extends its condolences to Paul
Feakins whose wife, former exchange Smith student and adopted classmate Anne Butterworth
Feakins, died in May 2021. Anne was active in
community service in the Norfolk, Virginia area.
Her obituary can be found at https://dartmouthalumnimagazine.com/obits.
Former Chinese language and history professor Jonathan Mirsky, whose notoriety arose
from his frequent activist demonstrations
against U.S. foreign policy, died last September
in London, where he moved in 1975. He was memorialized in February; proceedings viewable at
https://youtu.be/R6cE6tfu-TY with Dartmouthrelated comments at 1:13.
—Val Armento, 227 Sylvan Ave., San Mateo, CA
94403; valerie.j.armento.73@dartmouth.edu
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Dear ’74 classmates, it’s almost freezing tonight in New Hampshire, more
than a month into spring. It just goes
to show that we aren’t safe until Memorial Day,
even with global warming.
I’m happy to report that Duncan Todd was
unanimously approved as our class representative to the Alumni Council beginning in September. We all pass along our gratitude to Tom Guidi
for his three years of fine service. You should have
received Tom’s final summary from the spring
meetings already.
Although we just began collecting for our
Dartmouth Class of 1974 Scholarship after our
45th reunion, our treasurer, Peter Blodgett, reports that we’ve already raised nearly $170,000
as of this April, on our way to a goal of $500,000
by our 50th reunion. Congratulations on a great
start! We already have two undergraduates who
are our beneficiaries.
Peter is joined by webmaster Ken Hall in reminding everyone that you can pay your class
dues and donate to the scholarship fund and class
projects via the links on our website. About 30
percent of you have paid up for dues this year.
Peter DeNatale and Jerry Bowe want to congratulate the class for the rapid response within
72 hours to Matt Putnam’s poll on hat design for
our reunion. This was an impressive and encouraging response which, we hope, bodes well
for the future of our class communications and
reunion events.
In the last issue of the alumni magazine it

was noted that the College was notified of the
death of Paul Kaminski, even though he died in
2010. This is unusual, in this day and age, to say
the least. But I’ll use it to note that we should all
consider reaching out to the friends we made
on the Hanover Plain, especially now with a
worldwide pandemic and our approaching 50th
reunion in two years.
In the past I’ve avoided the potential duplication of news by not specifying most individual
classmate deaths in this venue. But I see that
many other classes list these, so I’m going to begin
to do that as well. In case you missed them, here is
a list of those classmates deceased in 2021: Karen
Jennings Lewis, Carl Levick, Wayne Guerrant, Dudley
Flander, James Burke, Miguel Pulido, Bradford Davis,
HoKeung “Freddie” Fu, and Richard Woolworth.

They are sorely missed. Happily, there have been
no reported deaths in 2022.
Finally, I want to let all of you know that my
wife, Linda, and I live just 10 minutes from the
Manchester-Boston Regional Airport, which,
unless you fly into Logan at Boston or West Lebanon, New Hampshire, itself, is the closest major
airport to the College. In these days of frequent
flight delays and cancellations, if you are ever
stranded in Manchester, New Hampshire, please
don’t hesitate to contact us. We are happy to provide emergency accommodations and a hearty
meal to wayward travelers to or from Dartmouth.
Maybe I’ll even get some news that way.
Praying for peace. Hope to see you soon.
—Philip Stebbins, 17 Hardy Road, Londonderry,
NH 03053; p.stebs@gmail.com
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This month I received unexpected
greetings from Peter Fisher, who now
resides in a German town near the
French border. As he states, “Lovely countryside,
especially for biking. By train it’s less than two
hours to Paris. My wife, Fiammetta, is Italian, so
we spend time in Rome and environs when we get
a chance.” Their children are active in healthcare;
their son is a researcher in Santa Rosa, California,
while their daughter works in pharmaceuticals
in Munich, Germany. It is a challenge to stay in
touch with his many friends from Dartmouth, so
maybe try through our 1975 Facebook page and
reconnect with roommates Jon Zins and Frank Willich or squash partner Dave Damiano. As an aside,
Peter was an early traveler to Bucharest in 1972.
He apparently kept a diary that itself has some
historic value—according to Peter, “Parts of it
written practically illegibly so that the Securitate
could not use sensitive, private information.”
From Larry Johnson comes this: “I just
watched the fascinating presentation that Jenny
Kemeny ’76 gave last week at the Dartmouth Club
of Suburban New Jersey’s spring seminar regarding the life of her father, President John Kemeny.
I identified a few of our esteemed classmates
visible on Zoom, including Kent Johnson, Doug
White, Chris McConnell, Dave Spicer, John Reed, and
Tom DeLancey. So many great vignettes given by
Jenny brought back to life our Dartmouth during
the pivotal time of his presidency.”
I hesitate to share my own vignette at Jenny’s expense, but here goes. Many of you may
remember that my wife, Eliza, was a frequent

visitor to Dartmouth in those years. She had an
English setter named Jenny that got loose from
us at Zeta Psi one day. We were both running
around the back of the fraternities and toward
Tuck yelling her name, when someone whipped
open a window at the President’s House and
called, “She is not home right now!”
Separately, Larry recently had dinner with
Dr. Bob Dray and his high school sweetheart, Debbie, while visiting Nashville for an orthopedic
meeting. He says that Bob remains a very fit, active urologist. Must be the farm life in Murfreesboro, Tennessee, that keeps him at it.
Just in time for the release of the new Top
Gun movie, Al Austin and I connected because his
son, Albie, has recently graduated from naval officer candidate school (OCS) in Newport, Rhode
Island, and will be headed to Pensacola, Florida,
for flight training. In the small-world category,
my brother, Ed ’67 is one of Albie’s fraternity
brothers and an OCS graduate as well. Ed’s son,
Sam, is a retired Navy commander and F-18 Super Hornet pilot and was able to connect with
Albie in Boston. On the heels of that, I learned
that Al Barstow’s son is also an F-18 pilot. All hail
“Top Gun.”
Vox clamantis in Tejas.
—Stephen D. Gray, 3627 Avenue M, Galveston, TX
77550; (650) 302-8739; fratergray@gmail.com
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Dear classmates, by the time you read
this reunion will be a glowing memory
thanks to the creative and inclusive
efforts of our heroes: reunion co-chairs Rick
Zimmerman and Stephen Melikian. You will also
have a new slate of class officers, including my
successor, determined by your votes. My friend
Steve Bell, a former AP and Buffalo News editor,
graciously agreed to co-write this issue’s column. Steve was squash team captain, a member
of Psi Upsilon, and continues, going on 30 years,
to reunite for annual pilgrimages with nine of
our classmates, the self-christened, fun-loving
“Boys of Summer.” (Yes, and the Eagles are still
touring.) The class owes much to outgoing president Stephen Melikian for his intrepid leadership
during the past five years. His gracious style, attention to detail, and devoted stewardship of the
class have strengthened our bonds and ensured
a successful march toward our 50th. The everfaithful Paul “Kim” Windrath has kept up with class
dues and correspondences as our patient, caring
treasurer, having served as our webmaster prior
to that. Thanks to his watchful eye, the class is
in great financial shape. Dana Rowan will step
down as vice president of communications but
will, I hope, continue connecting us through his
generous outreach. They will all be missed. Jenny
Kemeny treated the Dartmouth Club of Suburban
New Jersey and all of us who gratefully zoomed
into its spring seminar to up-close and personal
reminiscences of our historic era at Dartmouth
and the role of her father, President John Kemeny. Jenny brought treasured memories to life
through engaging anecdotes and humor as viewed
from her front row seat. As I write, there are welcome plans for her to share this terrific talk with
our class pre-reunion, thanks to Jim Beattie, our
mini-reunion chair. Rob Saltzman writes that

Gerry Rosenberg returned to Dartmouth last fall

to teach a government seminar and enjoyed seeing the College “from the other side of the desk.”
Currently teaching at the University of Chicago
Law School, Gerry has also taught at Yale and
Northwestern and in India and China (more news
of Gerry in Jim Burns’ next newsletter). Thank you
for the privilege of serving as your class secretary and Class Notes scribe. I loved making new
friends and pestering all my old ones for news.
Our group of 900-plus peers came together 50
years ago this fall. A wide range of individual
experiences during our fleeting time on campus
engraved Dartmouth on our hearts. For each of us,
the experience was different but for me, like many
of you, it included precious, lifelong friendships,
devoted professors who influenced my path, and
indelible memories of youth and New England
in every season—including mud. Our class is a
force: a continuing source of friendship, mutual
support, and affection. Lucky me to have been
given the job of connecting with all of you during
these past six years and 36 issues.
—Sara Hoagland Hunter, c/o DAM, 7 Lebanon St.,
Suite 107, Hanover, NH 03755; sarahunter76@
gmail.com
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Jim Guth chaired our 40th reunion,

served as vice president of the class
for the past five years, and is our
incoming president. After Dartmouth and an
M.B.A. from Kellogg, Jim focused his career on
investment management, becoming a chartered
financial analyst. He retired five years ago. Now
he and husband John split their time between
Palm Springs, California, and the cornfields of
northwest Indiana. Jim’s hobbies include swimming, landscaping, gardening, and traveling. Jim
is glad he and John visited Russia with a Dartmouth alumni travel group in 2019.
Chuck Dana is our incoming class treasurer.
He has retired from corporate life and lives in
Park City, Utah, with his wife of 36 years, Cindy.
They enjoy a very active lifestyle with skiing,
hiking, golf, and biking. Chuck stays in contact
with the Dartmouth community through his Alpha Delta friends and the many Dartmouth folks
who live in Utah.
We would like to thank our outgoing class
head agents John Ogden and Betsy Fauver Stueber.
Together, they have raised more than $6 million
for the Dartmouth College Fund and financial aid
from our class. John and his wife recently retired
and their kids have (mostly) left the nest. John
was looking for a new challenge, so when he was
asked to become a head agent, he said yes. He and
Betsy have enjoyed contacting classmates. “More
importantly, we have had the satisfaction of helping to ensure that current and future students
will benefit from the ‘Dartmouth experience’ as
we did.” As of April the class of ’77 was in the top
three for four Dartmouth College Fund awards:
largest reunion dollar total, greatest number of
reunion donors, greatest number of reunion 1769
donors, and greatest number of donors whose gift
was five-plus years ago or who had never given.
Congratulations Betsy and John, and thanks to
all the classmates who contributed.
In Memoriam: Rick Hosking passed on Febru-

ary 13 in Naples, Florida. Rick was a 1973 graduate of Mt. Lebanon High School and an Eagle
Scout. At Dartmouth Rick was a member of Bones
Gate known for his humor and enthusiasm. After
Dartmouth he earned his J.D. from the University of Pittsburgh. Rick, a partner at K&L Gates,
was recognized in Best Lawyers in America and
was a fellow with the American College of Trial
Lawyers. He was passionate and dedicated to his
charitable endeavors.
Clem Gosney died on February 10 in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Clem was a member of the OtoeMissouria Tribe, Buffalo Clan. He lived most of
his life in Oklahoma, was an entrepreneur, and
worked for Hostess, Klein’s, Dolly Madison, and
Quebecor. He retired in 2007. He is survived by
his wife of 23 years, Cynthia Ann, and daughters
Julia and Little Cynthia.
—Robin Gosnell, 31 Elm Lane, Princeton, NJ
08540; robins.nest@icloud.com; Eric Edmondson,
DC Advisory, 425 California St., Suite 19, San
Francisco, CA 94104; eweedmondson@gmail.
com; Drew Kintzinger, 2400 M St. NW, Apt. 914,
Washington, DC 20037; akintzinger@hunton.com
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On the cusp of our 45th (sort of ) reunion I asked classmates, “What’s
next?” and told them they had three
words to respond. Here are the answers in the
order received, with my occasional editorial comments in parentheses.
Anne Bagamery wrote: “Seize the day.” Steve
Strauss wrote: “Travel, activism, learning.” Jim
Mizes wrote: “Love, laughter, learning.” “Lenny
Weiser-Varon wrote: “Colonoscopy.” (Two words
short!) Brooks Clark wrote: “Into happy retirement.” (Brooks has just retired from the University of Tennessee.) Tom Castle wrote: “Grandkids visiting Florida!” Maggie Fellner Hunt wrote:
“Family, friends, travel.”
Jim Lattin wrote: “Hemingway got six.” (Stop
complaining!) Wilson Neely wrote: “Beat actuarial
expectancy.” Mike Brennan wrote: “Work, sports,
travel.” Vicki Smith wrote: “Time well spent.” Will
Fraizer wrote: “Mentoring, teaching, and traveling.” Geoff Crew wrote: “No worries, hakuna
matata!” Dan Galyon wrote: “Maintaining a pulse.”
(Aiming high!) Melinda Kassen wrote: “Enjoy third
act!” Kevin Hoffman wrote: “My best me.” Lisa Kaeser wrote: “We love New Hampshire!” Bill Petit
wrote: “Time with son!” Sharon Lee Cowan wrote:
“M.A. in art history.” Will Browning wrote: “Off
to Mexico?”
Annie Kuster wrote: “Save the world” (Ambitious!) Steve Damron wrote: “Publish my book!”
Lauren Tanny wrote: “Back to traveling!” John
Jordan wrote: “Teaching ’23s leadership.” Steve
Cuervorst wrote: “More chaos, naturally.” John
Larson wrote: “Love, geology, work.” Mark Arnold
wrote: “Pennsylvania-New Hampshire two-state
solution.” Mary Thron wrote: “Thoroughly enjoying life!” Jim Friedlich wrote: “Death at 110.” Jack
Reeder wrote: “Italy and Greece.” Harriet Schwartz
Crew wrote: “Retire Geoff, travel!” Glenn Swartwout wrote: “My next book!”
Scott Axford wrote: “No, thank you.” (One
curmudgeon in every crowd.) Wendy Muello
wrote: “Learning, travel, purpose!” Amy Simon
Berg wrote: “Time will tell.” Steve Ornstein wrote:
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“Gratitude every day.” Pierre Kirch wrote: “Veni,
vidi, vici!” Peter Vaughn wrote: “Dartmouth fellowship period.” Cotton Smith wrote: “Carping
more diebus!” Richard Hoeg wrote: “Grandkids,
owls, nature!” David King wrote: “Retirement
on horizon!” Richard Yocum wrote: “Failing my
retirement.” Michael Yoshii wrote: “Retirement
(sort of ).” Burke Whitman wrote: “For common
good.” Helen Lukash wrote: “Adventure, reflection,
perspective.”
Bill Dexter wrote: “Play. Play more.” Judy Osher wrote: “Calm, caring, joy.” David Master wrote:
“Love, work, knowledge.” Carol van Dyke wrote:
“Hubby retirement, adventure travel, declutter.”
(Stretching the boundaries, but we’ll allow it!)
Anne Barschal wrote: “3-D animation.”
Funny, thoughtful, eloquent, and occasionally enigmatic: The class of 1978 44 years out.
Just received the sad news that John Mares
passed away from pancreatic cancer last November. On behalf of the class, I want to express
condolences to his friends and family. Look for a
remembrance on the class website: http://1978.
dartmouth.org/in-memoriam.
Finally, I had a chance to catch up with
Fletcher Colcroft IV after many years. Fletch headed off to Sumatra shortly after graduation on a
Rockefeller grant to study the rodent population
there and lost touch with many classmates. He is
currently working on a novel, a roman à clef based
on a recent journey in his yacht, Occam’s Razor,
down the Intercoastal waterway to the Outer
Banks, North Carolina. Rumor has it one of the
characters is based on Lenny Weiser-Varon. “It
remains to be seen whether that character will
have legs or be yet another Fletch in the pan,”
says Lenny. Stay tuned!
Send news.
—Rick Beyer, 1305 S. Michigan Ave., #1104, Chicago, IL 60605; rickbeyer78@gmail.com
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It has now been seven years since
our last summer reunion in Hanover.
Our 45th reunion will be held June
19-22, 2025, at the College. In the meanwhile,
classmates creatively made their own reunions
during the winter. Ted Winterer lives in Santa
Monica, California, and works in real estate for
Compass. He celebrated his 65th birthday by
booking a Zoom with faraway friends, most of
whom are Dartmouth alumni. “Few things would
please me more than to catch up with old pals
I haven’t seen often enough in the last decade
or so,” he wrote. In attendance were Ben White,
Paul Krupka, Jerry Bird ’80, Bud Stacy ’77, Kevin
Sullivan, Steven O’Neill, Stanley Weil, Harry Griffith,
Bill Stout ’77, Peter Renner ’78, Albert Ellis ’80,
Charlie Vieth, Rich Pugh, Eric Copenhaver ’77, and
Todd Scantlebury. After the Zoom, Ted enjoyed
birthday dinner with his wife, Beck, and son
Steele; daughter Eleanor was away at Amherst.
Days later he enjoyed his Dartmouth ’79 regional
mini-reunion.
Another mini-reunion was held in Park City,
Utah, but this did not prevent Billy and Bray Mitchell from using the whole season to connect with a
“’79 Blizzard” of skiers, starting with Park Cityites Dave Klinges, Ellen Oppenheim, Steve Morrison,
Laurie Laidlaw Deacon, Sam Winebaum, and John
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Carson. Early visitors Duff Horton, Tim Higgins, Jon
Orloff, Ed Heilbron, and Chris Campbell chose Park

City for their annual group ski trip. Other visitors
included Peggy Epstein Tanner, Michelle Lavigne,
Andy Schoder, Burr Gray, T. Weymouth, Rick Katz,
Laura Powers-Swiggett, Mark Horton, Megan Topping
Horton, and Tom Tomai. Billy joined Bones Gaters
Steve Franklin, Terry Gould (the only snowboarder
among the lot), and Richie Brown as well as Dawn
Hudson and Charlie Vieth in Colorado. Coinciding

with the mini-reunion, Alpha Delta-Zeta PsiPsi Upsilon alumni including Dave Wilson, Dave
Springer, Carl Yerkovich, Mark Sullivan, Chase Ashley,
and Larry Wolf came for their annual March ski
trip. Beth Blatt, Anne Boulet, and Deb Jennings came
for cross-country skiing and the mini-reunion.
Others whom Billy regretfully missed skiing with
were Mark Snyderman, who has retired near Snowbird; Holly Grainger Clark in Salt Lake City who
helps adaptive skiers at Snowbird; Renee Diao
Graham at Vail for CarniVail; Lizanne Galbreath skiing Big Sky, Montana; and former captain of the
Dartmouth ski team Harry Griffith, who skis Sun
Valley, Idaho. Yet all this contact gives Billy “hope
for even more in-person connections next year.”
A couple of classmates living in Utah get
“passes” for missing the reunion. Bill Hicks was
at the Beijing 2022 Paralympic Winter Games.
Cindy Vitko, M.D., was hard at work running the
hospital in Park City.
Julie Weisman participated in “a fun mini-reunion here in Franconia, New Hampshire.
I believe it was a first!” Participants included
Steve Chardon, Doug Arion, Tim Sykes, Joan Crane
Barthold, Polly Ingraham, Dave Van Wie, Rosa Van
Wie ’11, and Cheryl Bascomb ’82.
Share your news. Share your ’79 connections.
—Janie Simms Hamner, 7327 Centenary Ave., Dallas, TX 75225; jshandkids@aol.com
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Paula Holmes-Eber and her husband,

Lorenz Eber, announce the release
of their new book, Breathtaking:
How One Family Cycled Around the World for
Clean Air and Asthma, a fascinating epic recounting their family cycling trip around the world on
two tandem bicycles. Their journey raised awareness and funding to support sufferers of asthma
and other respiratory diseases. For more information on the book, contact Paula’s publisher,
Maura Cahill ’20, at mcahill@rowman.com.
Mike Wall and his wife, Suzanne, may not have
cycled around the world, but they too completed
an impressive journey. For their wedding anniversary in February these two Minnesotans
booked a weeklong Nordic ski trip on the Appalachian Mountain Club lodge-to-lodge trails
through the wilderness of northern Maine. The
first day of their trip required them to plow
through 10 inches of fresh snow for more than
six hours, which Suzanne described as “Type 2
fun,” meaning, “not fun when you are experiencing it, yet fun to talk about later.”
Emily Katz Anhalt reports that she is still living in Guilford, Connecticut, and teaching classical languages and literature at Sarah Lawrence
College. Her most recent book is Embattled: How
Ancient Greek Myths Empower Us to Resist Tyranny (Stanford University Press, 2021), which

“argues that Ancient Greek myths, told in epic
tales and Greek tragic plays, offer us a lifeline
out of our current sea of raging, mutually destructive, political passions and polarizations.”
Timely wisdom.
Shaun Smith retired in the spring of 2019 after
four decades in commercial real estate finance.
She and her husband, David Hov ’78, thereupon
moved to Leesburg, Virginia, where they are close
to their daughter and first grandchild, Aidan Preston Lincoln.
Mike Perrella is running a commercial division for a 100-plus-year-old community credit
union. He and his wife, Alison, are imaging retirement but not there yet. They are enjoying
their first grandchild and looking forward to their
daughter’s wedding this summer. Mike would
love to hear from classmates who are in central
New England or the Boston-Manchester, New
Hampshire, area.
Jim Leahy is still practicing investment management law with a focus on regulatory compliance in New York City. He and his wife, Noreen,
now have three grandchildren. Jim reports enjoying reading Dr. Seuss (I assume to his grandkids)
and singing in the choir.
Though we live no more than a mile apart, I
had to hunt down Cathel MacLeod to pry out some
news. He responded ruefully, “Sadly, there are
consequences for a surgeon’s life. Now that I
am retired it seems my invisibility cloaking has
failed. I had a quiet but rejuvenating winter. I am
hoping to make it easier for college newsletter
classmates by doing in retirement all I put off
for decades.” We shall see.
Save the date for the “When I’m 64” birthday
super mini-reunion, October 9-12, at the LaFonda
on the Plaza in Santa Fe, New Mexico. For more
info contact Brian Boyer at brianboyer7@gmail.
com or Lisa Shanahan at lisashan@msn.com.
—Meg Coughlin LePage, 8 Brookside Drive, Cumberland, ME 04021; (207) 791-1382; mlepage@
pierceatwood.com; Wade Herring, P.O. Box 9848,
Savannah, GA 31412, (912) 944-1639; wherring@
huntermaclean.com; Rob Dinsmoor, 14 Rust St.,
South Hamilton, MA 01982; (978) 269-4069;
dinsmo@earthlink.net
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It’s never too late to set the record
straight with your class secretaries.
Jeffrey Bannon wrote-in with another
“second-act” story for us, and he should have been
included in the ’81s-in-show-business column in
the July/August ’21 issue.
Jeff writes, “I double-majored in economics
and drama and, having been the Hopkins Center
student intern during my junior year, expected
to go into arts management. But after performing in a few shows, including playing the lead in
Company in the fall of 1980, I became an actor
after college. I starred in several hit off-Broadway
musicals (Forbidden Broadway, Forever Plaid,
etc.) and played smaller roles on Broadway (Kiss
of the Spider Woman, Show Boat, Les Mis).
“Then in my 40s I found my second career.
I created a training company, BusinessTalk Inc.,
that coaches attorneys and bankers in public
speaking, networking, management skills, etc. I
discovered that the best coaches had performing

arts backgrounds. And I’ve managed to successfully run a company in which ex-actors coach
businesspeople on how to better communicate.
My strange double-major seems to have finally
paid off!”
As actor-now-author Henry Winkler said,
“If you listen to your inner voice, what you know
instinctively, it will always lead you down the
right path.”
Calvin Johnson seemingly found his path
early and with certainty. He’s currently a professor of anesthesiology at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center in Los Angeles and you may remember
that he was a basketball Academic All-America
as an undergrad. Calvin was recently featured
in an Academic All-America team article titled,
“The Intentional and Inspirational Journey of Dr.
Calvin Johnson.” Dartmouth then-head basketball coach Gary Walters said therein: “Calvin was
as indefatigable in his scholarly interests as he
was on the court. I’ll never forget that there was
always one light on when we were traveling on
the team bus.…He took and has taken advantage
of every opportunity presented to him.” Walters
is director of athletics emeritus at Princeton, and
the two stay in touch. For the record, Calvin’s also
about to be inducted into his hometown Muskegon (Michigan) Sports Hall of Fame.
In other hometowns, Laura Ackerman Smoller,
her sister, Dartmouth Preston H. Kelsey Professor of Religion Susan Ackerman ’80, and I were
in the same Brownie troop back in Little Rock,
Arkansas. Their mom led us (hi, Mrs. Ackerman). Laura is currently chair of the department
of history at the University of Rochester and
author of the awesomely titled, The Saint and
the Chopped Up-Baby: The Cult of Vincent Ferrer in Medieval and Early Modern Europe. She
was recently named a fellow of the Medieval
Academy of America, the highest honor the academy bestows on American medievalists. Laura
was also awarded a national Endowment for the
Humanities fellowship to write her third book—
tentatively titled, wouldn’t you know, Astrology
and the Sibyls: Paths to Truth in Medieval and
Early Modern Europe.
—Ann Jacobus Kordahl, P.O. Box 470443, San Francisco, CA 94147; ajkordahl@gmail.com; Emil Miskovsky, P.O. Box 2162, North Conway, NH 03860;
emilmiskovsky@gmail.com
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How amazing that the College has
recognized ’82 fabulousness by naming the new engineering building the
Class of ’82 Engineering and Computer Science
Center! Here’s Hugh Jackson, Th’83, on his engineering career: “It all began when a 15-pound box
of IBM computer cards arrived at my Hinman
box from the U.S. Geological Service containing daily river flow data dating from the 1930s
for the Mascoma River. Thus was launched my
freshman seminar project at the engineering
school studying the potential of low-head hydro
power. The data, the analysis—I loved it all—
despite the 3 a.m. sessions at Kiewit. Professor Paul Queneau, a world expert in smelting
processes, exposed me to this great profession
of real-world problem-solving, and Chris Weiss
rescued me many times along the way with his
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expert computer programming!” Linda Jackson,
the first Black woman to graduate from Dartmouth with an engineering science degree, is now
a well-recognized orthopedic surgeon with an
inspirational story: “I came to Dartmouth aspiring to be a physician, following in my father’s and
grandfather’s footsteps, but temporarily changed
course for biomedical engineering. During my
master’s in chemical engineering I spent a great
deal of time working on projects involving orthopedic implants, not knowing where I would
end up in life. Once in the work world I realized
quickly that I wanted to be more directly involved
in improving people’s lives. I applied to medical
school at Columbia, following in the legacy of my
cousin, who was the second African American
female admitted to Columbia in 1936 and the only
female of 14 applicants to orthopedic residency
programs. At the University of Connecticut I was
the only female orthopedic resident and later at
the Hospital for Special Surgery in 1995 shared
the honor of being one of the first two African
American females to be fellowship-trained in
hand and upper-extremity surgery in the United
States. I started practicing in Atlanta, but I had
always longed to retire in the Caribbean and an opportunity came along to practice in the U.S Virgin
Islands, where I stayed for nine years. I currently
provide orthopedic care in an underserved area in
West Virginia part time. Surgery is hard to give
up. It is who I am and what I love. Eventually the
hours and the physical nature of it all will get the
better of me, but that day is not here yet. I love
my work and my patients. It gives me purpose. I
can only hope that during the last 25 years I have
been an inspiration to young girls and women and
an example of the possibilities in the field of orthopedic surgery and engineering. We have made
small gains, but there is room for more women in
both of those professions. Dartmouth was where it
all began. The path was long and arduous, but my
encouragement and support at the beginning gave
me confidence and made it all possible.”
—Jenny Chandler, 3506 Idaho Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20016; jchandlerhauge@gmail.com; David
Eichman, 9004 Wonderland Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90046; dme4law@sbcglobal.net
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Our classmates in healthcare professions have experienced a myriad
of challenges since the beginning of
the pandemic. Continuing from our May/June
column, Kevin Schulman recalls: “I was rounding
at Stanford Hospital mid-March in 2020. At the
start of my rotation no one in the hospital was
wearing masks. By the end of the week we were
all wearing masks, not knowing if the patients or if
the staff were infected with Covid-19. Throughout
the pandemic I have served as a hospital medicine
attending, working with interns and residents
caring for hospitalized patients on the medicine
service. I have also been involved with Covid research. I helped to run one of the large National
Institutes of Health multi-center convalescent
plasma clinical trials (unfortunately, it did not
work) and examined the importance of telemedicine in response to the challenges of the pandemic.
I also worked with a marketing colleague to help
develop communication strategies for the Covid
74
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vaccine for the United States and later validated
this effort for the World Bank.” Gastroenterologist Bruce Greenwald writes that early in the pandemic his inpatient consultations continued, but
outpatient visits and endoscopies screeched to
a halt. Now configured for virtual office visits,
he’s pleased that patients who previously traveled hours for a consultation can have an initial
virtual visit, saving time and money. According to
Bruce, “Everyone who’s behind on their screenings (you know who you are) today wants to be
scheduled yesterday.” Jeff Tharp practices internal
medicine and leads a primary care service of 400
independent and employee physicians. During
the pandemic many shifted to virtual visits, when
appropriate. Bruce and Jeff each described the
frustrations shared by many of their colleagues,
who sometimes worked with inadequate personal
protection equipment, faced burnout and mortal
injury in overcrowded hospitals, dealt with the
politization and polarization of medical issues,
and in some cases have suffered and died from
Covid. Carole Sonnenfeld Geithner, a clinical social
worker, volunteered for the Emotional PPE project, which offers pro bono counseling to frontline
healthcare workers affected by the Covid crisis.
A recurring theme has been the hurt and anger
at family members unwilling to get vaccinated
or who remain skeptical of the severe realities
facing family members who work in healthcare.
Sandy Johnson has pursued an academic career as
a glaucoma specialist. She works at the University
of Missouri, where she formed a glaucoma fellowship and is now the director. Deb Schiff and
her husband are pediatric oncologists at Rady
Children’s Hospital in San Diego. Deb cares primarily for a very vulnerable population—children
with leukemia and children undergoing stem cell
transplantation and chimeric antigen receptor
T-cell therapy. Her patients began masking and
social distancing before those practices were
politicized. Recently, Deb’s family found a $10
bill in an envelope under their doormat with the
message: “Roberts Family thanks you for your service during the pandemic.” They posted about the
experience to express their thanks to the unknown
responsible person; they’ve received 17,000 reactions and counting from across the country!
—Elliot Stultz, 421 West Melrose St., #8A, Chicago,
IL 60657; elliotstultz@yahoo.com; Shanta Sullivan,
1541 North Sierra Bonita Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90046; shantaesullivan@gmail.com
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I lead a fairly unproductive life. By this
I mean unproductive in the conventional sense of the word. I don’t have
the time for a conventional job. You see, creating this column consumes most of my time. By
the time I finish writing, revising, and defending
myself from the libel suits that ensue from these
columns, I have precious little time left for a “regular job.” Class secretary is a lifestyle.
For years I have wondered about the productivity of my co-secretary, Juliet Aires Giglio. She
seems to write these columns and make movies.
How is this possible? Well, I have finally figured
it out. You see, Juliet has just written a novel, The
Summer of Christmas. It was authored by Juliet
and husband Keith. Who is Keith, you ask? Keith

is the ghostwriter, that’s who. That’s the secret
sauce for this business. I need a ghostwriter. That
will free me up to finally get a real job.
I need to find someone who knows me and
knows Dartmouth. I decided to look up some of the
people who surrounded me at Dartmouth to see if
any of them fit the ghostwriter profile.
First stop, Derek Goldberg. We lived together
senior year. Since then Derek has become a very
successful photographer. Derek was just listed
as one of the “Hot 100” photographers of 2021 by
yourdailyphotograph.com. This is a big deal. A
Goldberg photo sells for more money than I made
from 1984 to 1992, cumulatively. The residuals
from this column are smaller than you may think.
Derek’s photos are amazing. He would be a great
ghost photographer, should I ever need one.
Next up, Ted Dardani. Ted lived next door to
me during that fateful senior year. Ted taught me
to dunk a basketball. Long story short, it involved
standing on the hood of a car parked under the
basket. Possibly illegal in a game situation. Anyway, Ted seems to be a founding partner of Harkness Capital Partners. In addition, Ted is on the
national board of USA Lacrosse. I sure hope the
lax people don’t find out about Ted teaching me to
cheat in basketball. Probably would not be a good
look. Maybe we should skip him as a ghostwriter.
What about Jamie Resor, you might ask. Jamie lived next door as well. Potential ghostwriter
material? Well, I did some research. Jamie is currently running EDF Solutions, a company that
delivers solar energy to the world. Before this Jamie spent years working with the World Wildlife
Fund and generally saving the planet in various
ways. Given my Sasquatch-sized personal carbon
footprint, I’m not sure Jamie’s the best fit for my
personal ghostwriter either.
Thus, no Grubman ghostwriter, at least for
now. The search will continue. In the meantime,
Juliet will continue to create literature and movies while I continue my work of respiration, using
glucose and oxygen to create carbon dioxide and
water. Seems pretty much a tie. I must go outside
now and exhale. The plant world needs me.
—Eric Grubman, 2 Fox Den Way, Woodbridge, CT
06525; (203) 710-7933; grubman@sbcglobal.net;
Juliet Aires Giglio, 47 Chestnut St., Sag Harbor, NY
11963; julietgiglio@gmail.com

find the video. Fortunately, Kyle did not reference
the intramural rugby tourney, where he ran over
me, stepping on my face and chest and ruining my
sole rugby experience. Amazing what memories a
2022 insurance interview can resurrect.
Hats off to our own Aloke Mandal on this news.
From the press release: “Burn and Reconstructive Centers of America (BRCA) is pleased to
announce Aloke Mandal, M.D., Ph.D., as the new
CEO. Dr. Mandal is a senior physician executive
with more than 23 years of clinical and healthcare management experience. He is a nationally
renowned transplant surgeon, general surgeon,
and surgical oncologist. His experience includes
serving as a medical director in a top Fortune 10
healthcare services company and a top Fortune
60 health plan, with demonstrable successes in
strategic planning, high-value healthcare delivery
program implementation, and value-based contracting. Dr. Mandal joins BRCA from Hardesty
LLC (Irvine, California), where he is the clinical
lead for healthcare consulting and practice management. He most recently served as the medical
director for provider engagement at Health Net
Federal Services. In addition Dr. Mandal was
the founder of one and director of two pancreas
transplantation programs and was on faculty at
several prestigious academic centers. Dr. Mandal
completed his postgraduate residency and fellowship training in general surgery, surgical oncology,
and transplantation surgery from John Hopkins

Hospital/John Hopkins University in Baltimore.
He also completed his medical scientist training
program (M.D. and Ph.D. in pharmacology) from
Georgetown University School of Medicine. He
has published extensively in the biomedical sciences, surgery, transplantation public policy, and
healthcare delivery.”
From our correspondents around the globe,
in this case Maine, comes this tidbit: “Heidi Cary
Nadiak and her husband, Mike, made an incredible
hike through parts of the Italian alps and much
more. When she is tired during a hike, which she
was, you know it was tough. The photos were
amazing.” Heidi, send details please.
News request: Looking for input from anyone
who is a sports official or referee or owns a franchise business. Surely, this must include some of
you, so share your stories.
—John MacManus, 188 Ringwood Road, Rosemont,
PA 19010; (610) 525-4541; slampong@aol.com;
Rebecca Blake Osborne, 42 Olive St., Newburyport, MA 01950; (603) 381-4164; rosborne29@
comcast.net
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Mark Baldwin writes: “Bill Wright and

I did several Pioneer Valley (think
Upper Valley, but in Massachusetts)
Dartmouth Club events recently. We saw Dartmouth hockey beat UMass this fall, cooked and
cleaned at a food bank, and took advantage of a
late-winter storm and snowshoed.” Kirk LeCompte

shares, “Andrew Getraer is the first winner of the
Rutgers Hillel’s Exemplar of Excellence Award,
a unique recognition established in his honor for
20 years of extraordinary service to Rutgers Hillel. Under Andrew’s leadership and inspirational
vision Rutgers Hillel became the flagship Hillel
in the country, establishing new and educational
programs including the Rutgers Hillel Center for
Israel Engagement, the reform outreach initiative,
and health and wellness partnerships with the
university. He is largely responsible for bringing the $20-million Eva and Arie Halpern Hillel
House to reality and seeding the Wilf Family Campus on which it sits.” Andrew was joined by Kirk
LeCompte, Brian Dunham, Dennis Stout, Dan Studnicky ’85, Alex Rossides, Bill Rodgers, Chris DemosBrown, J.J. Jamieson, and Jean Robertson Getraer
’89. Mike Rich’s update: “I will graduate with a B.S.
in forestry from University of Kentucky in May
and relocate to Corbin, Kentucky, to work for the
Ruffed Grouse Society and American Woodcock
Society as the Kentucky all-lands forester working with multiple agencies to restore ruffed grouse
habitat.” Government major Mark Greenstein announces that he is running for office again; this
time for state senate in Hartford, Connecticut.
Visit his website at www.stewartforhartford.com.
Join us in congratulating Davida Sherman Dinerman
as our class rep to the Alumni Council starting
this summer. Please connect with her prior to the
meetings for the next three years. I asked Martha
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You would think after 58 years, I would
learn, but no, not the case. Still waiting
until the last minute (or day in this instance) to meet a deadline. Thankfully, news from
social media via co-secretary Rebecca Osborne
has arrived like a frozen popsicle on a summer
day (that’s a good thing in case the analogy was
confusing).
Check out YouTube for a video of Kyle Caswell
interviewed by The Fintech Times while he was
attending Insurtech Week in London in March.
Kyle, the chief revenue officer for Earnix, spoke
about the current state of the insurance industry
and how technology is impacting how companies look to provide insurance to consumers with
streamlining policies and a heavy focus on personalization and customization of policy components.
Interesting stuff from Kyle and worth the 10 minutes to view—search “Kyle Caswell/Insurtech” to
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Molumphy Hincks to share her experience as class
rep with us, and she wrote: “The Covid challenge
was particularly difficult for all students and institutions of learning. Our classmates—especially
those with children at Dartmouth—contacted me
with thoughtful concerns and ideas about how
Dartmouth could be negotiating the pandemic.
I also received passionate missives about the
loss of our beloved golf course (some of us still
hope it could come back) and the athletic teams
that were (temporarily) eliminated. Dartmouth
folks care deeply about the place and want those
who come after us to love it as much as we do!”
We appreciate all the hard work as our rep. Dan
Katzir says, “I’ve just finished up seven years as
CEO of a charter school network in Los Angeles
and moved to Palm Springs, California. I’m doing some nonprofit education consulting work
while teaching an education leadership course at
Stanford Business School this spring and serving
on the board of the Milton Hershey School, which
runs the largest private K-12 boarding school for
low-income kids in the United States and is about
to open a set of early childhood centers in Pennsylvania. I’m looking forward to a slower-paced
life in the desert after more than 20 years in L.A.”
Thank you for taking the time to send me your
updates. In beauty.
—Mae Drake Hueston, 624 Poppy Ave., Corona del
Mar, CA 92625; (949) 500-2191; mdhueston@
me.com
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Hello, ’87 classmates!
This past March members of our
class social justice task force, also
known as the Peace, Justice, and Respect Committee, led approximately 70 of our classmates
through a 21-day social justice challenge, featuring readings, video clips, and Zoom conversations
focused on social justice topics. The response
to the course was overwhelmingly positive, and
the original study group has now broken up into
smaller discussion groups to continue the conversation and plan other projects and events focused
on social justice.
In April U.S. ambassador to Poland Mark
Brzezinski was featured in an interview in The
Washington Post Live’s program “World Stage:
Ukraine.” Mark spoke about the refugee crisis
and Poland’s efforts to help, the U.S. influence on
the war in Ukraine, and diplomacy during times
of crisis.
Ben Moynihan has recently been promoted to
interim executive director at the Algebra Project
Inc., a nonprofit that uses mathematics literacy
as an organizing tool to guarantee quality public
school education for every child in the United
States.
Paal Gisholt recently launched Blueshift
Nutrition. The company creates science-based
supplements in delicious flavors delivered in
pod form.
Abdhish Bhavsar is currently serving a second term on the board of directors of the Guthrie
Theater located in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He
has also been the medical expert on the theater’s
task force to get the theater up and running after
Covid-19. Happily, the theater has six live productions scheduled for the 2021-22 season.
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Filmmaker Ricki Stern’s five-part series for
CNN on UFOs will begin airing in July. The series features Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand ’88, who is
responsible for introducing an unidentified aerial
phenomenon amendment to the most recent National Defense Authorization Act. Ricki executive
produced and directed the series and interviewed
Gillibrand.
I am really looking forward to our in-person
“Off the Green” reunion, which will be held in
Chicago on September 15-18. We hope that you
will join us for the opportunity to reconnect and
spend time with classmates. The reunion committee has planned a variety of activities, including
an architectural tour, a dinner cruise, a social
justice history tour, and the always popular ’87
TED talks. Look for information about registration on our class website or in our private class
Facebook group.
Send me your news—I look forward to hearing from you!
—Lisa Snyder, 430 Ward St., Newton, MA 02459;
dartmouth87classnews@gmail.com
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Greetings, ’88s. Following up on my
last column, which featured updates
from numerous classmates in California, I will start with a few more.
Elizabeth (Apple) Fee has taught math and
money to middle schoolers in the Bay Area for
the last 12 years and is happy to be back in the
actual classroom after teaching virtually in the
pandemic. She is adjusting to the empty-nest life
now that both her kids have graduated from college and recently has begun skiing again after two
pandemic knee surgeries.
Ted Waters, who lives in San Diego, also has
been enjoying some skiing. Earlier this year, he
spent a terrific four days in Park City, Utah, hosted
by Sturgis Woodberry. Traveling from all across
the country to join the trip were Fred Ludtke, Brad
Grenham, and H.J. Kim. Ted reports they had a blast
while skiing in spring-like conditions in February.
Next we turn to news from several doctor
classmates who are doing great things.
Sarina Schrager has been appointed editorin-chief of Family Medicine, the official journal
of the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine.
Having served as a family medicine educator for
more than 25 years, Sarina’s work in her new role
will include highlighting scholarship on issues
of primary care education as well as seeking out
diverse voices as editors, peer reviewers, and authors. In the announcement of her appointment,
Sarina’s colleagues lauded her as having “a truly
impressive track record of success in the editorial world” and “a collaborative leadership style.”
Previously Sarina served as editor-in-chief of
Wisconsin Medical Journal, medical editor for
Family Practice Management, and editorial board
member of the Journal of the American Board of
Family Medicine and coedited five books.
A group of classmates who are ophthalmologists have been busy collaborating. Bill Trattler is
working with Neil Friedman to update the fourth
edition of their ophthalmology boards review
book, to be published this summer. Bill joined
fellow ophthalmologists Rex Hamilton and Amir
Khan at an industry event in Washington, D.C., this

spring and participated, along with Amir, in a panel discussion organized by Janine (Rausch) Eagle
at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, which
she joined in 2020 as a pediatric ophthalmologist.
Bill, who lives in Miami, joined Larry Spiegelman, an obstetrician-gynecologist in Miami,
to celebrate their 30th reunion at University of
Miami Medical School earlier this year. Bill and
his wife, who also is an ophthalmologist, have
four children, from college-aged to preschool. Bill
took a break from all the various ophthalmologyrelated events to get together recently with Jeff
Carton when he was visiting Miami.
Finally, I am pleased to report that Matthew
Garcia received the Vermont Bar Association Pro
Bono Attorney Award earlier this year. Cited in
support of the award was Matthew’s pro bono representation of more than 120 people around the
state, especially in adult guardianship cases, since
2012. Matthew serves as the executive director
of the Windsor County Mentors, which aims to
help youth thrive by creating intergenerational
mentoring relationships.
—Tory Woodin Chavey, 128 Steele Road, West
Hartford, CT 06119; dartmouth88classnotes@
gmail.com
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Debra Roberson has now published

four books available on Amazon and
Barnes & Noble and worth reading!
They include Listen and You Will Hear: Book of
Short Stories and Poems; By F.A.I.T.H.: A Memoir; Flowers of the Ark-LA-Tex; and Cane River
Chronicles: Surviving on the Prayers of Our Ancestors, which I read. Kudos to Debra!
I’ve now been working for Walmart in marketing for more than six months, and the work is
challenging and the people are great. It’s fun to go
into any store and being able to talk to people there
about new stuff I’m working on—big entertainment property marketing, such as Jurassic World
Dominion, Netflix’s Stranger Things—and more.
Fun fact: Classmate Ray Prado did the storyboards
for Stranger Things in the first season, back when
it was a “weird 1980s sci-fi show” that he told
me about. And yes, I do have to watch all these
shows on Netflix. If you have favorites, let me
know. I won’t judge. So the job is a fun mix of my
toy background and entertainment background
with a very healthy dose of digital marketing. It’s
always interesting, never dull.
What keeps you busy—and happy? Who are
you meeting up with? What’s on your iTunes or
Spotify playlist? Class of ’89s want to know—
email me!
—Ned Ward, 2104 Graham Ave., #B, Redondo
Beach, CA 90278; ned@nedorama.com
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Recently, I asked ’90s, “Out of all the
people whom you’ve never met (living or deceased), who has had the
biggest positive influence on your life?” Here is
Part II of your responses. Bradley Bennett writes,
“That’s easy! Martin Luther King Jr.” Phil Privatera
writes, “That’s easy: Jim Valvano. I never even
knew who Jim Valvano was until Dick Vitale told
me all about him and how he started the V Foundation before he died. From that moment I was
hooked. Rarely a week will go by that I don’t watch

a video of Jim Valvano speaking. My favorite is
his 1987 presentation titled ‘Cutting Down the
Nets’ (1987). I learn something new every time,
and most of all I learn to never give up on myself or
on anyone or anything.” Andy Affleck writes, “Carl
Sagan.” Ed Callaway writes, “I have to go with New
Yorker essayist John McPhee. Through a lifetime
of reading his books, covering everything from a
profile of Sierra Club president David Brower to
the Swiss army to a massive survey of the nation’s
geology as viewed from Interstate 80, McPhee has
taught me to dig deep to appreciate the depth and
humanity in a wide variety of seemingly obscure
topics. My alternate pick is Aaron Lee Tasjan, a
songwriter based in East Nashville. He is a relentlessly positive, empathetic, and insightful person
who is a recurring inspiration though his songs,
such as ‘Success’ and ‘Set You Free,’ and through
his Twitter feed.” Peter Pasi writes, “I would say
St. Teresa of Kolkata. (I guess she’s technically
Saint Teresa of Calcutta.)” Chris McCabe writes,
“Mick Jagger.” Josh Vogel writes, “Bjorn Borg, the
great tennis player and rival of John McEnroe.
As a kid watching them play against each other, I
admired how Borg remained calm even in the face
of Johnny Mac’s tantrums and I saw how it helped
him succeed. I don’t think I was predisposed to be
calm as a child, and I wasn’t growing up in a calm
household, so I really think I took that from watching him. It has proven to be one of my most useful
tools through every aspect of my life.” Bill Rexford
writes, “Ken Kesey.” Rebecca Baggett writes, “Toni
Morrison.” Scott Patterson sent a quotation from
Mahatma Gandhi: “The best way to find yourself
is to lose yourself in the service of others.” Ute
(Bowman) Otley writes, “John Wooden is the most
influential person I’ve never met. I picked up a
copy of his Principles of Basketball when I got
hired for my first coaching job in 1991, and I’ve
gone back to it again and again during my 30year coaching career. His commitment to doing
things the right way with a mix of compassion and
discipline has been a guiding force in my career
as a teacher and a coach.” And congratulations
to Walter Palmer, who was honored in March at
the Ivy League Basketball Tournament in Cambridge, Massachusetts, as one of the Ivy League’s
“legends.” Well deserved!
—Rob Crawford, 22 Black Oak Road, Weston, MA
02493; crawdaddy37@gmail.com
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Greetings, ’91s!
I hope that everyone’s summer is
off to a great start. Lots of news to share
about reconnections that took place this spring,
so look for professional updates on some amazing
classmates in the next issue!
To start us off, Mitch Epner wins a prize for getting the most classmate names into a single post!
“I am proud that I recently was elected as a member (partner) of my law firm, Rottenberg Lipman
Rich PC. We are a small boutique in New York
City, where I specialize in white-collar criminal,
high-stakes civil, and employment matters. In the
last few months I have frequently appeared on
British and American TV discussing the Ghislaine
Maxwell criminal trial and the Prince Andrew
civil litigation—all stemming back to my work as
a federal prosecutor. I have had the great fortune

GIFTS AS
MEMORABLE AS
YOUR DARTMOUTH
EXPERIENCE ITSELF.
Personalize a handmade
design to add meaning
all your own.

15 South Main St
Hanover, NH
simonpearce.com
603.643.0100
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to be in touch with our classmates John Godsman,
Morgan Schmauder Mermagen, Holly Cervini, Robin
Reynolds, Steve Fried, Jordy Green, George Dunston,
Ned Ertel, Robyn Osrow, Lulu Kroll, Alex Kapp, Emily
Nielsen Jones, J.D. Optekar, Manish Kejriwal, Terry
Stillman, Mike Parham, Chris Ramsey, Jack An, Jay
Matson, Andrew Ranson, Jim Meneely, Erica Coles
Jacobson, Melissa Hinebauch, Steve McKenna, Robin
Reynolds Wilt, Neal Katyal, Neal Chatterjee, Laura
Seale Lovelace, Daryl Kessler, the Hon. Andrew Edison, David Hillman, Whitney Gates, Chris (Kraus) Parrott, and many others. I am confident that each of

them is leading a more interesting life than me. I
also know that each of them has been important
to me in getting to a much better place (personally
and professionally) than I was in the middle of
Covid isolation. In related news, we got a puppy
(Mercury) to fill our empty nest now that our
daughter is off at college.”
For classes with canceled reunions during
the last two years, the College hosted two events
this spring, one on the West Coast and one on the
East Coast. The first gathering was held in San
Francisco on March 31 and was attended by classmates Lisa Bosler, Arthur Conner, Karen Horn, Erica
Kelly, and Austin Willacy. Erica and Karen both said
it was a great event and everyone enjoyed being
able to gather once again. Karen added, “We had a
great time catching up and hearing about Austin’s
work in music and mentoring teens in Oakland:
www.austinwillacy.com.”
The New York City event was held on April
27, and I was happy to attend! We had a great turnout from the class of 1991: Amy Arlin, George Dunston, Mitch Epner, Tracey Cushing Gilliam, Brittney
Wertheim Hegarty, Libby Nelson Hiltabrand, Pilar
Melendez Korgel, Lulu Kroll, Robyn Osrow, Josie
Sandler, and Walter Saurack. We didn’t have the big-

gest class in attendance at the event, but we may
have had the alumni who traveled the furthest!
Kudos to Vermont-resident Tracey and Texasresident Pilar for joining us! Pilar happened to be
in town from Austin, taking the night off from her
role as chaperone for a group of students visiting
N.Y.C. It was a fabulous event and I hope there will
be many more to come!
Apologies to anyone whose name I inadvertently omitted from either of these events! If you
were there and I left out your name above, please
let me know (and send me a life update while
you’re at it!).
—Sara Burbine Potter, 108 Hillcrest Road, Fairfield,
CT 06824; sara_burbine@yahoo.com
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As I write this, reunion planning is
in full swing!
Andy Peay, who’s organizing food
and beverages (and a wine tasting!), sent an update. “Things out west have been going very well
for Peay Vineyards and my family. The pandemic
threw curveballs at both but we all survived if not
thrived. I see many ’92s with regularity at annual
outings and almost weekly Zoom meetings: Ben
Wang, Alan Shabel, Joe Bizzarro, George Benz, Pete
Vosshall, Parker Davis, Kevin Brown, Paul Miller, Steve
Lane, Kris Atzeff, Jeff Cole ’91, Otis Carroll ’90,

Taylor Keen ’91, Tom Ryan ’91, Susy Struble Cole
’93, David Cole ’90, Sophie Cofman Shabel ’93, and
on and on. Otis has become our resident DJ and
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lays down a Friday night soundtrack we listen to
from our homes around the country.”
I asked Peter Vosshall about his recent running achievements, and he wrote: “Long-time
listener, first-time caller (yes, after 30 years). I’m
so excited about the recently unveiled Hopkins
Center expansion design! It’s been fun to be part
of the process as a member of the Hopkins Center
board of advisors along with, among others, fellow
’92s Kim Crockett, Hilary Spaulding Richards, and Dan
Rush. I had dinner with Chris Bingham while I was
in Boston for the marathon and we commiserated
over the whole college process our high school
seniors have endured. I’ve been running Boston
since 2009 and will keep doing so until they stop
letting me in, so if you’re around on any given
Patriots Day track me down! Andy Peay and I had
a really fun weekend skiing Big Sky a few months
ago. The snow was a bit sparse but the mountain
is amazing and we drank a bunch of great wine,
of course. In less recent news I think I may have
started the great resignation by retiring from
Amazon in February 2020. It became apparent
just three weeks later that I didn’t need to retire
to hang around at home in my sweatpants and see
my kids more! It’s okay, I’m enjoying the freedom,
keeping super busy, and devoting my ‘work’ energy
to a couple nonprofits here on Bainbridge Island,
Washington.”
Mike Mahoney definitely experienced some
madness in March. He wrote: “Just had a pretty
crazy week in my professional life. First, I was
in Atlanta for the NCAA Women’s Swimming
& Diving Championships, where I was handling
media relations for our transgender swimmer
Lia Thomas. It’s been quite the ride these last
several months with Lia and what she represents
as a transgender woman succeeding in her sport.
Trust me when I say I wouldn’t wish it on anyone.
Given the media requests coming in since the
championships ended, it doesn’t appear it will
abate until she graduates. Contrast that with the
next weekend, when I was the media coordinator
for the NCAA east regional games in Philadelphia.
It was an incredible weekend, especially since we
had the ultimate Cinderella with Saint Peter’s
in the building. I think every media member in
New York City jumped on the bandwagon! Sitting
on the scorer’s table for the UNC-Saint Peter’s
regional final was absolutely electric. Definitely
a highlight of my professional career.”
Congratulations to William Scott, the Toronto
Public Library (TPL) Foundation’s new chief executive officer. He’s supporting the work of the
largest public library system in North America,
joining the TPL Foundation after serving as chief
advancement officer at Evergreen, the largest
environmental organization focused on urban
issues in Canada. A former urban public school
teacher and history professor, he has an abiding
commitment to literacy and education.
—Kelly Shriver Kolln, 3900 Cottage Grove Ave.
SE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52403; (920) 306-2192;
dartmouth92news@gmail.com
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Lauren Greenberg passed along a great

Instagram post from @50yearsof
womeningreen: “Today we want to
recognize the former co-captains of the ’93 soft-

ball team, Lauren Greenberg and Erika Biseler.
Lauren and Erika both signed the Title IX complaint filed with the Education Department’s
office of civil rights [OCR] in Boston. This complaint ultimately led to the program receiving
full-funded varsity status for the ’95 season. Give
a huge rouse for Lauren and Erika!” An appreciative @mfortier100 commented: “Thank you for
profiling Lauren and Erika. We always admired
their courage in filing an OCR complaint in their
senior year but never knew their names. In 1996
Dartmouth reached near gender parity in athletics: 48 percent of female population and 47
percent of female athletes. A few years earlier it
was a disparate 35 percent.”
Nicola Zesiger Mullen was profiled in Bronxville
Living in May 2022 for making a big international
impact with the nonprofit she founded with her
good friend and neighbor Dr. Elena Ladas. Nicola
got her M.B.A. from Columbia and has extensive
global healthcare experience. Dr. Ladas has a Ph.D.
in nutritional science and is a registered dietician.
They put their considerable talents together to
improve the nutrition of children in impoverished
areas, with a focus on how proper nutrition can
help combat cancer and other diseases. Per the
article, “The International Initiative for Pediatrics and Nutrition (IIPAN) was officially launched
in 2017 at the International Society for Pediatric
Oncology’s annual conference in Dublin, Ireland.
In 2022 IIPAN centers exist in 19 countries and 28
hospitals around the world. IIPAN is a recognized
partner of the World Health Organization (WHO)
and the International Agency for Research on
Cancer, a WHO research subsidiary.”
Marshall Billingslea shared his extensive and
high-ranking government experience in a “D’93
Special Session: Ukraine,” which was a great insight into the current conflict. Marshall’s government career spanned the U.S. departments of
defense, state, and treasury as well as NATO and
is impressive enough to garner his own Wikipedia
page. He is currently in private practice, a senior
fellow with the Hudson Institute, and lives in
the Washington, D.C., area with his wife, Karen
(Ehrhardt) Billingslea, and their family.
Rachel Byrne wrote that “My son, Nathan
Tamkin, will be a ’26 and is happy to join big sister Danielle at Dartmouth in the fall!”
Preeti Sinha is now heading up the UN Capital
Development Fund. Her formal title is executive
secretary. Her bio for the site states: “Preeti Sinha
is a globally experienced investment and development banker with a 30-year track record associated with raising and managing institutional
public and private development capital.”
Our ’93 Compassion Committee has organized a wonderful series of classmate-led events.
Suzanne Spencer Rendahl, who lives in the Upper
Valley with her family, kicked off things in March
with a Zoom yoga session.
In April Sue Levy hosted an event titled “Take
Control of How You Eat and Feel: Easy Tips to
Reduce Inflammation & Feel Great!” Sue segued a
challenging illness into Savory Living, a company
exploring the connection between nutrition and
health promoting food as medicine. The program
has taken off, not only offering services to individuals, but also being utilized by numerous For-

tune 500 companies, organizations, physicians,
and health plans globally.
Our May event was Dr. Adriana Popescu’s
“Self-Care SOS: Tools to Release Stress and Anxiety.” Adriana specializes in treating addictions
and trauma in the San Francisco Bay Area. She
is currently the clinical director at Avery Lane,
an innovative and holistic treatment program for
women with co-occurring addiction and mental
health disorders. Additionally, she’s a contributing author, private practitioner, global workshop
provider, and podcast host!
—Natalie Weidener Kupinsky, 9733 Beman Woods
Way, Potomac, MD 20854; natalie.weidener.
kupinsky.93@dartmouth.edu; Dwight Fenton, 200
E 72nd St., Apt. 20K, New York City, NY 10021;
dwight.e.fenton.93@dartmouth.edu
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Hi, ’94s! As class secretary, I wanted to
share the sad news that our classmate
Gillian “Jill” Feldman Higman passed
away on January 24 after an extended illness.
As many of you remember Jill, she greeted
friends with a huge smile, her bouncy, curly hair,
and signature enthusiasm. Jill came to Dartmouth
from Lincoln, Rhode Island, and she immediately
joined the equestrian team and served as a football
manager. Katherine Maguire remembers Jill as her
fellow football manager, confidante, partner in
crime, and irreplaceable friend.
Jill’s intellectual curiosity took her first
across Europe, armed with her love and skill for
global languages, for two study-abroad experiences, and later to the Duke University Fuqua
School of Business. While at Fuqua Matt Hergott,
Ken Davis, and I spent lots of time with Jill, recounting Dartmouth memories and making new
ones through classes, dinners, corporate recruiting, and a few bottles of Opus One.
After earning her M.B.A., Jill returned to Deloitte in Chicago and dove into the challenging
work of strategic consulting. Her career in healthcare strategy started at Deloitte before moving to
the Aetna group, where her keen insights were
invaluable throughout the turbulent changes in
the healthcare sector. Jill married Coast Guard Lt.
Cmdr. Daniel Higman in April 2004 in Bermuda,
and the couple welcomed daughter April Rose in
May 2005. By this time, the family was settled
in the picturesque seaside community of Cape
May, New Jersey. Throughout Jill’s life, she embraced her passions for people, Dartmouth, and
horses with unbridled enthusiasm. She greeted
old friends with a bounce, smile, and hug. She remained an active Dartmouth volunteer, serving as
an alumni admission interviewer and the district
enrollment director for her area. She continued
to work with horses by supporting horseback riding for disabled children and working on equine
rescue. Jill is survived by Daniel and April as well
as her parents, Susan and Stephen Higman ’68.
You may find a full obituary at dartmouthalumnimagazine.com.
I also received an update from Monserrat
Kim, spouse of George Kim, who died in May 2019
after his battle with cancer. She has been working
on a project in his honor.
Montserrat shares, “In dealing with our loss
I looked for ways to help other families in a simi-

W H E R E T O S T AY
506 ON THE RIVER INN

Minutes from Woodstock Village, this awardwinning boutique is recognized for its beautiful
balance of casual elegance and rustic charm. The
45-room & suite hotel offers a country breakfast,
indoor pool, hot tub & sauna, game rooms, spacious grounds, as well as the 506 Bistro & Bar,
serving a locally inspired & seasonal menu, and
selection of carefully selected wines, microbrews,
and crafted cocktails. (802) 457-5000;
1653 West Woodstock Road, Woodstock, VT;
reservations@ontheriverwoodstock.com;
www.ontheriverwoodstock.com.
MOUNTAIN VIEW B&B

Norwich, Vermont; Hanover 4 miles.
Cozy, 150 acres, pond, trails, private bathrooms,
Wi-Fi/AC, 4 bedrooms, $160-$300/night/BR.
(603) 667-7791, ajbajb111@gmail.com.
WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Located in idyllic Woodstock, Vermont, the
Woodstock Inn & Resort defines country
sophistication in one of New England’s most
charming and popular year-round vacation
destinations. The 142-room, AAA Four Diamond
Resort and member of Preferred Hotels & Resorts,
offers award-winning dining in two restaurants, a
Robert Trent Jones Sr. 18-hole golf course, Suicide
Six Family Ski Resort, Athletic Club and a LEEDcertified Spa, creating a luxury resort getaway.
(844) 545-4178;
www.woodstockinn.com.
AUTHENTIC FARMHOUSE AT
SUNNY BRAE FARM

A luxury Vermont experience in the heart of
Quechee. Sleeps 14. airbnb.com/h/sunnybraefarm
www.vrbo.com/2745828
lar situation. One area that I found lacking was
services and communication about cancer for
children with sick parents. To address this, I created My Dad and the Dragon, a children’s picture
book that honestly describes what it is like when
your father is diagnosed with cancer through the
allegory of a cancer dragon. Cameron, the main
character, openly shows family life, fears, and joys
to young readers.”
One hundred percent of profits from the sale
of this book will be donated to social service organizations that help children with sick parents.
You can check out this beautifully illustrated book
at whenadragoncomes.org/love-george for a free
digital copy.
My last update comes from a press release
announcing the selection of Brad Baca as the
14th president of Western Colorado University.
A Colorado native, Brad came to Dartmouth as a
first-generation college student and majored in
government. After returning to his home state,
Brad earned a master’s in public policy from the
University of Colorado-Boulder. He established
strong relationships with Colorado lawmakers
and colleagues in higher education to become
an effectual and impactful leader. Prior to his
presidential appointment Brad served as the executive vice president and chief operating officer
for Western Colorado University. Congratulations, Brad!

COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT
HANOVER/LEBANON

Located just minutes from Dartmouth College. Free
Wi-Fi, fitness center, business center, indoor pool,
bar, and bistro serving breakfast and dinner.
10 Morgan Drive, Lebanon NH;
(603) 643-5600; www.marriott.com/lebcy.
MOUNTAIN MEADOWS LODGE

Killington, Vermont
The newly renovated Mountain Meadows Lodge
features luxurious comfort. Set within a 180-yearold historic farm on the shore of Kent Pond,
this boutique lodge offers a refreshing take on
contemporary mountain lodging, blending original
hand-hewn beams with a modern farmhouse
finish. Facilities include a lounge, bar, games
room, and covered terrace. Rooms enjoy inspiring
mountain, pond, and night sky views.
285 Thundering Brook Road, Killington, VT;
(802) 775-1010;
reservations@mountainmeadowslodge.com;
www.mountainmeadowslodge.com.
RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT
HANOVER/LEBANON

The preferred all-suite hotel in the Upper Valley. Easy
access off I-89 and just 2 miles from Dartmouth
College. Complimentary breakfast. A pet-friendly
hotel. 32 Centerra Pkwy, Lebanon NH;
(603) 643-4511; www.marriott.com/lebri.
KILLINGTON TIMESHARES

Enjoy a weeklong ski vacation at a Killington
timeshare resort located just under an hour from
Dartmouth College! Rental rates start at
$103/night, units also available to buy for
affordable annual trips. www.sellmytimesharenow.
com/destinations/killington-timeshare.
That’s it for this column, and I welcome your
update any time.
—Laura Hardegree Davis, 520 Meadowlark Lane,
Brentwood, TN 37027; lauradavis723@mac.com
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After more than 20 years of teaching
math in both Oakland and Berkeley,
California, and some time overseeing
instructional technology in the Berkeley Unified
district office, Allison Krasnow became a vice principal in 2021 at Alameda High School, overseeing
math, special education, and schoolwide technology. “In addition to the new job, I also began an
Ed.D. program in educational leadership at UC
Davis. I somehow find the time to get all of this
work done from the back seat of my van, where
I have created a tiny office to work in during my
son’s water polo practices many nights a week.”
Ray Wadlow is pleased to report that his
daughter, Emily, will matriculate with the Dartmouth class of 2026 this fall. Congratulations!
And Brian Eyster recently began a new chapter in
his career as a senior software engineer for EF Go
Ahead Tours. “After 16 years with Planet Bluegrass the timing feels right for me to embark on a
new career adventure. And I’m beyond excited for
all the interesting new challenges and wonderful
new friendships that lie ahead.”
Amy Dixson is on faculty at the UC Davis
School of Medicine, where she is vice chair for
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clinical services. She also runs a state-funded
project for firearm violence and suicide prevention through the California Center for Firearms
Research at UC Davis. “My oldest daughter is a
senior and will be heading to University of Oregon in the fall, and my other daughter is a junior.
We continue to spend lots of time with friends
from my days living in Yosemite and Dartmouth
friends in the Tahoe region.”
Now for more sophomore summer memories
to whet your appetite for our 25th(ish) reunion,
coming up July 22-24. Pam Quinn remembers having a huge birthday party in her River apartment,
“which was especially fun and special because as
someone with a summer birthday I’d never gotten
to celebrate while school was in session before
that or ever since.”
Jane Anne (McCoy) Tucker started dating
Louis Tucker during sophomore summer. “This
September we will celebrate our 25th, so that’s
definitely a top memory! I also took one of my
favorite classes—Allen Koop’s class on 20th Century Europe—and, wow, it is as relevant as ever.”
Evelyn Brady has 1994 and 2019 Sophomore
Summer memories: “I spent the ’96 Sophomore
Summer living on campus, working at a local
summer camp, and falling in love with my now
husband, Drew Brady ’96. My next favorite Dartmouth summer experience was Parents Weekend
during daughter Ashleigh’s Sophomore Summer. It was fun and we were happy to see that
she was having her own Dartmouth experience
that differed from ours. We attended her graduation in June 2021 on the football field (Covid
protocol) just like our 1995 graduation (Clinton
secret service protocol). The ’21s had much better weather!”
Evelyn is happy to report that Ashleigh
is working on her art and will attend graduate
school this fall in architecture. Drew is enjoying work and serving as VP of the class of 1996
executive committee. “We still have our teenage
son at home who is enjoying his sophomore year
and more importantly having his license to drive
(with a parent riding shotgun until July) as he
gears up for baseball and Camp Motorsports this
summer. I am keeping busy being Dartmouth
admissions district enrollment director for Delaware, serving on our class executive committee,
and with my advocacy work on behalf of voting
and reproductive rights and many other political
and nonprofit activities. I look forward to seeing
you all soon in July!”
Me too! Keep your news coming.
—Kaja (Schuppert) Fickes, 2 Bishops Lane, Hingham, MA 02043; kaja.k.fickes.95@dartmouth.edu
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As this Class Notes installment finds
its way into your mailboxes, we are
mere weeks away from our slightly
delayed (yet highly anticipated) 25th reunion!
Many of our classmates are looking forward to
congregating in Hanover, particularly after years
of pandemic-laden separation. Hope everyone
can join us in July!
In the lead up to our on-campus gathering,
our class has held a series of online sessions
oriented toward support of our collective experiences. In late April five class experts in the
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fields of mental health, child psychology, and
parenting came together to lend much-needed
guidance to those of us raising teenagers in the
pandemic era. Maryam Kia-Keating moderated an
all-star panel that included Aliza Pressman, Koraly
Pérez-Edgar, Mary Romano, and Megan Mullen as
they lent their collective wisdom and parenting strategies during a challenging time for so
many of our children. Aliza is a developmental
psychologist who cofounded the Mount Sinai
Parenting Center, founded the Seedlings Group,
and hosts the Raising Good Humans podcast (also
mother of two in her “spare” time!). Koraly is a
professor of developmental psychology at Penn
State University and herself the mother of two
young adults. Mary is an associate professor in
the division of adolescent and young adult health
at Vanderbilt University Medical Center, also
with two daughters. Megan is the lead school
psychologist for the Lafayette School District in
the San Francisco Bay Area (and mom to a young
daughter). Illustrious moderator Maryam is not
only a mom but also a licensed clinical psychologist specializing in wellness and resilience and
professor at the University of California, Santa
Barbara. Thanks to our amazing wellness experts
in helping us navigate these challenging times
and in raising happy, healthy human beings into
adulthood!
Speaking of happy, healthy humans (and
Hanover, for some added alliteration!), we have
non-reunion Dartmouth-related news for two
’96 classmates. First, congratulations to Kendra
Miller and her family on the announcement that
daughter Hadley’s “home for the next four years”
will be Dartmouth! They are looking forward to
the “great adventure and lifelong friendships”
ahead of her! Congrats and welcome (even more
so) to the extended Dartmouth family, Hadley!
Scott Anthony announced in April an exciting
new chapter in his own Dartmouth story. “Last
Tuesday I did something I have never done before. I stood in front of about 50 Dartmouth College students, most of them M.B.A.s at the Tuck
School, and started teaching a course I designed
called ‘Leading Disruptive Change.’ ” Utilizing
his expertise as a senior partner at growth strategy consulting firm Innosight, Scott’s half-term,
nine-session course incorporates two decades of
corporate experience and his recently completed
executive master in change program at INSEAD.
He’s caught a bit of the instructional bug, as Scott
indicates teaching might become a permanent
part of his portfolio (while continuing to lead
strategy at Innosight).
Lastly, congratulations to Tracy (Canard)
Goodluck on her appointment by the Biden-Harris
administration as senior advisor to the assistant
secretary for Indian affairs, working within the
U.S. Department of the Interior. Further congrats
to our resident folk artist and cardiologist Suzie
Brown (who, like Mary Romano, is also on staff
at Vanderbilt University Medical Center) on the
May 20 release of her highly anticipated album,
Some See the Flowers; her pandemic-influenced
work was covered in an exclusive interview in
People magazine’s March 31 issue.
—Garrett Gil de Rubio, 1062 Middlebrooke Drive,
Canton, GA 30115; ggdr@alum.dartmouth.org
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Phil Lord and Chris Miller recently

published an opinion piece in Variety criticizing how the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences handles
animated film categories, especially noticeable
when Encanto won the Best Animated Feature
award. The award presenters, who all have played
Disney princesses, noted, “So many kids watch
these movies over and over…and over and over
and over….I think some parents out there know
exactly what we’re talking about.”
“Framing the five Academy Award nominees
for Best Animated Feature as a corporate product
for kids that parents must begrudgingly endure
could be dismissed as simply careless,” Phil and
Chris wrote, but “that carelessness has become
routine.”
They recalled how a studio executive once
told a group of animators they might one day
“graduate to live-action.” Another executive commented one of the duo’s animated movies “was
so enjoyable it reminded them of a ‘real movie.’ ”
Phil and Chris noted that animated films
“routinely demonstrate excellence in photography, design, costumes, and performance” and that
25 percent of the 50 highest-grossing films are
animated. They called on the academy to invite
a respected filmmaker to present the award and
“frame animation as cinema.” “Surely no one set
out to diminish animated films, but it’s high time
we set out to elevate them.”
Read the piece online and look up #NewDeal4Animation to learn more about Phil’s and Chris’s
efforts to negotiate with the Alliance of Motion
Picture and Television Producers to get studios
to pay animation workers fairly.
On April 26, in “A Conversation with Kristi
Clemens About Gender Equity and Sexual Respect,” Michele Lamberti interviewed by Zoom
the College’s assistant vice president for equity
and compliance and Title IX coordinator. In an
engaging hour, Clemens discussed her role, the
significance and implications of Title IX, and how
that plays out on campus every day.
Look for lots of news next time from our 25th
reunion in Hanover!
—Jason Casell, 10106 Balmforth Lane, Houston,
TX 77096; jhcasell@gmail.com
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Incredibly we are now less than one
year from our 25th reunion, June
15-18, 2023. Now is the time to block
these dates and make a firm commitment to attend. And if you would like to make your mark by
helping to plan this milestone, do not hesitate to
contact Kate Gold (kategold98@gmail.com), who
is heading things up.
Baxter Wasson emailed me four updates. First,
this winter he enjoyed a ski trip in Park City, Utah,
with Carter Jackson, as well as one dinner with Andrea and Adam Himoff and two dinners with Berit
Campion ’96. Second, Baxter regularly speaks
with Brook Detterman. Last summer they hiked
up Mount Moosilauke, and Baxter visited Brook
at his new home in Maine. Third, Baxter recently
enjoyed a wonderful long lunch with Catherine
Baumann. Fourth, Baxter is engaged with a wide
range of Dartmouth lightweight rowers to revive
and align the program with the priorities of the

College since lightweight rowing was canceled
and then reinstated. Chris Egan wrote that he lives
in Boston with his wife, Alexis, and their four
children: Madeline (14), Jack (12), Charlotte (10),
and Christopher (9). Chris’s family spent New
Year’s with Keith Zadourian, Bill Curran, and their
families. Chris looks forward to the 25th reunion.
I was so pleased to read that Roger Johnson’s
contributing to Class Notes one year ago yielded
emails from long-lost friends and even a visit
from David Walthall, traveling from Siena, Italy,
to Mobile, Alabama, to see family. Roger lives in
nearby Pensacola, Florida, where he owns a “hidden gem” of a wine shop. Roger is also an alumni
admissions ambassador, which means he interviews applicants to Dartmouth. Through the years
Roger has interviewed more than 100 students all
across the country, yet only one has matriculated
at Dartmouth! Lately Roger is on hiatus. Owing to
the pandemic, interviews have been shunted to
Zoom, and Roger prefers to live in the real world,
something I wholeheartedly endorse.
Another long-time ’98 ambassador is Chris
Wang, who resides in Beijing. He shared the story
of his most memorable admit: the first student
ever admitted to Dartmouth from a public magnet school in northeast China. The student was
keenly interested in Dartmouth and had a clear
goal of studying philosophy, backed up by his
experiences. For example, he had increased access to Western philosophy by translating works
into Chinese and publishing them on an online
bookstore. Chris found the student’s love of the
subject, depth of thought, and passion to be convincing and inspiring. Fast forward a few years
and the student graduated from Dartmouth Phi
Beta Kappa and summa cum laude.
—Gabe Galletti, 4000 Utah Ave., Nashville, TN
37209; galletti@gmail.com
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Hello, ’99s!
It is great to hear from you, thank
you for writing to me with your news!
Ben Guaraldi wrote in with a happy update
to his family. “My wife, Rachel (Earlham ’07),
and I had our third child, Gwynevere, this March.
Gwen is peaceful, adorable, and surprisingly curmudgeonly—if I didn’t know better I would think
she was a grumpy old man! Her two siblings are
finding their place in our new family, and it’s so
sweet to see them all cuddle together.
“Not much else to report, as the kids and the
pandemic have greatly decreased my activities. I
still see Marty Vona frequently. My improv troupe
(valleyimprov.com) is weathering the pandemic
doing mostly outdoor shows, including Belinda
Chiu ’98 whenever she is in town.
“And I’m still working on data for accountability, transparency, and impact monitoring, the
installation of the open-source health management information system district health Information Software 2, which collects information about
U.S.-government-funded AIDS interventions
around the world for the president’s emergency
plan for AIDS relief.
“I am getting on a plane to go to a friend’s
wedding this summer. It feels surreal—I haven’t
been away from my house, wife or kids almost at
all in forever.”

Christopher Rea wrote in with news of his new

book. “On April 1 University of Chicago Press
will be releasing my new book, Where Research
Begins: Choosing a Research Project that Matters
to You (and the World). My coauthor, Stanford
professor Thomas Mullaney, and I spent almost
20 years coming up with this guide to starting a
new research project, one that we hope will be
of use to everyone from high school students to
professors to entrepreneurs. We offer some new
advice to a book series that includes titles such as
The Craft of Research. You have a topic of interest,
so how do you design your study such that the
results will matter to anyone else? Or when you’re
assigned a research project, how do you make it
your own? I started my own research journey at
Dartmouth, and I hope that this book will prove
useful to other researchers aiming—with every
new project—to do something original.”
Sara Braca is the author of the book, The
Other Half of Single, published by New Degree
Press. Sara describes, “My story begins when
the church where I was supposed to get married
burned down one week before my wedding. Seriously. Somehow I did not perceive this as an
omen and still went through with the wedding
(just in a different church). Not surprisingly, the
marriage didn’t work out.” Her publisher writes,
“By sharing a collection of her often hilarious
and always unexpected real-life adventures since
that eventful fire, Braca’s goal is to inspire single
people everywhere to find their joy and live the
amazing lives they want and deserve.” Sara is
based in Tuscany, Italy, and is the lead marketer
for Beyond Better Foods.
Finally, it is with great sadness that I report
the death of James “Dylan” Karczewski on February 9. My heartfelt condolences to his family and
friends.
Until next time.
—Jackie Rioux Gladstone, 21 Westwood Circle, Dover,
NH 03820; (603) 834-0517; jackie.dartmouth99@
gmail.com
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Karen Liot Hill, guest secretary, takes

over this issue’s column.
The fun part of living in the Upper Valley is always feeling at least a bit connected
to the College, from football and hockey games to
the Homecoming bonfire and alumni parade. You
should come back for Homecoming this year—and
bring partners and kids! It’s a good time.
The fun part of doing Class Notes is reconnecting with people from our college days.
This edition includes updates from some of our
classmates I had the pleasure of hearing from.
Sebastian Barreveld sent in this wonderful
report about Ned Dybvig’s wedding, which saw
many classmates in attendance and was surely a
fabulous party. “Antje (Herlyn) Barreveld and I were
fortunate to attend the very regal wedding of Ned
Dybvig and Georgina Rawkins at the Royal Hospital
Chelsea, London, on November 20, 2021. It was
great to spend time with old Dartmouth friends
including Errik Anderson, Lacary Sharpe, Katherine
Kim, Lilly Wollman, Caroline Hribar, Ryan Jones, Brent
Edwards, Jake Elberg, Carolyn (Cummins) Addison,

Ram Murali ’99, and Mike Holick ’01. We wish
them the best—and many more travels together.
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“Keeping the hill winds in her breath, Antje has been running, biking, and skiing around
the Northeast, recently completing the Boston
Marathon and the Mount Washington Inferno
Pentathlon. Her family is proud of her but wishes
that she would find a less time-consuming hobby!
“We’re excited for Chuck Horrell and Susan
(Gordon) Horrell ’06 and their impending move
to Lyme, New Hampshire, with their kiddos to, in
Chuck’s words, ‘Live free or die.’ ”
I know that many of us can also relate to this
being a very busy season of our lives, as Anita Hamalainen reports: “Scott Snyder and I have an architectural and interior design practice in the Upper
Valley. Additionally, Scott teaches engineering
at Thayer and I work at the VA Medical Center
as an interior designer. We have four kids: Jamie
is 14, Kai and Leo are 11, and Isa is 5. Between
work, Scouts, piano lessons, baseball, and musical rehearsals, we haven’t had a free moment in
14 years.”
From across the “girdled earth,” Andre Bishay
sends in this update from Switzerland: “My wife,
Valentina, and I moved from New York to Zug,
Switzerland, two years ago. Our 3-year-old son
Arik already prefers Swiss-German to English and
our daughter, Maya, just turned 1. If classmates
are in the area (we are 20 minutes from Zürich
by train) feel free to get in touch.”
Tom Kanter has been attending the Harvard
program for leadership development. Tom and
Erin (Chisholm) Kanter live in New Canaan, Connecticut, with their two daughters, Lillian and
Vivian. (Shout out to freshman-year fourth-floor
French. Woot, woot!)
And right here in Hanover some of our classmates are getting together to relive their college
years! From Lindsay Bowen Coe: “Our class field
hockey players—Kristen Leadbeater Paasch, Kristen Scopaz, Lauren Scopaz, Rebecca Sangster and
myself—will play together at the Dartmouth field
hockey reunion this April. We are pumped to play
together again after 21-plus years and celebrate
50 years of women’s athletics at Dartmouth. Up,
up, Big Green!”
Thank you to all the classmates who sent in
updates. It is so fun to share in some of the milestones and moments of life through the years.
Please send in any updates to dartmouth2000
secretary@gmail.com. And I look forward to seeing many of you in person at our 25th reunion in
2025, if not before.
—Kate (Ryan) Stowe, 91 Waterman Place, St. Louis,
MO 63112; dartmouth2000secretary@gmail.com
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We made it to summer, and I hope that
many of you have been able to visit with
fellow ’01s you may not have seen in a
while. Joe Sondheimer and I have enjoyed getting
to see and celebrate with classmates during the
past few months. We took our kids, Sasha (11) and
Simon (9), down to Birmingham, Alabama, to celebrate the bat mitzvah of Violet Levine, daughter
of Bob Levine and Emily (Hess) Levine ’05. It was a
multigenerational Dartmouth crowd with Donald
Hess ’70, George LeMaistre Jr. ’70, Doug Turner,
Tu’94, and Kevin Goldman ’00 and his wife, Sasha,
taking part in the festivities. We also caught up
with Suzanne (DeVries) Decker and her husband,
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Adam, this winter. In addition to her real estate
practice at Fried Frank, Suze and Adam recently
started a commissary kitchen for short-term rentals called Hudson Valley Beta Kitchen (HVBK,
www.hvbetakitchen.com). Located in Croton on
Hudson, New York, HVBK provides fully licensed
kitchen space for caterers, bakers, and other food
makers who have outgrown their home kitchens.
There was a New York Times crossword puzzle
clue about How I Met Your Mother’s “Bro Code,”
not that long ago, prompting me to check in with
Matt Kuhn. He is happy to report that Doogie Kamealoha, M.D., for which he is an executive producer
and writer, was recently renewed by Disney+ for
a second season. Matt will be in Hawaii for filming this summer with new episodes expected to
air this fall.
Meredith (Rubin) Slawe wrote in about recently joining the law firm of Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom LLP in New York, where she is a
partner specializing in the defense of class actions
and mass arbitration. Meredith and her husband,
Daniel Slawe, were excited to celebrate the bar
mitzvah of Billy, the oldest of their four children,
this spring. Congratulations are in order for Jim
Noonan, who had his first book published this past
April. Professor Figgy’s Weather and Climate Science Lab for Kids is full of science projects for the
whole family. To learn more about Professor Figgy
(hint: it’s Jim!) and his line of science kits, visit
www.ProfessorFiggy.com. Finally, Kevin Stanhope
(widowed) recently proposed to Stephanie Roy, his
girlfriend of more than two years. While no wedding date has been set, they are looking forward to
their household of four, with each of them bringing
a boy in their blended family in Kevin’s home state
of Maine. Congratulations to all!
—Rachel Milstein Sondheimer, 143 Branchville
Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877; (203) 645-6938; rachel.
sondheimer@gmail.com
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Hello, ’02s!
I heard from J.T. (Leaird) Schiltz
about her happy news, “On February
25 we welcomed Rose Shirley Jacqueline Schiltz
into the world. She joins big brother Peter (3) and
big sister Magnolia (5) in our very full, loud house
in Queens, New York. We look to getting the whole
crew to Hanover someday soon.”
It’s been 20 years since we walked across the
stage on the Hanover Green. We missed celebrating our reunion together last year but I’m sure
there have been plenty of Dartmouth classmate
gatherings. Send in an update about your latest
Dartmouth get-together!
—Anne Cloudman, 315 West 99th St., Apt. 2D, New
York, NY 10025; acloudman@gmail.com
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Greetings, ’03s.
Summer is in full swing. Do you
have a favorite memory from Sophomore Summer you’d like to share? Send me a note
at the email below. In just two short years we’ll
get to experience a bit of a Hanover summer at
our 20th reunion! Speaking of which, our class
head agents (me, Charlotte Haldeman Whitmore,
John Apostolides, and John Robinson) are looking
for classmates interested in helping us raise funds
for our 20-year class gift. If you would like to be

part of this milestone fundraising effort, please
reach out. Any assistance is appreciated, even
if you are willing to commit to contacting just a
few ’03 friends. Did you know that $6 million for
financial aid is raised every year from gifts of $250
or under? Every bit makes a difference.
I recently spent three days in Hanover for
the biannual meeting of the Dartmouth College
Fund committee. If you haven’t been to Hanover
in some time, prepare to be blown away by the new
buildings on the West End of campus (near Thayer
and Tuck), where the recently completed Irving
Institute for Energy and Society has opened along
with the new engineering and computer sciences
center. The spaces are gorgeous and functional for
all aspects of student life, including bringing a food
services option to that side of campus (How awesome would that have been for River residents?).
The opportunities for current Dartmouth students
are amazing and enhanced by our class support
of the College Fund, which goes directly toward
financial aid to help make Dartmouth accessible
to the next generation of students.
Elizabeth Tatkow wrote in with a brief update.
She reports that she welcomed Sebastian Everett
Roy to her family last year and has joined New York
Life Real Estate Investors after four years at Morgan Stanley. Congrats on both fronts, Elizabeth!
A Dartmouth news release caught my attention and I learned that our classmate John Turner
headed back to Hanover in 2015 to become the
director of the Dartmouth Forensic Union (a.k.a.
debate). Under his leadership, the team has won
back-to-back national debate tournaments this
year and last year. Keep up the great winning
streak, John!
And a random ’03-related encounter from
me: I was walking near my house in Washington,
D.C., and came across a couple wearing Dartmouth
sweatshirts. I stopped to say hello and ask about
their connection to the College. They were Patrick
Granfield’s grandparents! It’s a small Dartmouth
world!
That’s it for this time, as always, write me
with any updates.
—Megan (Riley) Kenney, 3408 Quebec St. NW,
Washington, DC 20016; dartmouth2003notes@
gmail.com
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Hi, ’04s! Happy Fourth of July! I hope
your summer is in full swing and
that you have a great time celebrating America’s independence, fireworks and all. I
know getting a few moments to spare during this
time of the year is easier said than done, so let’s
dive right into some exciting ’04 news.
Congratulations are in order for Margaret
Wilkerson Sexton, whose third novel, On the Rooftop, will be available for purchase this fall. On the
Rooftop is set against the backdrop of gentrifying
1950s San Francisco and follows a mother whose
dream of musical stardom for her three daughters collides with the daughters’ ambitions for
their own lives. The book is filled with first loves,
scrappy underdogs, scheming authority figures,
and a vivid cast of locals, from the gruff old lady
next door to the charismatic pastor. The novel also
offers an extra level of reward for fans of Fiddler
on the Roof, as Margaret drew inspiration from

that beloved story in writing this novel. Well done,
Margaret, and can’t wait to read it!
Garrett Jones wrote in to share that during
2020 he and his wife, Nadia, relocated from New
York to Chapel Hill, North Carolina, to enjoy a
slower pace of life and a bit of space to raise a family. I am happy to report that they welcomed their
daughter, Charlotte (“Charlie”), last June, and the
new parents cannot believe it has already been
one year. Completing the full life reboot, Garrett
recently left Greenlight Capital after nine years
to launch a private investment fund focused on
mid-life and end-of-life aircraft. Garrett also noted
that if any ’04 is planning to come through Chapel
Hill, please give him a shout. The Southern hospitality is much appreciated, Garrett, and many
congratulations!
Last but not least, while I appreciate being
by a computer is especially challenging during
the summer, please continue to send in your updates, as it is always great to hear from you. In the
meantime, enjoy your warm summer days and
nights and talk soon!
—Johanna Thomas, 14 Logan Circle, NW, Washington, DC 20005; johannarthomas@gmail.com
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Hi! I’m passing along an update: Steph
Dolan and her husband, Will Foss,
welcomed their second child, Julia
Rose Foss, on March 4 in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Big brother James (21 months) enjoys trying to
“burp” her and is happy that he remains the center
of attention.
—Matt Nicholson, 5308 Yorktown Road, Bethesda,
MD 20816; mtnicholson3@gmail.com
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Hi, ’06s, I hope everyone is enjoying
spring and able to spend time with
family and loved ones. We look forward to seeing those of you who plan to attend our
reunion in Hanover in June. This April, en route
to a business school reunion, we visited with Jon
Landsberg in Charlotte, North Carolina. He and
Steph (Cochran) Landsberg are staying busy with
work and kids Henry (3) and Abby (1) and enjoying the outdoor life in North Carolina whenever
they can.
In March Rich Walton and Nick Stork rang the
opening bell on the New York Stock Exchange
when the company they founded, Archaea Energy
(www.archaeaenergy.com), went public.
Hugh Jessiman and his wife, Cassie, were able
to spend the past two years in Sea Island, Georgia,
close to his recently deceased grandfather, Paul
Woodberry ’49. Paul was able to attend Hugh and
Cassie’s wedding as well as meet their daughter
(his great-granddaughter), Laura Lily Jessiman,
in September of 2021.
In May Amanda Morris and her husband, Chris
Bowen ’02, moved to Long Island, New York, with
their two daughters. Chris got a job with Google
and will be based out of the New York City office.
Amanda and Chris are looking forward to connecting with their friends in the area.
Since the beginning of the pandemic Michael
Mina has been leading research efforts on how to
limit spread of the virus as well as advising the
federal government (both administrations) and
many states and international governments on
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their Covid response. He recently left his position
as a professor at the Harvard School of Public
Health and medical school and is putting research
into action in the private sector as eMed’s chief
science officer. In this role Michael is still advising
governments and developing the tools society can
use to limit the toll of this virus. Michael and his
partner, Sarah, also welcomed a beautiful baby
named Lila Rose in October. The family is moving
to Miami and would welcome getting to know any
alumni in the area.
Thanks to everyone who continues to write in
and share updates. You can always view the Class
Notes online with photos at 2006.dartmouth.org/
classnotes. On our class website you can also pay
class dues, learn more about class efforts, and read
about other ’06s who have been featured in the
news. I look forward to hearing from you for the
next column!
—Cindy Tsai, c/o DAM, 7 Lebanon St., Suite 107,
Hanover, NH 03755; cindaaay@gmail.com
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Dear old Dartmouth, it’s hard to believe we left you 15 years ago. During
these past five years that I have had the
privilege of serving as your class secretary, I have
often marveled at how strong your spell remains
on all of us. This is evidenced every time you write
in inviting all of us to celebrate with you and give
a rouse for your new job, promotion, life chapter,
marriage, baby, or pet. We’ve certainly roamed the
girdled earth since we graduated, daring deeds and
greeting the whole world with a hail. I, personally,
could not be more proud of us all and can’t wait
to see where the next 15 years take us. So, in my
last column as your class secretary before I hand
the reins over, I leave you with this: Maybe the
granite of New Hampshire isn’t what’s still in our
muscles and brains. Maybe it’s the friendships
and memories and bonds—that are even stronger.
—Jaime Padgett, 1837 W. Patterson Ave, #109, Chicago, IL 60613; (574) 303-6944; dartmouth2007s@
gmail.com
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Thanks, as always, to everyone for
writing in! Below, some news and
notes about the comings and goings
of the Dartmouth College class of 2008. It has been
my pleasure sharing these and other updates with
you during my term as secretary. That said, I will
not miss it. On to the notes!
Claire Dunning shares two exciting updates:
In December she and Zack Dorner welcomed their
first child, Jamie Allan Dorner. What’s more,
Claire’s first book, Nonprofit Neighborhoods: An
Urban History of Inequality and the American
State, was published in June! “It’s a book for academics, nonprofit practitioners, and people trying
to do good,” says Claire. “Two great additions to
the world,” I say.
Hannah Rossman is still baking bread and says
she’s proud her business (Blue Grouse Bread) is
milling 100 percent of its own whole wheat flour
from Colorado farmers. Hannah and her husband,
Jesse Dudley, enjoy baby Nora, now a toddler. “Not
shaping bread quite yet but I hope soon,” says Hannah. Jesse is still a wildland firefighter for the Forest Service based out of their hometown in (very)
rural Colorado.
Megan Strout Maher writes in to share that
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she, Dunia Rkein, Lauren Bennett, and Jacqueline
Loeb descended on San Francisco to help Hannah
Tsai shop for wedding dresses. The fun weekend
continued with several other ’08s, including Emily
Chapman, Jenna Sherman, and Jean Ellen Cowgill. “It
was basically a mini-reunion!” Megan says.
Amelia Alvarez writes in to share that she lives
with her two dogs, Marley and Dodger, in Long
Beach, California.
Luke Hathaway shares that in February, he
moved from Truckee, California, to Delray Beach,
Florida, to join his partner, Erin Lansky ’12, and
dog-son (mini schnauzer) Dandy Lansky-Hathaway. “Seeking friends and watersports adventure
companions in south Florida!” says Luke.
Pat Delgado married his beautiful fiancée,
Kelsey, in Antarctica. They exchanged vows on the
continent amongst the calls of penguins, leopard
seals, and whales. They look forward to a wedding
reception amongst the calls of Phi Delts in the near
future, says Pat. Congratulations!
In maybe a first for this column, Jacob Jurmain
writes to say that he is retired, living in Seattle, and
“independently mad-sciencing on regenerative
farming and building coral reefs.”
Here’s a fun one. Sarah Stern and Zane Thayer,
who originally met on the 2007 winter anthropology foreign study program (FSP) in New Zealand,
reunited for a catch-up in Maui, where Zane was
leading the very same anthropology FSP (temporarily relocated from New Zealand due to Covid).
Josh Feder says he has seen some light at the
end of the pandemic tunnel with a handful of theater productions! He recently directed a virtual
production of Shakespeare’s Love’s Labour’s Lost
(which you can still check out on YouTube!) as
well as a musical that ran through June at a dinner
theater in Michigan. He and his husband, Philip
Montana, Med’18, will be moving to Boston and
are looking forward to reconnecting with friends
in the area.
Finally, Michelle Gladstone wrote in to share
that the class of 2008 reunion planning committee
was hard at work planning our 15-year reunion!
She was excited to see everyone return to campus
this June—I hope you all went and had a great
time—but also said, “This would be just a tiny bit
more fun if Chris had been able to make it.”
—Chris Barth, 315 14th Ave. NE, Minneapolis, MN
55413; (609) 405-9153; cbarthrun@gmail.com
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Hello, classmates! I hope you are enjoying the summer. Here’s the news!
Wei “Wendy” Diao and her husband,
Edmund, welcomed the birth of their daughter,
Emilia, on “Twosday” February 22. She was initially scheduled to be delivered on February 26,
which would have been the same birthday as that
of Wendy’s good friend, John Nordling ’56, but
Emilia decided to arrive early on. Wendy would
love to connect with other Dartmouth alums with
young children in San Francisco for future playdates and parenting advice.
Greg O’Sullivan and his wife, Jess, were pleasantly surprised Easter morning by the arrival
of their second child, George. Sister Ginny is
doing great in her new role and the parents look
forward to introducing them both to anyone who
happens to be passing through Atlanta! Raymond
Rodriguez is changing jobs, leaving his role as

communications director for Rep. Ritchie Torres
(D-NY) to be the national press secretary for U.S.
House of Representatives Majority Leader Steny
Hoyer (D-MD)! Raymond is based in Washington, D.C., and looking to connect with other ’09s
in the D.C.-Maryland-Virginia area. Natalie ToddZebell is finishing a pediatric residency and is
excited to move home to Portland, Oregon, to
work as a pediatrician, play with her 5-year-old
daughter and husband, and rock climb outside
as much as possible. She is super excited to live
within 30 minutes of Tara McNerney and get to
adventure together! She would love to connect
with anyone else in the area.
—Liz (Doolittle) Kahane, 1023 Park Blvd.,
Baton Rouge, LA 70806; (617) 909-7669;
elizabeth.d.kahane@gmail.com
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Hi, ’10s, another quick column from me
this issue. Thank you to everyone who
submitted; we love to hear from you!
Libbey Brown welcomed her second son,
Ronan Lane, on February 26.
Nick Lomanto moved to Salt Lake City and is
working for a tech startup called TaxBit. If any
local alumni are looking to mountain bike, climb,
or ski, reach out to Nick!
Emma Nairn got married to Nash Reilly (again)
last September in Westwood, Massachusetts. It
was worth the wait for an in-person celebration
with family and friends! The wedding was officiated by Jeff Spielberg and the maid of honor was
Jackie Shameklis. The Dartmouth attendance was
strong and included Shreoshi Majumdar, Boer Deng,
Rob Mercurio ’12, Charlie Nairn ’13, John Nairn
’77, and Max Kinne ’13. Emma and Nash also recently got a golden doodle puppy named Lenny
and moved to Malden, Massachusetts.
May is Dartmouth’s “Season of Service,” so I
asked our classmates working in nonprofit organizations to share more about their work.
Andy Ferrera writes: “I joined a startup social
impact consulting firm, Kinetic West, about four
years ago. During the four years we’ve grown from
a two-person shop to a 12-person team. We provide
management and strategy consulting services in
the social and collective impact space—in particular education, workforce and apprenticeship,
homelessness and housing, climate, and public
safety. I’m always looking to connect with fellow
advocates, social-sector folks in these areas and
others.”
Mackenzie (Howell) Saitowitz works in resource development for a Bedouin educational
and leadership nonprofit called Desert Stars in
southern Israel. Desert Stars is working to create a new generation of Bedouin leadership to
improve things for the community and the Negev
region as a whole. She would love to speak to fellow
alums about her work; reach her at menucha@
desertstars.org.il.
Finally, fans of the TV show Bridgerton may
have seen Lou-Lou Igbokwe’s name flash across the
screen as the writer of one of the season two episodes! How cool is that?! Congrats, Lou-Lou—I’m
looking forward to bingeing Bridgerton and seeing
you share more of your work out in the world!
—Jennifer Chong, 7A Marine View, 19 Middle Lane,
Discovery Bay, Lantau, Hong Kong; jenniferashley
chong@gmail.com
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No one sent in any updates for this column, so I’ll mention some class news
from February: Rosie Brennan competed
in cross country skiing at the Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics. Rosie skied in the women’s sprint
free (where she came in fourth), women’s team
sprint classic (fifth), women’s 4-by-5 relay (sixth),
women’s 30K free mass start (sixth), women’s 10K
classic (13th), and women’s skiathlon (14th). Rosie
was one of eight Dartmouth alums who participated in the most recent Olympics; the others were
Susan Dunklee ’08 (biathlon), Tommy Ford ’12
(alpine skiing), A.J. Hurt ’23 (alpine skiing), Julia
Kern ’19 (cross-country skiing), Tricia Mangan
’19 (alpine skiing), Nina O’Brien ’20 (alpine skiing), and Laura Stacey ’16 (ice hockey—Canada).
Congrats to all!
As for me and Thomas Lane, we wrapped up
fostering five surprise Asian spitz puppies in midMarch and were quite relieved to see them adopted
out. Five puppies are a nightmare; I don’t know
how breeders do it! And I thought we were saving
one dog off a shelter euthanasia list, but I guess
we saved six. Anyway, we are getting the puppies’
mom, Yuki—our original foster!—spayed in May
and then we will adopt her. (“Yuki” means “snow”
in Japanese. Xiaolu Li ’12 says every white dog is
named Yuki or Mochi, and she’s right, haha. So I
decided Yuki’s full name is Yuki Doggu, inspired
by our vet’s Korean grandparents living in Japan
who called all their dogs Doggu, but we still just
call her Yuki.)
Yuki is getting along superbly with our two
resident Shorkie-poo mixes Kuro (girl) and Goma
(boy). (Their names mean “black” and “sesame”
in Japanese—for “black sesame.”) Kuro and Goma
are rescues themselves that are on their third
home after they were adopted from a shelter as
9-week-old puppies, surrendered at 2 years old,
adopted by a second family, surrendered again
at 3 years old, and adopted by us in October 2020
after they spent 24 hours in foster. We’re taking all
three to Pismo Beach, California, next week where
they’ll see the beach and ocean for the first time!
Please write in with your updates! We love
hearing from y’all!
—Hillary S. Cheng, 26611 La Roda, Mission Viejo,
CA 92691; (603) 546-8452; hillary.s.cheng@
dartmouth.edu
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As we’ve mentioned in past columns,
our class of 2014 has no shortage of
emerging entrepreneurs. Jess Wolf and
Jack Foley wrote in recently to provide updates on
their respective new business ventures. Jack Foley
and his business partner, Chelsea Mandel ’15, who
met nearly 10 years ago at Dartmouth, launched
their new company on April 21. Ascension is a
corporate real estate advisory firm created to accelerate the pace of progress and achieve a higher
standard of real estate advisory services. Jess Wolf
recently launched Skye, a coaching platform committed to creating greater access to world-class
support to accelerate personal and professional
development. The company raised its seed round
of funding in April.
It was inspiring to see many classmates run
the Boston and Brooklyn marathons (and half
marathons!) during the last few weeks. Check out
our class Instagram account (dartmouth_2014) for

some great celebratory pictures of Erin Abraham,
Lindsay Walsh, Caitie Meyer, and Irvin Gómez in Boston. Paige Monborne and Steph von Csiky-Sessoms
were also spotted speeding down the streets of
Brooklyn.
Out on the West Coast, Ben Morse and Molly
(Pugh) Morse welcomed daughter Adelaide Rose
Morse into the world on March 3. Addie made her
debut at 3:36 a.m. at 8 pounds, 7 ounces, and the
family is doing wonderfully.
Congratulations to our Camp Granite attendees Janna (Wandzilak) Colucci, Nicole Swanson, and
Shu Fang, who captured the $5,000 Bema bracket
prize with 102 gifts!
As always, we would love to hear your updates.
We can be reached at dartmouth2014classnotes@
gmail.com.
—John Daniels, 12 Fiske Road Wenham, MA 01984;
(617) 240-6007; john.h.daniels.14@gmail.com;
Sarah Rossow, 119 Heath St., London NW3 6SS;
(651) 769-7344; s.m.rossow@gmail.com
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Hello summer, ’16s!
Big thanks to Jess Ma for staying on
top of our many recent medical school
graduates who will begin residency training all
over the country! Congratulations graduates and
good luck on the rest of your journey: Nikhil Arora
(otolaryngology at UCSF), Aniksha Balamurga (pediatrics at UCLA), Justin Halloran (psychiatry at
Cambridge Health Harvard Medical School), Julia
Isaacson (emergency medicine at Boston Medical
Center), Sumner Kilmarx (thoracic surgery at NYU),
Jess Ma (internal medicine at Boston University
Medical Center), Silpa Raju (radiation oncology at
Washington University in St. Louis), Anne Strong
Caldwell (ophthalmology at University of Colorado), and Hersh Trivedi (urology at UNC-Chapel
Hill).
But wait, there’s more!
Stephanie Roff got engaged to her partner,
Andrew Hopen. They met in Brooklyn in 2017
and now live in Austin, Texas, with their dog. Congratulations, Stephanie!
—Lynn Huang, 4225 Larchmont Road, #922, Durham, NC 27707; lynnshuang94@gmail.com
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Let’s give it up to Apoorva Dixit, who has
been booked and busy this past year,
starting and growing a podcast, attending law school, and so much more.
Apoorva launched They Knew Which Way
to Run, a podcast on the 1984 Bhopal gas tragedy.
Apoorva was born on Bhopali soil scarred by methyl isocyanate—a poison leaked by an American
factory that killed 10,000. Yet, the first time she
heard of the tragedy was sitting in a social studies class 8,000 miles away in Memphis, Tennessee. Motivated to understand why, she returned
to Bhopal as a Fulbright scholar. She spent nine
months with gas survivors of every religion, class,
and caste to understand what it means to survive
a disaster. Each disaster creates a new class of inequities, and time erases evidence of the violence
that caused them.
Apoorva says that building this podcast required arduous research, complex storytelling,
and emotional resilience. Creating the podcast
has helped her heal and process her time in India
and her birthtown’s legacy. She’s thankful for her

great friends who helped make the art, music, and
website to accompany the podcast, such as Amy
Zhang, who made the podcast logo.
Listen to They Knew Which Way to Run wherever you get your podcasts or on theyknewwhichwaytorun.com. Apoorva releases episodes every
three weeks. If you get a chance to listen to the
podcast, reach out to Apoorva! She loves hearing
about people’s different responses to the podcast!
As if building They Knew Which Way to Run
wasn’t enough work already, Apoorva is also a
J.D. candidate at Duke University School of Law.
She’s interested in pursuing civil rights work after
law school and this summer she will intern at the
Boston public defender’s office.
Next, congratulations to Ellen Kim and Pat Xu,
who tied the knot in April! We love a Dartmouth
love story!
Ellen and Pat met during a freshman mixer
at the Choates and became fast friends. During
the next few years they got to know each other
through walks around Dartmouth’s golf course,
rock climbing at Rumney, and takeout from Tuk
Tuk. Although they lost touch toward the end of
their time at Dartmouth, Pat visited Ellen a year
after graduation and they quickly reconnected.
After dating for two years, Pat proposed to Ellen
back at the same golf course they stargazed at during freshman year.
Ellen and Pat got married in Dallas. The
celebration had a rustic theme and one of their
friends officiated the ceremony. The reception
included an avocado bar and contra dance. They
also had a welcome dinner at Ellen’s family home,
which featured Texas BBQ, open fires, cornhole,
and pong.
After the wedding, Ellen and Pat went to
Spain and France for 10 days and toured the
Basque and Andalusia regions. They hiked a few
miles of the northern Camino de Santiago pilgrimage, marveled at the Alhambra palace in Granada,
and strolled through the Mosque-Cathedral in
Córdoba. They also had a delicious tasting menu
in San Sebastian that included pigeon and four
dessert courses.
Now Ellen and Pat are back in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, where Ellen is working on her
Ph.D. and Pat works as a software engineer. This
summer they look forward to attending our fiveyear reunion, taking a trip to Cape Cod, Massachusetts, playing volleyball, and hosting and cooking
for friends with the Korean BBQ grill they received
as a wedding gift.
—Dorian J. Allen, 3 Rue Jacquard, 3ième étage, Lyon,
France 69004; dorallen@comcast.net
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Hi, ’18s! I hope everyone has been enjoying their summer! It seems everyone
has been busy, as we have lots of exciting updates to share!
Charlie Blatt wrote, “Many exciting things on
the horizon! I recently got engaged to my fiancé,
Jack Greenberg. He describes Dartmouth as his
‘college-in-law.’ In May I graduated from Yale
Law School. After I take the bar exam in late July
Jack and I are moving to New York City, where I
will work for a law firm and later clerk for a federal judge. I’m looking forward to starting a new
post-law school chapter and hope to spend more
time with Dartmouth friends in New York.” ConJ U L Y / A U G U S T 2 0 2 2 85
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gratulations, Charlie and Jack, on all these exciting
developments!
On April 20 Francine Mejia welcomed home
twin baby boys, Alistair Logan and Harvey Grant.
She wrote, “The sleepless nights of studying have
prepared me well for the sleepless nights to come!”
Congratulations to you and your family, Francine!
Herbert Chang has exciting news! During his
time at Dartmouth he coinvented a musical instrument with his music professor Spencer Topel.
Now, seven years later, their instrument has won
the prestigious Guthman Musical Instrument
Competition Jury’s Special Award, known as
the X-Prize. Herbert wrote, “My friendship with
Professor Topel was one of the most important
things I gained from Dartmouth and culminated
in this way. I’m currently a Ph.D. student at USC,
but collaborate heavily with Dartmouth mathematics and the Neukom Center, with our most
recent work featured in Scientific American.” The
award comes at a sad time following the passing
of professor Jon Appleton, who invented the Synclavier at Dartmouth 40 years ago. Herbert wrote
that Professor Appleton’s legacy was conceptually
instrumental in his and Professor Topel’s work.
Congratulations to you both!
Recently, Ben Farrar, Jack Taylor, and Jimmy
Buchanan went to Chamonix, France, for an extended vacation! Ben wrote that they “enjoyed
several weeks of skiing, rock and ice climbing,
and eating more cheese and bread than previously
considered humanly possible.” That sounds like
an ideal vacation!
Kate Letkewicz wrote in to say, “Congratulations to Emily Slagle for the bun in the oven! You’re
going to be the best mom!” Congratulations, Emily, and thanks for writing in with the amazing
news, Kate!
Kimberly Ma will be beginning her Ph.D. program in biodefense at George Mason University
starting in the fall. She wrote, “I will be continuing
to work full-time in public health for a while so it
will be a little tough, but I am super excited for
this next step. I’m looking forward to continuing
to connect with D.C.-based Dartmouth alumni
during the next (at least) five years!” Congratulations, Kimberly!
Hollye Swinehart is currently living in London
and finishing her master’s in filmmaking. She is
currently in pre-production for her directing and
writing debut, Cotton Something. Congratulations,
Hollye! If you want to be involved or to find out
more, please visit cottonsomething.com.
This past spring Maya Moten went back to
school to study film and got engaged to her boyfriend (now fiancé)! Congratulations, Maya!
Thanks to everyone who submitted their updates and stories. It’s so good to hear about what
everyone is up to! Enjoy the rest of the summer
and stay cool, ’18s!
—Emily Choate, 172 Commonwealth Ave., Apt. 3,
Boston, MA 02116; (603) 305-5346; eschoate@
gmail.com
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Hi, ’19s! I hope that you have had a great
summer so far and are enjoying the
warm weather. We have lots of exciting updates to get to, so I’ll get right to it!
I first want to congratulate Monik Walters for
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winning our class’s election for alumni councilor.
Monik will represent the class of 2019 at Alumni
Council meetings for the next three years. I also
wanted to thank Kate Domin for doing a great job
representing our class for the past three years!
Molly Rossman wrote in to give a shoutout to
Casey Vaughan, who graduated from the University
of Pennsylvania with a master’s in behavioral and
decision sciences in May.
Sydney Kamen wrote in to share that she graduated from the Harvard Kennedy School with her
master’s in public policy. She will be joining the
U.S. Department of State Foreign Service after
graduation.
Mark Dominguez left D.C. for a bit and journeyed out west. He had a lot of fun and saw lots of
Dartmouth friends working remotely.
I also wanted to give a shoutout to all of the
’19s who ran the Brooklyn Half-Marathon and
Marathon in April!
Finally, in March Mark Daniels, Trevor Dorman, Abigail Buckley, and Elise Higgins traveled to
Dartmouth’s campus for a weekend of calling and
texting in support of the Dartmouth College Fund.
The Dartmouth College Fund plays a huge role in
supporting financial aid to make sure Dartmouth
is economically accessible to all students. Our
class tied for the most donors during the weekend
and won our bracket, earning another $5,000 toward financial aid. The class agents want to thank
all of the ’19s who contributed!
Thanks to all who shared exciting news! As
always, feel free to update me on changes in employment, graduate school, engagement, weddings,
get-togethers with other ’19s, and other news! You
can reach out by email or through our class Instagram, @2019.dartmouth.
—Morgan Lee, 417 Grand St., Apt. D1705, New York,
NY 10002; morganwlee@gmail.com
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Hi, ’20s! I hope you all are doing well
and enjoying the fruits of summer.
Personally, I am excited for us all to
come together in Hanover this August for our
Commencement celebration. While some might
think this an event to commemorate our efforts at
the College, I think it will also be a time to celebrate
what we have achieved in our young adulthood,
including after graduation. This column, Emma
(Sampugnaro) Velicky penned a beautiful piece
about just this, finding herself after Dartmouth.
“At Dartmouth we were told almost constantly to step off the beaten path, to think outside the
box—not just with our studies, but with our lives.
Yet in many ways attending Dartmouth is part of a
narrow but well-worn path toward social mobility.
On campus the sense of belonging and togetherness made it easy to dodge questions of purpose.
The future, far away from cramped dorm rooms
and stolen Food Court plates, was always bold and
beautiful and bright.
“Well, my friends, the future is now. I hesitate to reference current events, knowing that the
moment I do a new variant will show up before
the ink dries. Instead, I will report on how things
have been for me since March 2020, after getting
stuck in Seattle with one carry-on suitcase in my
now husband’s 400-square-foot studio apartment.
“I am a continuation of everything I was be-

fore, but sometimes it feels as though the proportions are all drawn wrong. I am 23 and married—a
peculiarity for college-educated, non-religious
Gen-Z women, but for a girl who used to chase
boys around the playground, it hardly comes as a
surprise. If I had double-majored at Dartmouth it
would have been for a Mrs. degree. By all standard
metrics of success, Dartmouth has catapulted me
onward and upward. I work for Microsoft as a
product manager. I bought a house in central Seattle. My family is all very impressed. But what
keeps me up at night is the fear that I’m not living
up to my potential.
“If someone had told me that I would spend
my 20s pouring coffee and fetching dry cleaning to
support a glamorous writing career in my 30s, I’d
say, count me in. However, one might describe my
current situation as staring at a computer monitor
all day while money pours down my throat. I was
prepared for hustling and struggling to make my
dreams come true, not trudging through a lucrative
but incredibly boring 9-to-5.
“Yet I am learning that these small, conventional steps require the most belief, the most
discipline—the most therapy. In therapy I am
learning to trust myself and my process. I push
for professional recognition even though I don’t
see myself in this career in the long term. I went
part-time at Microsoft to make more space for
my writing. I just published my historical bondage, dominance, and submission/sadomasochism
romance novel, Caribbean Reign (Amazon). Maybe
one day I’ll adapt it into a screenplay and try to sell
it to Netflix. Maybe one day I’ll open an Italian
bakery in Seattle or a flagship West Coast location for Dunkin Donuts. Right now I am learning
to accept what I have and still strive for better. I
am not complacent. I am letting my experiences
shape who I am and who I want to be. Not every
step will be unique, not every step will be perfect,
but I am growing up. We are growing up.”
See you all soon (I hope)! Until then, wishing
you all health and happiness.
—Katie Goldstein, 263 W Santa Inez, Hillsborough,
CA 94010; katie.e.goldstein.20@dartmouth.edu

Clubs &
Groups
David (Jody) Dietze ’78, president of the Dartmouth
Club of Suburban New Jersey, reported that Jenny
Kemeny ’76, daughter of former Dartmouth Presi-

dent John G. Kemeny, spoke eloquently to the club
about her father’s life and tenure at Dartmouth
during the club’s virtual spring seminar in March.
John Kemeny was Dartmouth’s 13th president
and served from 1970 to 1981. Jonathan I. Rabinowitz ’74 organized the informative and fun event!
John Bash ’67, president of the Dartmouth Club
of Sarasota and Manatee, Florida, reported that
in March the club hosted Buddy Teevens ’79, the
head football coach of the Big Green. Law partner
Liz Stamoulis ’08, former captain of the football
cheerleading squad, welcomed the coach. Financier Jim Degenhardt ’81 and former Bengals star

Reggie Williams ’76 sent greetings to their former
teammate but were unable to attend. Bill Wellstead
’63, who played on the undefeated Dartmouth
team of 1962, made the introduction. Paul Binder
’63 provided the club gift, an autographed copy

of his Never Quote the Weather to a Sea Lion. In
addition, Dr. Fred Jarrett ’63 introduced incoming
freshman J.J. Dubois ’26, whom he had interviewed
as an admissions ambassador. J.J. is a rowing
champion and multilingual scholar delighted to
be accepted by Dartmouth.
Thank you for sharing your news. Please stay
safe and send me updates about the great events
that you and your fellow alumni have organized.
—Stina Brock ’01, P.O. Box 9274, Jackson, WY
83002; stina.brock@gmail.com

Deaths

The following is a list of deaths reported to us
since the previous issue. Full obituaries, usually
written by the class secretaries, may appear on the
DAM website at dartmouthalumnimagazine.com,
where friends and classmates may post their own
remembrances of the deceased. Please contact
alumni records at (603) 646-2253 or obituary@
dartmouth.edu to report an alumnus death.
Ashley D. Pace Jr. ’41 • Feb. 2
William A. Chilcote ’43 • April 2
Sidney W. French ’45 • Feb. 28
John M. Prentice ’45 • Feb. 26
Christian M. Gianola ’46 • Dec. 29, 2021
Edward S. Kirkland ’46 • Jan. 11
W. Hardy Hendren III ’47 • March 1
Richard B. Menin ’47 • March 7
Francis E. O’Brien ’47 • Feb. 16
Foster J. DeGiacomo ’48 • Feb. 11
Edward H. MacBurney ’49 • March 17
Robert B. Shnayerson ’50 • March 6
Richard J. Dunn ’51 • Feb. 16
Harvey L. Goldstock ’51 • Dec. 6, 2021
William C. Lang ’51 • March 1
Edgar R. Miller Jr. ’51 • Feb. 19
Gilbert F. Mueller Jr. ’51 • April 14
Alfred M. Schmidt Jr. ’51 • March 27
Lee H. Cliff ’52 • March 20
Edward C. Coolidge ’52 • April 5
Charles F. Curtis ’52 • Feb. 24
Ardie Epranian ’52 • unknown
William L. Kurtz ’52 • Aug. 15, 2021
Charles M. Liddle III ’52 • March 28
David M. Litsey ’52 • Dec. 31, 2021
Louis R. Malizia ’52 • Oct. 3, 2021
Le Baron W. Dennis ’53 • Dec. 24, 2021
Anthony M. Frank ’53 • Feb. 2
William R. Hazelton ’53 • March 30
Wayne W. Keller ’53 • April 5
Richard P. Lena ’53 • Feb. 15
Richard D. Barker ’54 • Feb. 27
Bradford P. Borden ’54 • March 31
John F. Felter ’54 • Feb. 26
John E. Fenn ’54 • April 20
Richard A. Watt ’54 • April 4
Louis P. Bierly ’55 • Dec. 11, 2021
Robert C. Brown ’55 • Oct. 13, 2021
Weston G. Bruner ’55 • March 22
Elias M. Ellovich ’55 • April 1

Scott Gerrish ’55 • March 30
Thomas M. Hughson ’55 • Feb. 26
James L. Magavern ’55 • March 7
Bernhard E. Bergesen III ’56 • Feb. 2
Thomas C. Holdorf ’56 • March 9
Samuel M. Purvis III ’56 • March 6
John W. Rosenberger ’56 • Jan. 30
Edward C. Bessey ’57 • Feb. 19
F. Scott Corey ’57 • March 3
Joseph D. Kyle ’57 • Feb. 25
Otto F. Stock Jr. ’57 • Dec. 1, 2021
James C. Tankersley ’57 • Jan. 18, 2021
Donald W. Aitken Jr. ’58 • Feb. 27
Joseph B. Blake ’58 • Feb. 15
Stuart C. Clark ’58 • Dec. 31, 2021
Lowell B. Dana ’58 • Feb. 27
Peter B. Flowers ’58 • April 22
W. C. LaFleur ’58 • April 5
William J. Pringle ’58 • Aug. 10, 2021
Laurence M. Scoville Jr. ’58 • Feb. 27
Philip B. Stoddard ’58 • March 10
Leslie J. Tenn-Lyn ’58 • Nov. 1, 2019
William C. Tindal III ’58 • unknown
Jimmy L. Bybee ’59 • Feb. 23
William M. Colaiace ’59 • Feb. 26
Peter L. Klinge ’59 • Feb. 3
Myron Lewis ’59 • April 9
John C. Hannon ’60 • Aug. 8, 2021
Ridler W. Page ’60 • March 5
Clifford S. Russell ’60 • March 5
George N. Woodworth ’60 • March 1
David R. Zehr ’60 • Feb. 9
Jonathan D. Gershovitz ’62 • unknown
James N. Johnson III ’62 • Feb. 9
Peter L. Weldy ’62 • Jan. 17
James J. Bell ’63 • March 22
Robert B. Goldberg ’63 • March 24
Richard W. Harrow ’63 • March 4
Percy H. Russell Jr. ’63 • Feb. 15
Robert E. Burton Jr. ’64 • March 18
Duncan M. Holthausen Jr. ’64 • Dec. 1, 2021
Arthur W. Ward Jr. ’64 • Jan. 2, 2019
Theodore L. Bracken Sr. ’65 • March 8
Reno T. Simone Jr. ’65 • March 19
Pliny A. Stebbins ’65 • Feb. 13
Richard Kornblum ’66 • Feb. 23
Thomas E. Wilson Jr. ’66 • Aug. 1, 2021
Karl A. Friberg ’67 • Feb. 25
Charles I. Karchmer ’68 • April 3
Roy H. Landy ’68 • unknown
William H. Rapf ’68 • April 3
Roger E. Waterman ’69 • March 5
Harold P. Ano Jr. ’70 • March 12
David P. Grossi ’70 • March 13
Louise W. Thorndike ’70 • Feb. 28
John J. Curley III ’72 • Jan. 26
Raymond G. Sansouci ’73 • Feb. 4
Thomas H. Murphy Jr. ’75 • Nov. 13, 2021
Michael C. Venuti ’75 • Nov. 12, 2020
John Schaeffer ’76 • March 18
Clement E. Gosney ’77 • Feb. 10
Richard W. Hosking ’77 • Feb. 13
David M. Jones ’78 • Dec. 27, 2021
John F. Mares ’78 • Nov. 20, 2021
Thomas A.Z. Howard ’80 • unknown
Robert W. Butler Jr. ’81 • April 15
James D. Karczewski ’99 • Feb. 9
Jacob S. Henry ’18 • March 24
Madeleine M. Billings ’20 • Dec. 30, 2021
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in Hanover since 1975. (603) 643-6004;
roger@rogerclarkson.com. Roger Clarkson ’75.

PANORAMIC VIEWS!

On 31 acres with a private pond for swimming,
this open concept contemporary home enjoys
outstanding floor to ceiling panoramic mountain views.
Great location between Hanover and New London, NH.
Minutes from Montcalm Golf Club and Whaleback.
Offered at $1,350,000.

(603) 526-4116
P.O. Box 67
224 Main Street
New London
NH 03257

FOR RENT
PARIS 75004, FRANCE. Luxury 1-bedroom seen
on House Hunters International, sleeps 4, www.
ParisWeekender.com / parisweekender@gmail.
com.
LUXURY TUSCAN VILLA. Set high in the Chianti
countryside, this exquisite, recently restored
villa has 8 bedrooms and 8.5 bathrooms. Perfect
for large families or groups of friends, the
beautiful vistas, large pool and outdoor
fireplace all make for the vacation of a lifetime.
Private chef available. mahokeza@comcast.net.
D’82.
PARIS, ILE SAINT-LOUIS: Elegant, spacious
top ﬂoor skylighted apartment, gorgeous
view overlooking Seine, 2 bedrooms sleep 4,
2 baths, elevator, well-appointed, full kitchen,
Wi-Fi. (678) 232-8444 or triff@mindspring.com.
PROVENCE. Delightful five-bedroom stone
farmhouse, facing Roman theater. Pool, vineyard.
(860) 672-6608, www.frenchfarmhouse.com.

EDUCATION SERVICES
SAT/ACT & ISEE/SSAT TUTOR: Robert
Kohen, Ph.D., Harvard and Columbia grad,
provides
individualized
tutoring
for
the
SAT/ACT and ISEE/SSAT. (212) 658-0834;
robertkohen@koheneducationalservices.com;
www.koheneducationalservices.com

BOOKS ON MOUNT MOOSILAUKE HISTORY
YOU CAN ONLY FIND the books of the Moosilauke
History Series at the MoosilaukeBooks.com
website.

ADVERTISE IN
DAM CLASSIFIEDS
ADVERTISING@DARTMOUTH.EDU
OR CALL AT (603) 646-1208
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what i’ve learned since graduation

Allan A. Ryan ’66
A legal expert on war crimes—and worse
Interview by L I S A F U R L O N G

“I didn’t develop an interest in law as it relates to war until I worked
in the solicitor general’s office. After I successfully argued for the

conviction of a man accused by the immigration and naturalization service of having been a guard at Treblinka, the U.S. Justice
Department established an office to investigate and prosecute
Nazi war criminals in the United States and asked me to head it.”
“The objective of teaching about the law of war is to make the point

that nations have agreed in different forums—including Nuremberg, the Geneva Conventions, and such treaties as those against
nuclear weapons—that there are and should be rules. Civilians
should not be targeted. Prisoners should not be mistreated. Rape,
pillage, and plunder should not be tolerated.”
“Obviously, law cannot perfectly regulate war. Crimes are still com-

mitted, but those who commit them can be held to account. In
Nuremberg and Vietnam [1970], Telford Taylor, chief counsel
at the Nuremberg trials, cites how many more people are alive
today because of the law of war, which is a point to take some
comfort from.”
“Nuremberg was the most important human rights development of
the 20th century because it established the principle that indi-

viduals could be tried and convicted. Prior to that, they could
hide behind a state.”
“Although our record pales compared to Nazi Germany or other
examples such as Cambodia in the 1970s or what is happening in
Ukraine now, the United States has also committed war crimes.”
“The International Criminal Court has been criticized with some
justification as being heavily bureaucratic, terribly slow,

focused too much on Africa. But it is better to have it than to not,
and I do think the United States should be part of it.”
“When President Biden, somewhat offhandedly, referred to what
is going on in Ukraine as genocide, that was a step too far. There

are certainly war crimes that are taking place in Ukraine, fully
documented, but genocide is different than ‘simply’ the killing
of civilians, as horrific as that may be.”
“For students born in the last 20 or 30 years, atrocities, war crimes,
crimes against humanity, and genocide are all too familiar. When

a student asks, ‘What can I do?’ I say, ‘First you must try to understand it, learn about it historically and currently, then use
your voice.’ ”

“The problem with enforcement of laws against war crimes, crimes
against humanity, and genocide is getting the perpetrators into the
courtroom.”
“I start my Harvard summer school course with Shakespeare’s Henry V,

which focuses on the Battle of Agincourt. Shakespeare makes
clear that even in 1415, there were rules as to the conduct of
war. Henry V instructed his soldiers to treat civilians carefully.”
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HIS STORY

Notable: Has taught law and history of war crimes and genocide
since prosecuting Nazi war criminals as director, U.S. Department
of Justice Office of Special Investigations, 1980-83; author of Quiet
Neighbors (1984), Yamashita’s Ghost (2012), The 9/11 Terror Cases
(2015); board chair, Veterans Legal Services, Boston; former member,
national commission, Anti-Defamation League
Career: Attorney at Harvard since 1985; director of intellectual property, Harvard Business School Publishing; faculty, Harvard Extension
School; taught law of war at Boston College Law School; before
joining U.S. solicitor general’s office in 1977, clerked for Supreme
Court Justice Byron R. White, served as U.S. Marine Corps officer,
and practiced law in Washington, D.C.

THE PERFECT TIME IS
RIGHT NOW.
NEW JOB. MARRIAGE. STARTING A FAMILY. REUNIONS. RETIREMENT.
Life is full of milestones. Each is a perfect time to create your Dartmouth legacy.
The Dartmouth Gift Planning team can help maximize your tax and estate benefits while
you help future generations. Contact our team today to learn how you can use your 401(k),
life insurance policy, will, or other plan to pay it forward. And Dartmouth recognizes
all planned gifts, including bequests, in The Call to Lead campaign.

Education: A.B., government; J.D., University of Minnesota, 1970
Personal: Lives with wife Nancy in Norwell, Massachusetts; father of
adult daughter and son
i llu st rat i on by J OH N C U N EO

For more information, contact Rolly Balbuena in the Gift Planning office.
603-646-3799 • rolly.d.balbuena@dartmouth.edu • dartgo.org/rightnow

Where Luxury & Adventure Gather
Elegant accommodations touched by historic legacy and exciting recreation oﬀerings for
everyone converge with exceptional culinary experiences at Vermont’s most beautiful address.

Fine Dining

•

Fly Fishing • Tennis • Falconry • Golf • Biking • Hiking • Spa
Romantic Getaways • Family Vacations • Meetings • Social Events • Weddings

Woodstock, Vermont | 844.545.4178 | www.woodstockinn.com

